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Bangladesh is a country based on language. The Bengali language is the prime language of this country whose 
people sacrificed their lives on the 21st of February 1952 and established the dignity of language. This day has 
been recognized later as International Mother Language Day by the UNESCO.  Bengali Nationalism developed 
from the Movement of Language of 1952 and from that through the Liberation War of 1971 Bangladesh 
emerged as an independent state. Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman (1920-1975) is the architect of this 
country. This year the Birth Centenary of Bangabandhu is being celebrated throughout the world along with 
the preparation to celebrate the Golden Jubilee of the Independence of Bangladesh. 
 
Bangladesh is a country of books. Thousands of books are published here every year. A book fair named Amar 
Ekushey Baimela is organized every year in this country, which is the biggest book fair considering time 
duration. This book fair continues for the whole month of February. 
 
Like every year Bangladesh is participating this year also in Frankfurt International Book Fair, which will take 
place on virtual media. For the selection of books to be projected in virtual Frankfurt Book Fair, it has been 
emphasized on those books which have been published on the occasion of the celebration of the Birth 
Centenary of Father of the Bengali Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the Golden Jubilee of the 
independence of the country. Besides the books on Bangabandhu and Golden Jubilee, books on literature, 
arts, cultures, history and politics of Bangladesh are also included in the list. Covers and synopses of more than 
three hundred books published from Bangladesh are as follows. We hope these books will be able to attract 
international publishers and readers. The email address of the publisher of each book has been given besides 
the short description of the book. We expect feedback from interested publishers and readers. 
 
-National Book Centre, Ministry of Cultural Affairs, the Government of Bangladesh  

 

 
 
 
 

Bücher von Bangladesch 

 
Bangladesch ist ein Land, das auf der Sprache basiert. Die bengalische Sprache ist die Hauptsprache dieses 

Landes. Am 21. Februar 1952  widmete seine Bevölkerung ihr Leben und herstellte die Würde der Sprache. Der 

gleiche Tag wurde deswegen als Internationaler Tag der Muttersprache anerkannt. Der bengalische 

Nationalismus entstand aus der Bewegung der Sprache und auf diese Weise entwickelte sich Bangladesch durch 

den Befreiungskrieg vom Jahr 1971 zu einem unabhängigen Staat. Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

(1920-1975) ist der Gründer dieses Landes. Zur Zeit wird weltweit der 100. Geburtstag von ihm gefeiert. In 

diesem Jahr bereitet sich das Land darauf vor, das goldene Jubiläum der Unabhängigkeit Bangladeschs zu 

feiern. 

 

Bangladesch ist ein Land der Bücher. Jährlich werden hier mehr als zirka Tausende Bücher veröffentlicht. In 

diesem Land wird jedes Jahr eine Buchmesse namens Amar Ekusay Boimela veranstaltet, die angesichts der 

Zeitdauer die größte Buchmesse auf aller Welt ist. Diese Buchmesse dauert einen ganzen Monat von Februar. 

 

Wie jedes Jahr hat Bangladesch dieses Jahr auch an der Frankfurten Buchmesse teil, die dieses Mal auf 

virtuellen Medien stattfinden wird. Bei der Buchauswahl haben wir auf die Bücher hervorgehoben, die 

anlässlich des 100. Geburtstages des Vaters der bengalischen Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman und 

des goldenen Jubiläums der Unabhängigkeit veröffentlicht wurden. Außerdem sind Bücher über Literatur, 

Kunst, Kulturen, Geschichte und Politik Bangladeschs in die Liste eingetragen. Die Umschläge und 

Zusammenfassungen von mehr als dreihundert Büchern sind wie folgt. Wir hoffen, dass diese Bücher 

internationale Verlager und Leser anziehen könnten. Die E-Mail-Adresse des Verlegers jedes Buches wird 

neben der Beschreibung des Buches aufgefürt. Wir erwarten Feedback darüber von interessierten Verlagern und 

Lesern. 

 

-National Book Centre, Ministry of Cultural Affairs, the Government of Bangladesh  
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Record of Proceedings: 

The Agartala Conspiracy 

Case Volume-1, 

Compilation and 

Foreword by Sheikh 

Hasina, Mawla Brothers, 

Price BDT 1000.00 

mowlabrothers@gmail.co

m 

 

The Agartala Conspiracy Case was one 

of the seminal events in the history of 

Independence Movement of 

Bangladesh. It was in fact an outcome 

of deep conspiracy of Pakistani 

Government against the Awami League 

chief Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. But the 

case fired them back. The case made 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman more popular, 

and he was given the famous title 

Bangabandhu, the Friend of Bengal. 

The records of proceedings of this 

famous case have been compiled in 4 

volumes, under the title Record of 

Proceedings: the Agartala Conspiracy 

Case, by Sheikh Hasina, daughter of 

Bangabandhu and the Honourable 

Prime Minister of Bangladesh. She has 

also written a foreword for this 

compilation. The first volume contains 

some prosecution witnesses, writ 

petitions, objections and deposition of 

different witnesses from July 1968 to 

November 1968. The reader of this 

volume will find many invaluable 

information and documents of this case.  

রেকর্ ড অব প্রসিসর্িংি, আগেতলা কনসিরেসি রকইি, ১ম খণ্ড, 

িিংকলন ও ভূসমকা : রেখ হাসিনা, মাওলা ব্রাদাি ড, মূল্য 

১০০০.০০ টাকা 

 

১৯৬৬ সালে ছয় দফা দাবি ঘ াষণার         জাবির 
বিিা িঙ্গিনু্ধ ঘেখ মুবজিুর রহমানলে ঘেপ্তার েলর 
োরািবি েরা হয়। ১৯৬৮ সালে িাাঁর বিরুলে আগরিো 
ষড়যন্ত্র মামো দালয়র োলেও বিবন োরাগালর বছলেন। 
িাাঁর বিরুলে অবিলযাগ ঘয, বিবন িাাংোলদে নালম এেবি 
সািবলিৌম রাষ্ট্র গঠলনর জনয িূিব িাবেস্তানলে িাবেস্তান 
ঘেলে িুলরািুবর িৃেে েরার ষড়যন্ত্র েলরবছলেন। বিলেষ 
ট্রাইিুযনাে গঠলনর িলর ১৯ই জুন ১৯৬৮ ঢাো 
ঘসনাবনিালসর মলযয শুনাবন শুরু হয়। জনগলণর অসন্তুবির 
ফলে িবরবিবি চরলম ওলঠ এিাং সরোর ১৯৬৯ সালের 
২১ই ঘফব্রুয়াবর আগরিো ষড়যন্ত্র মামো প্রিযাহার েরলি 
িাযয হয়।  বিলেষ ট্রাইিুযনালের োযবক্রলমর ঘরের্ব িলর 
চার খলে সাংেবেি হয়। ১৯৬৮ সালের জুোই ঘেলে 
নলিম্বর িযবন্ত বিবিন্ন সাক্ষীর সাক্ষযেহণ, বরি আলিদন, 
আিবি এিাং জিানিবি প্রেম খলে িান িায়। িাাংোলদে 
সরোলরর প্রযানমন্ত্রী           ঘেখ হাবসনা এবি 
সাংেেন েলরলছন ও এর িূবমো বেলখলছন।         
                                   । 

2 ১/২ 

 
Record of Proceedings: The 

Agartala Conspiracy Case 

Volume-2, Compilation and 

Foreword by Sheikh Hasina, 

Mawla Brothers, Price BDT 

1000.00 

mowlabrothers@gmail.com 

 

The records of the proceedings of 

the special tribunal of the Agartala 

Conspiracy Case were compiled in 

four volumes by present Prime 

Minister Sheikh Hasina and 

published in book form in 2020. 

The second volume deals with the 

testimonies, writ petitions, 

objections and statements of 

various witnesses from November 

1986 to January 1989. This includes 

the 45th to 238th prosecution 

witnesses. These documents were 

in the possession of the special 

branches of intelligence agencies. 

Many unknown chapters of the 

Agartala Conspiracy Case can be 

found in this volume. This is an 

important document of the history 

of Bangladesh.  

রেকর্ ড অব প্রসিসর্িংি, আগেতলা  কনসিরেসি  

রকইি, ২য় খণ্ড, িিংকলন ও ভূসমকা : রেখ হাসিনা, 

মাওলা ব্রাদাি ড, মূল্য ১০০০.০০ টাকা 

 

                   সবরেষ 

ট্রাইব্যুনারলে কার্ ডক্ররমে রেকর্ ড চাে খরণ্ড 

িিংকসলত     ২০২০ িারল           

         ।           ১৯৬৮ িারলে 

নরেম্বে রেরক ১৯৬৯ িারলে জানুয়াসে পর্ ডন্ত 

সবসেন্ন িাক্ষীে িাক্ষুগ্রহণ, সেট আরবদন, 

আপসি এবিং জবানবসি সিতীয় খরণ্ড স্থান 

রপরয়রে।         ৪৫      ২৩৮   

িাক্ষুগ্রহণ          ।               

      ই                  । 

                              

      ই                 ।     

           ই                   

    । 
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Record of Proceedings: 

The Agartala Conspiracy 

Case Volume-3, 

Compilation and 

Foreword by Sheikh 

Hasina, Mawla Brothers, 

Price BDT 1000.00 

mowlabrothers@gmail.co

m 

 

This is the third volume of the 

record of the activities of the 

special tribunal of the Agartala 

Conspiracy Case. The testimonies, 

writ petitions, objections and 

statements of various witnesses 

from January to February 1989 are 

included in this section. It also 

includes some affidavits, counter-

affidavits and additions. Sergeant 

Zahurul Haque, the accused in the 

case, was killed on 15 February 

1969. After that being confronted 

with public protests all accused  

were released. This volume 

includes 239 to 251 testimonies of 

prosecution witnesses.  

রেকর্ ড অব প্রসিসর্িংি, আগেতলা  কনসিরেসি  

রকইি, ৩য় খণ্ড, িিংকলন ও ভূসমকা : রেখ হাসিনা, 

মাওলা ব্রাদাি ড, মূল্য ১০০০.০০ টাকা 

 

আগেতলা ষড়র্ন্ত্র মামলাে সবরেষ ট্রাইব্যুনাল 

কার্ ডক্ররমে রেকরর্ ডে তৃতীয় খণ্ড এটি।  ১৯৬৯ িারলে 

জানুয়াসে রেরক রেব্রুয়াসে পর্ ডন্ত সবসেন্ন িাক্ষীে 

িাক্ষুগ্রহণ, সেট আরবদন, আপসি এবিং জবানবসি এই 

খরণ্ড স্থান রপরয়রে। সকছু হলেনামা, পাল্টা হলেনামা 

এবিং িিংরর্াজনও এরত অন্তর্ভ ডক্ত হরর়্েরে। ১৫ই 

রেব্রুয়াসে ১৯৬৯ িারল মামলাে আিাসম িারজডন্ট 

জহুরুল হকরক হতুা কো হয়। এরতই জনসবরক্ষারেে 

মুরখ মামলাে িকল আিাসমরদে মুসক্ত রদওয়া হয়। এই 

খরণ্ড িাক্ষীরদে ২৩৯ রেরক ২৫১তম িাক্ষুগ্রহণ 

অন্তর্ভ ডক্ত হরয়রে।   

 

4 ১/৪ 

 
Record of Proceedings: 

The Agartala Conspiracy 

Case Volume-4, 

Compilation and 

Foreword by Sheikh 

Hasina, Mawla Brothers, 

Price BDT 1000.00 

mowlabrothers@gmail.co

m 

 

 

This is the last volume in the record 

of the activities of the special 

tribunal for the Agartala 

Conspiracy Case. This section 

contains many secret documents of 

the Agartala Conspiracy Case, lists 

of the witnesses and documents, 

various confidential reports and 

statements. Various messages, 

secret memos and investigations 

are also included in this section. 

The fourth volume will tell the new 

generation many stories behind the 

Agartala Conspiracy Case. Many 

rare pictures of Bangabandhu have 

been added to the appendix of this 

volume. This is a rare collection of 

documents. 

 

রেকর্ ড অব প্রসিসর্িংি, আগেতলা কনসিরেসি রকইি, 

৪ে ড  খণ্ড, িিংকলন ও ভূসমকা : রেখ হাসিনা, মাওলা 

ব্রাদাি ড, মূল্য ১০০০.০০ টাকা 

 

আগেতলা ষর়্ের্ন্ত্র মামলাে সবরেষ ট্রাইব্যুনারলে 

কার্ ডক্ররমে রেকরর্ ডে এটি রেষ খণ্ড। এই খরণ্ড 

আগেতলা ষর়্ের্ন্ত্র মামলাে রগাপন নসে, িাক্ষী ও 

নসেে তাসলকা, সবসেন্ন রগাপনীর়্ে প্রসতরবদন ও সববৃসত 

েরর়্েরে। সবসেন্ন বাতডা, রগাপন রমরমা, তদন্তও এই 

খরণ্ডে অন্তর্ভ ডক্ত। চতুে ড খণ্ডটি নতুন প্রজরেে কারে তুরল 

ধেরব আগেতলা ষর়্ের্ন্ত্র মামলাে রপেরনে অরনক 

গল্প।  বঙ্গবন্ধুে অরনক দুল ডে েসব এই খরণ্ডে পসেসেরে 

যুক্ত কো হরয়রে। এটি একটি দুল ডে দসলল িিংগ্রহ। 
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Bangabandhu : Hero of Our 
Ballad, Syed Shamsul Haque, 

German Translation : Nazmun Nesa 

Piari, Ananna, Price BDT 350.00 

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

 

The book Die Legende des Tapferen 

Bangabandhu is a German translation of the 

children's book about Bangabandhu: Hero 

of Our Ballad written by Syed Shamsul 

Haque, a prolific writer of Bangladesh. The 

book has been translated into German by 

Nazmun Nesa Piari. The translataor has 

been living in Germany for a long time and 

she is well known as a Bengali and German 

translator. His magnificent translation will 

make German readers interested in this 

great architect of Bangladesh. 
 

                প          ,            হক,      ক 

            প    ,     ,    ৩৫০   ক  

 

Die Legende des Tapferen 

Bongabandhu বইটি িব্যিাচী রলখক সিয়দ 

োমসুল হরকে       -        গ্রন্থ ‘বঙ্গবন্ধুে 

বীেগাো’ে জাম ডান অনুবাদ। সেশুরদে জন্য েসচত 

রোরটা এই বইটিরত বঙ্গবন্ধুে সেেরবে িবরচরয় 

গুরুত্বপূণ ড ঘটনাগুরলাে উরেখ কো হরয়রে। বইটিে 

জাম ডান অনুবাদ করেরেন রলখক নাজমুন রনিা 

সপয়াসে। রলখক বহুসদন ধরে জাম ডান প্রবািী এবিং 

বািংলা ও জাম ডান োষাে অনুবাদক সহরিরব সুপসেসচত। 

তাঁে        অনুবাদ জাম ডান পাঠকরদে বািংলারদরেে 

এই মহান স্থপসত িম্বরে জানরত আগ্রহী করে তুলরব। 

 

6 ৬ 

 
Political History and 

Liberation War of 

Bangladesh, Dr. Mohammed 

Hannan, Ananya, Price BDT 

500.00 

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

Political History and Liberation War of 

Bangladesh is the English version of Dr 

Mohammed Hannan’s original book in 

Bengali. This book is an attempt to analyze 

the War of Liberation of 1971 in an 

appropriate historical context. The writer 

has shown that as the people of Bangladesh 

are historically courageous and heroic, all 

foreign invaders had to confront severe 

resistance from the defending forces of this 

land. He has referred many incidents from 

Aryan period to the colonial rule of 

Pakistan. In nine chapters of this book, a 

history of thousand years has been depicted 

in a brief and concise form. This book will 

be immensely helpful to the readers who 

need frequent references of historical events 

and the people of Bangladesh. 

                                   

         /ড.          হাb&নান/    /    ৫০০ 

     

পসলটিকুাল সহস্টসে এন্ড সলবারেেন ওয়াে অব 

বািংলারদে, র্. রমাহাম্মদ হাb&নান সলসখত বািংলা 

বইরয়ে ইিংরেসজ অনুবাদ। এই গ্ররন্থ বািংলারদরেে 

মুসক্তযুদ্ধরক বািংলাে হাজাে বেরেে ইসতহারিে 

পটভূসমরত সবরেষণ কো হরয়রে। রলখক রদসখরয়রেন, 

বািংলাে মানুষ ঐসতহাসিকোরব িাহিী ও বীে। তাো 

ইসতহারিে িব পর্ ডারয় িকল সবরদসে ঔপসনরবসেক 

েসক্তরক প্রসতরোধ করেরে। আর্ ডরদে রেরক শুরু করে 

পাসকস্তাসন হানাদাে বাসহনী-িহ িকল েসক্ত বািংলাে 

মানুরষে বীেত্ব ও িাহসিকতাে সনদে ডন রদরখরে। ৯টি 

অধ্যারয় সবেক্ত এই গ্ররন্থ হাজাে বেরেে ইসতহািরক 

িিংসক্ষপ্ত সকন্তু তথ্যবহুলোরব তুরল ধো হরয়রে। 

ইসতহারিে োত্র, গরবষক ও আগ্রহী পাঠকরদে হারতে 

কারে োখাে মরতা বই এটি। 

 

7 ৮ 

 
Cooperatives: Present and Future 

Perspective, Compiled and edited 
by Samir Kumar Biswas, Agrodoot, 

Price BDT 700.00 

agrodootbd@gmail.com 

 

 

More than 80 percent people of 

Bangladesh still live in villages. 

To make these people a working 

force the cooperative system can 

play an important role. This 

book is an attempt to gather the 

most relevant articles written on 

the cooperative movement 

following the context of poverty 

alleviation and social 

advancement in Bangladesh. The 

articles in this book also focus 

on the social, economic and 

capital building and reveal the 

amazing possibility of future 

cooperative movement. 
 

 ক  প       :                   

    প   /  ক ক ও    ক :           

     /    /   ৭০০.০০   ক , ৭০.০০      

             ক                        

ক  । এই               ক          প      

                      ক  প    ক    

প   ।                ও       ক        ক   

                               ক  ক  

      ক    হ     এই    ।            
      ক ও        ক     ,   ই          

    ও                                

    ও          প            প  

    কপ   ক   হ       ক              । 
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8 ৯ 

 
Bangladesh Moves On, Atiur 

Rahman, Aloghar Prakashana, Price 

BDT 1000.00 
aloprokashana@aloghar.org 

 

Dr. Atiur Rahman has been a renowned 

economist in his varied roles as a 

University Professor, researcher, banker, 

writer and leader in pro-poor, and 

environmentalist. This book is a 

compilation of popular writings by Dr. 

Atiur Rahman. It documents the 

unprecedented progress which Bangladesh 

has been making in the field of inclusive 

development in recent times. The moving 

story of Bangladesh as a developing 

country will be a source of inspiration for 

the underdeveloped countries of the 

world.     

 

               /            /        

      /    ১০০০      

                                       

                                   ড  

                                   ।  ই 

 ই  ড                                 । 

                                        

                                        

               ।             ই             

                                     

                       । 

 

9 ১০ 

 
Macro Economic Policy 

Implementation in Bangladesh, 

Mirza Azizul Islam,  Aloghar 
Prakashana, Price BDT 350.00 
aloprokashana@aloghar.org 

The foundation for achieving a country’s 

multiple development goals is the 

implementation of proper macroeconomic 

policies. The effectiveness of these policies 

is influenced by external developments in a 

globalized world. As Bangladesh has 

become substantially integrated with the 

globalization, the main focus of this book is 

the developing economy of Bangladesh and 

some related issues concerning 

contemporary global economy. The articles 

of this volume present an in-depth study of 

the developments in the world economy 

and their impact on Bangladesh's economy, 

fiscal policy, domestic and foreign 

investments and the problems to be 

resolved. 

 

      ই                ই          ই  

        /            ই    /       

      /   ৩৫০.০০     , ১২.০০ ড    

                                    

                                         

       ।                                  

               ।                    

                    ই     ।      ই  ই     

                                      

                       ই                 

                ।                         

                   ,     -    ,         

                                         

                                          

            ই                  ।    

 

10 ১১ 

 
Essence of Buddhism & World 

View: Legends & Teachings of 

Shakyamuni Buddha/ Prof. 

Kanak Baran Barua, 

Zhumzhumi Prokashon, Price 

BDT 1000.00 

baruadp52@gmail.com 

The author, in this exclusive 

work, presents his insightful 

knowledge on Budhism. It gives 

a clear view of how Buddha has 

been unfolded during the 2500 

years in Asia and then spread 

widely all over the world. The 

life, wisdom and teaching of 

Buddha are discussed here in a 

humanistic way which will 

inform the reader of the ideal life 

of Buddha and his Dhamma.  It 

is an important addition in the 

field of theological Study of 

Buddhism.   
 

এ                  ও         :        

                ক        /   পক ক ক 

        /       ক   /   ১০০০   ক , ১৫ 

     

          ওপ      ক                      

এই       ।      ২৫০০      এ      হ      

                   ক  ক   এ            

           প                       হ     

এ    ।          ,     ও            ক 

     এই    প   ক  ক               

         ও     ক       হ -    ও      

       প  প  ক        প   ক      ক 

প        ক    প   প           ক         

    ক     ক   ।    
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11 ১২ 

 
Life and Times of Father of the 

Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, Monayem 

Sarker, Translated by Monayem 

Sarker, Mohammad Nurul 

Huda, Aminul Islam,  Panjeree 

Publications, Price BDT 

1500.00  
iftekhar.ahmed@panjeree.net 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

Father of the Bengali Nation, is the 

architect of Bangladesh. His liberal and 

cosmopolitan feelings of patriotism are 

beyond controversy. His lifelong journey 

through the turbulent politics in this part of 

the world was meant to attain salvation of 

the entire Bangali nation. This book reflects 

the personal and political life of this 

undaunted leader of Bangladesh. It reveals 

the political involvement of Bangabandhu 

during his childhood, youth and student 

life. It also points out how he develops his 

ideas about indomitable leadership.  

 

  ই         ই                               

       হ    / রমানারয়ম িেকাে/ অনুবাদ: 

রমানারয়ম িেকাে, মুহম্মদ নুরুল হুদা, আসমনুল 

ইিলাম/ পারেেী পাবসলরকেনি/ মূল্য ১৫০০ টাকা  

 

জাসতে সপতা বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান 

বািংলারদরেে স্থপসত। তাঁে উদাে ও িব ডজনীন রদেরপ্রম 

িকল সবতরকডে ঊরবড। োেতীয় উপমহারদরেে অোন্ত 

োজনীসতে মরধ্য সতসন সনরজরক িম্পৃক্ত করেসেরলন 

িমস্ত বাঙাসল জাসতে মুসক্তলারেে উরেশ্য সনরয়। এই 

বইরয় বািংলারদরেে এই অসবিিংবাসদত রনতাে 

ব্যসক্তগত ও োজননসতক জীবরনে সচত্র উরঠ এরিরে। 

বঙ্গবন্ধুে সেেবকাল, তারুণ্য এবিং পেবতী োত্রজীবরন 

োজননসতক িম্পৃক্ততাে কো িসবস্তারে এরিরে। 

বঙ্গবন্ধু কীোরব এমন অদম্য রনতৃরত্বে অসধকােী 

হরলন রিসদরক আরলাকপাত কো হরয়রে।  

 

12 ১৩ 

 
Our Beloved Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, Writer: Selina Hossain, 

Translated by: Ishraq Zara Khan, 

Zarina Rahman Khan,  Published 
by: Panjeree Publications Ltd., 

Price BDT 350.00  
iftekhar.ahmed@panjeree.net 

The book is a biography of Father of the 

Bengali Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. In this book, the entire 

life of Bangabandhu is illustrated. How 

Bangabandhu inspired the Bengalis to fight 

against the oppression of the Pakistanis and 

how it led the people of Bangladesh to win 

freedom has been portrayed in the book. 

For long twenty three years, Bangabandhu 

had to suffer the oppression and sorrows of 

imprisonment for the sake of independence 

of Bangladesh. Under his leadership, the 

people took arms in their hands and fought 

against Pakistani soldiers in 1971. The book 

thus portrays the birth of Bangladesh as an 

independent country. 

            ড         /              / 

      : ই             ,                / 

                   ./৩৫০      

                                         

                 ।                     

           ।                       

                     ই                   

                                     

                 ই              ই  ই  । 

                       ই            

                                         

                              ।           

                             ,       

                               ।          

    ই  ই         । 

13 ১৫ 

 
The Firebird, Writer : Hasan Azizul 

Huq, Translated by: Ali Ahmed, 

Published by: Panjeree Publications 
Ltd., Price BDT 500.00 

iftekhar.ahmed@panjeree.net 

 

The novel portrays the development of a semi-
literate woman in a corner of the state of West 

Bengal in India. The novel coincides with that of 

the rather complicated and pathetic history of the 
Indian subcontinent in the late thirties and forties 

of the twentieth century. The greatest man-made 

famine of early forties in Bengal, awakening of 
the Bengali Muslims, the rise of religious conflict 

between the Hindus and the Muslims and finally 

the partition of the subcontinent into two states 
on the basis of religion are narrated in the novel. 

The semi-literate housewife belonging to a lower 

middle class family found herself on the wrong 
side of the border. Still she refused to move to 

the other side, where her family was moving only 

because of religion.  

 

         ড   /               /       :     

     /                    /৫০০০      

                                       

                ই      ।        

                                    

                   ই                

     ।                              

     ,                      ,       

                                       

                                          

      ।                                  

                                   ।     

                                          

                         । 
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14 ১৬ 

 
Joi Bangla (The Victory of 

Bengal),  Writer: Muntassir 

Mamoon, Translated by: Kabir 
Chowdhury, Published by: Panjeree 

Publications Ltd., Price BDT 

380.00  
iftekhar.ahmed@panjeree.net 

 

The book is a remarkably excellent 

juvenile novel based on historical 

events of 1969 -1971. It depicts 

Bangladesh, Father of the Nation 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

secularism and thousand years' struggle 

of Bangladeshis. In the Liberation War 

of Bangladesh in 1971,  ÔJai BanglaÕ 

Slogan was the powerful political 

weapon for the people who dreamt of 

independence against the Pakistanis. 

The book narrates how some of the 

young people had fought for their 

freedom eventually. Stimulating 

incidents of independence are 

expressed by the writer's excellent 

write-up 

                 /            /       : 

ক          / প      প     ক     /    ৩৮০ 

  ক  

১৯৬৯    ক ১৯৭১ প       হ   ক             

এই  ক      প          হ    ।         

হ                ,        প    এ         

 প                   হ         ই ক       

ক   হ     এ    ।                   ‘   

     ’            প  ক              

       ক   ।  প     ক  ক    ক       

    ও             ই       হ    ।         

       হ  ক            ক             

       ক   ক   হ     এ    । 

 

15 ১৭ 

 
My Golden Bangla: Story of the 

Emergence of Bangladesh, 

Sanjida Khatun,Translated by 

Monica Sen Gupta, Sahhitya 

Prakash, Price  BDT 250.00  

shahityap@gmail.com 

 

Sanjida Khatun, a prominent 

figure in the cultural arena of 

Bangladesh, presents historical 

account of the liberation 

movement of Bangladesh in her 

wonderful work Amar Sonar 

Bangla written in a very intimate 

tone. The English rendering of 

this wonderful book, titled My 

Golden Bangla, will help the 

young readers all over the world 

to know the history of the 

emergence of Bangladesh. 
 

  ই              :                       

        /  &         /       :           

  /           /   ২৫০      

                                     

        &         ।                       

                                          

                             ।   ই 

                       ই               

                                       

                       ই              । 

 

16 ১৮ 

 
 Bangladesh 1971 : Dreadful 

Experienes, Munwar Hafiz 

(Ed.), Shahitya Prokash, Price 

BDT 900.00 

shahityap@gmail.com 

 

The book thoroughly represents the evil 

activities of the Pakistani Army and their 

collaborators during the Liberation War of 

1971. The sources of this book are directly 

taken from the victims and eyewitnesses of 

the War who faced and survived the grim 

violence of this aggressive military 

campaign. This book reflects the overall 

condition of our country during the War. It 

is narrated by 50 people who were directly 

or indirectly affected by the War. This book 

covers to a great extent the Liberation War 

of Bangladesh and its impact on the Bengali 

people. 

 

          ১৯৭১ :   ড             /     

     /             /           /   ৯০০ 

      

 

‘         ১৯৭১             ’            

            ই।                        

                                             

                                           

                      ই  ই   ।     

                                      

           ৫০                       ।     

                   ই                 

     ।  
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17 ২২ 

 
The Ballad of a Patriot (Life and 

Legacy of Bangabandhu), Writer: 

Anwarul Karim, Published by: 
Beacon Publications,  Price BDT 

750.00 

beaconpublication@gmail.com 

 

The impact of leadership of Father of the  

Bengali Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman on history and 

contemporary time has been described in 

the book. The book gives a detailed picture 

of the brutal killing of Bangabandhu along 

with most of his family members. The book 

speaks of the life and legacy of 

Bangabandhu vividly.  

 

      ড               (  ই              

        /              / ই              

      ড/    ৭০০      

ই                                   

                         ই             । 

                                         

                                     

                                         

       ই    ।                   

             ।                        

                              

                                   ।     

                                     

       ।  ই                     

                         । 

18 ২৩ 

 
Global Leader Sheikh Hasina: The 

Prime Minister of Bangladesh/ 

Faruk Mehedy/ Ayan Prokashan/ 
Price BDT 425.00 

ayanprokashhan@gmail.com 

 

Global Leader Sheikh Hasina: the Prime 

Minister of Bangladesh is a book of 

compilation by Faruk Mehedy, a journalist 

by profession, which portrays the 

Honourable Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina 

as a real global leader. It is based on reports 

and published writings about her 

leadership, initiatives and efforts as for 

humanity. The book contains more than 80 

articles  published and aired in renowned 

newspapers and electronic medias of the 

world. The reader of this book will be able 

to understand the significance of 

contribution Sheikh Hasina has already 

made in the field of regional and global 

peacekeeping, resolving the Rohingya issue 

and for establishing peace and harmony in 

the country.   

19 ২৪ 

 
Bangladesh 

First Day Cover Catalogue 1971-

2019, Siddique Mahmudur 

Rahman, Price BDT 2000.00 

ayanprokashhan@gmail.com 

 

ÔBangladesh First Day Cover 

Catalogue’ is authored by Siddque 

Mahmudur Rahman, a dedicated 

researcher and a prolific translator who 

has extensive knowledge on postal 

service, postage-stamps, contemporary 

coins and paper currencies of 

Bangladesh. The author gives us an 

insight of the postal service and 

postage, stamps during the Liberation 

War of Bangladesh and also on Post-

Liberation postal service of the country 

till 2019. The catalogue records 

collection of postage-stamps. By going 

through the catalogue, we can also 

learn the early history of postage 

stamps. 
 

               ড               ১৯৭১-

২০১৯/                  /           ড   

          ড/   ২০০০      

               ড              -        

                                       

                   ড       , ড      , 

                                        

                       ।              

                                 ২০১৯     

                            ড  -          

                        ।            

ড                                 । 

ড               ই                      

                 । 
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20 ২৬ 

 
A Short Note on Ahsan Manzil 

Museum and the Nawabs of 

Dhaka, Dr. Md. Almgir, 

Jhingephul, Price BDT 150.00 
arafatk77@gmail.com 

This booklet gives a brief account 

of Ahsan Manzil, the residential 

palace of the Nawabs of Dhaka, 

now a museum, along with a short 

summary and pictures of the 

archaeological objects displayed in 

the museum. The author also 

provides a genealogical description 

of the Nawabs and their various 

attempts to change the socio-

economical condition of the 

Muslims in the then East Bengal. 

This short but valuable booklet will 

help the readers know the Nawab 

family and their contribution for the 

emergence of modern Bangladesh. 
 

                 হ                       

             ক / .    . 

      /      /   ১৫০   ক  

  ক                ক       ও              

ক       হ                   ক        

   হ   ক   প  ।         এ         হ     

     হ  ।        এই   প    প       হ 

                œ    ক          হ  

                 এই    ক  । এ    ও    ক   

      প                     ক           

 প    ,                        -      ক 

                         প    প  ক  ও 

    এ    ।       এই    ক  প  ক ক      

প            প     ক         এ       ক 

                            ক   ক       

   ।        

 

21 ২৮ 

 
Development for the Masses, 
Sheikh Hasina, Somoy Prakashon, 

Price BDT 60.00 

Sheikh Hasina 
f.ahmed@somoy.com 

Sheikh Hasina, Prime Minister of the 

People’s Republic of Bangladesh, is the 

author of Development for the Masses. This 

book is a collection of five articles—

‘Development for the Masses’, ‘My Hard 

Lessons for Peace’, ‘Chittagong Hill Tracts: 

In Search of Peace’, ‘The Torchbearer’ and 

‘Thoughts on Rural Economy’. Sheikh 

Hasina, who has been called ‘Mother of 

Humanity’, is a committed political leader 

and champion of democracy who works 

relentlessly for ensuring the welfare of her 

people. She makes judicious use of state 

organs to alleviate poverty and make 

Bangladesh truly a Sonar Bangla (Golden 

Bengal) creation of which was the life-long 

mission of her charismatic father, Father of 

the Bengali Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. Sheikh Hasina’s love for 

Bangladesh and the people is evident in the 

essays collected in the book.  

 ড                  /          /    

     /   ৬০      

 ড                               

                                   ।  ই    

                     ‘Development 

for the Masses’  ‘My Hard Lesson for 

Peace’  ‘Chittagong Hill Tracts : In 

Search of Peace’  ‘The Torchbearer’     

‘Thoughts on Rural Economy’.         

                                       

                               ,      

                                  । 

                                     

                                     

                 ,                 

              ,                     

                          ।           

                                     

                 । 

 

22 ২৯ 

 

The Vanquished Generals and the 
Liberation War of Bangladesh, 

Muntassir Mamoon,  Somoy 

Prokashan, Price BDT 450.00 
f.ahmed@somoy.com 

The Vanquished Generals and the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh by a prolific 

historian and writer of Bangladesh, 

Professor Muntassir Mamoon, sheds light 

on the thoughts of the policy makers of 

Pakistan during 1971. Dr. Muntassir 

Mamoon went to Pakistan to look into the 

matter closely and interviewing the policy 

makers of those days. The four articles in 

this book reveal many unknown facts about 

the background and the events of 1971.  

 

       ই ড                                

           /            /         /   

৪৫০      

                 ই                  

                                ই ড 

                                           

    ১৯৭১                                   

                    ।                      

              ড.                          

                                        

    ।               ১৯৭১                -

                                  । 
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23 ৩০ 

 
Economy of Bangladesh,  Abul 

Maal A Muhith, Somoy 

Prakashan, Price BDT 300.00 
f.ahmed@somoy.com  

In this book the author Abul Maal A 

Muhith, an eminent politician, economist 

and former Finance Minister of 

Bangladesh, discusses the contemporary 

economic issues which are mainly related 

to Bangladesh. Besides, the issues like 

economic management in a crisis, local 

government set up and public service 

reforms are also focused on. This book is a 

wonderful addition to the study of rapidly 

changing economic condition of 

Bangladesh. 

 

ই                    /        

         /         /   : ৩০০.০০ 

    , ১৫.০০ ড    

ই                         

                           , 

                                  

                                

                             । 

                             

       ,                      

                                  

                          

      ।                          

                            ই     

                          । 

 

24 ৩১ 

 
La Madre (Mother), Anisul 

Hoque,  translated by AHS 

Mohammad,  Somoy 

Prakashan,  Price BDT 650.00 
f.ahmed@somoy.com 

 

Anisul Hoque, one of the prominent and 

popular authors of contemporary Bangla 

literature, has written the novel Mother on 

the backdrop of the Independence War of 

Bangladesh in 1971. This is an epic tale of 

a frail woman’s heroism of the turbulent 

time of the Liberation War. A mother is 

desperately looking for her only son Azad 

days after he is seized by the Pakistani 

military for an interrogation. Thus the story 

goes on. This war fiction has been a 

bestseller and translated into many 

languages. This acclaimed novel has been 

rendered into the Spanish language by AHS 

Mohammad.  

 

লা মাসদ ড (মা)/ আসনসুল হক/ অনুবাদক: এএইচএি 

রমাহাম্মদ/ িময় প্রকােন/ মূল্য ৬৫০ টাকা 

িমকালীন বািংলা িাসহরতুে অন্যতম আরলাসচত ও 

জনসপ্রয় রলখক আসনসুল হক। সতসন ১৯৭১ িারলে 

বািংলারদরেে স্বাধীনতা যুরদ্ধে পটভূসমরত ‘মা’ 

উপন্যািটি সলরখরেন। মুসক্তযুরদ্ধে রিই উিাল িময়রক 

ধােণ করে একজন িাধােণ নােীে বীেত্বখসচত 

মহাকাব্য এই উপন্যাি। তদরন্তে জন্য পাসকস্তাসন 

িামসেক বাসহনীে হারত ধো পরড়রে আজাদ। 

আজারদে মা তাে একমাত্র রেরলে িোন রপরত মসেয়া 

হরয় উরঠরেন। গল্পটি এসগরয় র্ায় এোরবই। এই 

যুদ্ধসেসিক উপন্যািটি রবস্টরিলাে রখতাব রপরয়রে 

এবিং বহু োষায় অনূসদত হরয়রে। জনসপ্রয় এই 

উপন্যািটি িুাসনে োষায় অনুবাদ করেরেন 

এএইচএি রমাহাম্মদ। 

 

25 ৩২ 

 
Of Blood and Fire: The Untold 

Story of Bangladesh's War of 
Independence,  Jahanara Imam, 

Charulipi Prokashon, Price BDT 

500.00 
charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.

com 

Of Blood and Fire: The Untold Story of 

Bangladesh's War of Independence is an 

English version of Jahanara Imam's (a 

Bangladeshi writer and political activist) 

Bengali book Ekattorer Dinguli by 

Mustafizur Rahman. The book presents the 

story of Bangladesh's War of Independence. 

The breathtaking events of 1971 are 

faithfully recorded in the present volume. It 

is a first-hand account by the author who 

along with her son and husband took an 

active part in the struggle for freedom. Here 

it is found that Jahanara Imam had herself 

witnessed some of the events and for the 

rest she gathered facts from authentic 

sources.  

 

     ড           :                   

        ’          ই  ড    ড /      : 

           /       /    ৫০০      

         ই                        

ই        Of Blood and Fire : The Untold 

Story Of Bangladesh's War of 

Independence                        

             ।  ই                       

                     ।                  
                                       । 

         ই                             

                    ।    ই            ই 

 ই            ।                  ,          

ই                                  ই  ই   

          ।  
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26 ৩৪ 

 
Bangabandhu 7th March and 

Bangladesh, Muntassir Mamoon, 
Journeyman,  Price DDT 600.00 
tariksujat@i-infomedia.com 

‘Bangabandhu 7th March and Bangladesh’ 

is a collection of articles on 7th March, 1971 

speech that was delivered by Father of the 

Bengali Nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. The book is written by 

eminent historian Muntassir Mamoon. 

There are photographs in it. In the book, the 

writer has highlighted the context of 7th 

March, its importance and its present-day 

relevance. Biography of Bangabandhu and 

contents of the 7th March speech are also 

included in this book. The speech has 

significance in its own right. It has element 

of spontaneity, truth, honesty sincerity and 

universality with which Sheikh Mujib 

unfolds his bitter experiences as a political 

leader as well as a state prisoner. Sheikh 

Mujib was the man who really felt and 

fought for the cause of the people of his 

country. In the light of his experiences, he 

was showing path of freedom to his people, 

giving them directions and letting them 

having dreams of independence. The 

speech has been declared as ‘World 

Heritage’ by UNESCO in recent time.  

 

     ৭ই                  /        

    /        /    ৬০০      

                                ১৯৭১ 

      ৭ই                                 

                                       

               ।             ই         

                   ।                 

              । ৭ই                     ,    

                                

               ই                     । 

                      ৭ই              

                 । 

 

27 ৩৫ 

 
BANGABANDHU PRIMER,  

Atiur Rahman, Journeyman,  

Price BDT 300.00 tariksujat@i-

infomedia.com 

BANGABANDHU PRIMER is written by 

eminent economist Atiur Rahman, a former 

Governor of Bangladesh Bank. The book is a 
chronology of the life and events of 

Bangabandhu, Father of the Bengali Nation, 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. At a young age, Sheikh 
Mujib took the vow to bring smiles on the faces 

of Bengal’s impoverished people and to build a 

golden Bengal. Mujib believed that if the 
impoverished people have basic rights to food, 

clothing, accommodation, education and health 

they would be able to lead an honorable life. That 
is why he fought ceaselessly and selflessly to 

attain the rights of his people till he was able to 

bring freedom to the Bengali nation. By reading 
the book, readers will come across the 

remarkable life of Bangabandhu and his 

struggles, sacrifices, his declaration of the six 
point demands, the Charter of Freedom in 

1960’s, the Agartala Conspiracy Case, the Mass 

Uprising of 1969 etc. 

 

       ই   /           /        /   ৩০০      

                                              

            ‘       ই   ’          ।           

                                -ই            

       ।         ,                  ,      ই        

                                                      

             ।                             ,        

 ই                       ,   ,       ,          

     ই                                             

                                   ।              

                            ই                        

         ।  ই                                   

     ,       ,          ,                     

১৯৬৯-            ই                       ই।   

 

28 ৩৬ 

 
Birth of Bangladesh and 
Internatioal Support, Neem 

Chandra Bhowmik (ed.),  Nikhil 

Prokashan, Price BDT 750.00 

 nikhilshill@ymail.com 

Birth of Bangladesh and Internatioal 

Support, a book edited  by Neem Chandra 

Bhowmik is a compilation of documents on 

Liberation War of Bangladesh. Bangladesh 

became independent through a unique War 

of Liberation in 1971. It was a people’s 

war. The book depicts  the picture of the 

birth of Bangladesh as well as India's active 

role in the War of Independence. It was 

possible particularly because of the able 

leadership of Father of the Bengali Nation, 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and 

his associates. In the contemporary world, 

anything happening like that was almost 

inconceivable. In this collection of 

documents, it is revealed that the 

democratic and progressive people of the 

world stood by the liberation forces of 

Bangladesh.  

                 ই                 /      

       (   .)/           /   ৭৫০      
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29 ৩৮ 

 
We Owe an Apology,  Edited by 

Ahmad Salim, Shahitya 

Prakash, Price BDT 600.00 
shahityap@gmail.com 

This is an anthology of writings by 

Pakistani Human Rights activists, 

journalists, poets, academics and others 

regarding the War of 1971. The heinous 

crimes commited by Pakistani army were 

covered up by a massive propaganda 

exercise that blinded most people in 

Pakistan giving rise to a pseudo-

nationalistic religious fervor. But there 

were some people not comfortable with the 

official version of the truth. Their 

observations and writings represented the 

realization that Pakistan owes an apology to 

Bangladesh for the brutal atrocities 

perpetrated by its armed forces in 1971. 

This collection of articles has been prepared 

and published in promoting justice and for 

the truth among Pakistani people and others 

around the globe.  

 

উই ও এন অুারপালসজ/ আহমাদ রিসলম িম্পাসদত/ 

িাসহতু প্রকাে/     ৬০০ টাকা 

 

গ্রন্থটি ১৯৭১ িারলে মুসক্তযুদ্ধিম্পসকডত পাসকস্তাসন 

মানবাসধকাে কমী, িািংবাসদক, কসব, সেক্ষাসবদ এবিং 

অন্যান্য ব্যসক্তবরগ ডে েচনাে িিংকলন। তৎকালীন 

পূব ডপাসকস্তারন পাসকস্তাসন রিনাবাসহনীে জঘন্য 

অপোধগুসল একটি সমথ্যা প্রচাে-প্রচােণাে িাো আবৃত 

সেল, র্া পাসকস্তারনে রবসেেোগ মানুরষে 

জাতীয়তাবাদী ও ধমীয় উগ্রতাে জে রদয়। তরব সকছু 

মানুষ অসেসিয়াল তরথ্য স্বাচ্ছিুরবাধ করেনসন। 

তাঁরদে পর্ ডরবক্ষণ এবিং রলখাপত্র এই উপলসিে 

প্রসতসনসধত্ব করে রর্, ১৯৭১ িারল পাসকস্তান তাে িেস্ত্র 

বাসহনীে িাো সনম ডম নৃেিংি আচেরণে জন্য 

বািংলারদরেে কারে ক্ষমা চাওর়্ো উসচত। পাসকস্তারনে 

মানুষ ও সবরেে কারে ন্যার়্ে ও প্রকৃত িতু তুরল ধোে 

জন্য গ্রন্থটি প্রকাসেত হরর়্েরে। 

 

30 ৩৯ 

 
Catalyst: In the Wake of the 

Great Bhola Cyclone, Cornelia 

Rohde, Shahitya Prakash, Price 

BDT 900.00 

shahityap@gmail.com 

On November 12, 1970, a 

devastating cyclone hits the low-

lying islands in the Bay of Bengal 

and caused an estimated half 

million deaths. This phenomenon, 

known as the Great Bhola Cyclone, 

is the central theme of the book 

entitled Catalyst by Cornelia 

Rohde. The data and information 

gathered in this book are collected 

from field notes, archival 

researches and interviews and 

memories of the eye-witnesses of 

this natural calamity.  
 

         : ই                        

  ই    /            ড /           /   ৯০০ 

     

১৯৭০       ১২ই                        

                                          

                         ।                   

       ই                          ই 

             ড                       । 

                                           

                                    

                           -           

           ।          

 

31 ৪০ 

 
The Events in East Pakistan, 1971 
International Commission of 

Jurists, Shahitya Prakash, Price 

BDT 300.00 shahityap@gmail.com 

 

The Events in East Pakistan, 1971 is a facsimile 

edition of a report prepared on the basis of a Staff 

Study conducted by the Secretariat of the 
International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) in 

1972. In November 1971, the ICJ appointed a 
three member Commission to enquire into 

violations of human rights in Bangladesh since 

March 1971. But since war broke out between 

India and Pakistan in December, the enquiry of 

the Commission was cancelled. However, the ICJ 

conducted a Staff Study on overall situation of 
Bangladesh. The book based on the aforesaid 

report is an invaluable addition to the study of the 

War of Liberation of Bangladesh. It contains 
information about mass killings, torture, raping 

of women, burning and looting of common 

people’s assets and breaches of human rights by 
the Pakistani occupation forces. In addition to its 

8 chapters, this 100 page book has an important 

‘Summary of Conclusions’, presented in 11-
points. The publisher deserves special 

appreciation for publishing this book of 

international importance. 

 

   ই     ই  ই         , ১৯৭১ ই            

               /            /    ৩০০      

 

   ই     ই  ই         , ১৯৭১ বািংলারদরেে মুসক্তযুদ্ধ 

অধ্যয়রন একটি গুরুত্বপূণ ড িিংরর্াজন। এই গ্রন্থ ইন্টােন্যােনাল 

কসমেন অব জুসেস্টি (আইসিরজ)-এে রিরক্রটাসেট কতৃডক 

১৯৭১ িারলে বািংলারদরেে ওপে পসেচাসলত একটি গরবষণা 

প্রসতরবদরনে সেসিরত েসচত। বািংলারদরে পাসকস্তাসন 

হানাদাে বাসহনীে ব্যাপক গণহতুা, নােী সনর্ ডাতন, বিংির্জ্ঞ, 

লুটতোরজে ওপে প্রসতরবদন প্রণয়রনে জন্য ১৯৭১ িারলে 

নরেম্বরে আইসিরজ সতনজন আন্তজডাসতক খ্যাসতিম্পন্ন 

আইনজীবীরক সনরয় একটি কসমেন গঠন করে। সর্রিম্বরে 

বািংলারদরে যুদ্ধ-পসেসস্থসতে অবনসতরত কসমেরনে কাজ 

বাসতল হয়। সকন্তু আইরজসি বািংলারদরেে ওপে একটি স্টাে 

স্টাসর্ পসেচালনা করে। এই স্টাসর্ে সেরপাট ড ১৯৭২ িারল 

রজরনো রেরক প্রকাসেত হয়। এই সেরপারট ডে েুাকসিসমসল 

িিংস্কেণ বতডমান গ্রন্থ। ৮টি অধ্যারয় সবেক্ত ১০০ পৃষ্ঠাে এই 

গ্ররন্থে রেরষ একটি িিংসক্ষপ্ত উপিিংহাে েরয়রে। এরত ১১টি 

অিংরে পুরো প্রসতরবদরনে িােিিংরক্ষপ তুরল ধো হরয়রে। 

পাসকস্তাসন বাসহনী বািংলারদরেে ওপে রর্ হতুা ও নৃেিংিতা 

চাসলরয়রে তাে সববেণ এই গ্ররন্থ েরয়রে।  
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32 ৪১ 

 
International Mother Language 

Day Bangla Souvenir, Amanul 

Huq, Translated from Bengali 

by: Dr. Ahsanul Hoque, 

Amanul Huq, A.U.M. 

Kakhruddin, Shahitya Prakash, 

Price BDT 200.00 
shahityap@gmail.com 

One of the most glorious chapters in the 

history of Bangladesh is the Language 

Movement which reached its culminating 

point on 21st February 1952. The 21st 

February is now celebrated worldwide as 

the International Mother Language Day. 

This Bangla Souvenir gathers valuable 

photographs concerning the Language 

Movement spanning half-a-century from 

1952 along with the discussion on the 

successive events of Language Movement. 

This pictorial work will help the young 

generation to know the history of Language 

Movement of Bangladesh. 

ই                                

       /      হক/ই           ক : 

 .  হ     হক,       হক এ   এ ই  
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    ক    ও                 হক 

       হ      ই                

                         ক    । 
              ই  হ   ক           

হ              এ  এক          । 
 

33 ৪২ 

 
Pabna in the War of Liberation, 

Md. Zahurul Islam Bishu,  
Translated by: Dulal Al Monsur, 

Shahitya Prakash, Price BDT 

450.00  shahityap@gmail.com 

 

Pabna in the War of Liberation by Md. 

Zahurul Islam Bishu, a freedom fighter, 

focuses on the important role the district 

Pabna played during the War of Liberation. 

Among all the achievements of Bangalis, 

the freedom through the War of Liberation 

is the most precious one. The author, with 

his informative and authentic description, 

revives the glorious episodes of the War of 

Liberation when the freedom-loving people 

of Pabna bravely fight against the Pakistani 

army and set a bright example of sacrifice. 

 

প     ই    ও               /   . 

     ই        /     ক :         

    /    হ    ক  /   : ৪৫০.০০ 
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                  প           
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34 ৪৪ 

 
Bangladesh:YesterdayTodayTomorrow, 

Mohammad Alauddin and Others, 

Sahitya Prakash, Price BDT 1500.00 
shahityap@gmail.com 

 

Bangladesh: Yesterday Today Tomorrow is 

a collection of essays written in honour of 

Professor Sanat Kumar Saha, a leading 

economist of his generation. The book 

consists of 15 articles that range from 

personal tribute to issues of critical 

importance to sustain Bangladesh’s 

undeniable socio-economic progress since 

it gained independence four and a half 

decades ago. This volume emphasises the 

achievements, challenges and future of 

Bangladesh, and the country’s development 

in regional and global contexts. 
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35 ৪৫ 

 
Climate Change Issues & 

Perspectives of South Asia, Edited 

by S. Dara Shamsuddin, M. 

Shamsul Alam and Rezaul Roni, 

Shahitya Prakash, Price BDT  

2500.00 shahityap@gmail.com 

 

The inhabitants of South Asia share the 

same Monsoon climate that affects 

their lives and livings. This book 

dealing with the climate change issues 

at South Asia, is a sequel to the earlier 

two books published in 2011 and 2015 

respectively on Climate Change and 

Climate Variability Issues in 

Bangladesh context. Collected from 

Bangladesh, India and Pakistan, the 19 

articles of this book are arranged in 

four sections which deal with the issues 

like knowledge, impact and policy of 

climate change. 
 

  ই        ই                        

     /       :   .             ,   .       

                  /           /   ২৫০০ 
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                                    ১৯  
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                   ,                 
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36 ৪৬ 

 
The Aesthetics & Vocabulary of 
Nakshi Kantha,  Bangladesh 

National Museum, Parveen Ahmad, 

Price BDT 550.00 
editor.boitha@gmail.com 

 

The book gives a new analytical insight into 

the artistic aspects and meaning of motifs in 

Kantha art. The writer explains how at a 

particular historical time, in particular 

circumstances and as a result of human 

conditions both sociological and political, 

various processes came to bear upon the 

evaluation of the folk art craft of Nakshi 

Kantha. Kantha is made by the village 

women of Bangladesh. The book provides 

us with traditional knowledge of the world 

on Nakshi Kantha.  

 

                                    /        
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37 ৪৭ 

 

Iconography of Buddhist and 
Brahmanical Sculptures in the 

Dacca Museum,  Nalini Kanta 
Bhattasali,  Bangladesh National 

Museum, Price BDT 800.00  

editor.boitha@gmail.com 

 

Originally published in 1929, this valuable 

book by a renowned historian, 

archaeologist, numismatist, epigraphist and 

the first curator of Dhaka Museum (now 

Bangladesh National Museum) and is 

reprinted by Bangladesh National Museum 

in 2008. Studying the sculptures preserved 

in Bangladesh National Museum, this work 

presents an iconographical survey of East 

Bengal. In this book, the important 

Buddhist and Brahmanical sculptures are 

analyzed along with the references to their 

aesthetic value, style and iconography. It is 

still considered as important work not only 

for the readers who want to know about the 

old images and icons related to Buddhism 

and Brahmanism but also to the researchers 

on the related field. 

 

 ইক                           ক    
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https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Nalini+Kanta+Bhattasali&text=Nalini+Kanta+Bhattasali&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Nalini+Kanta+Bhattasali&text=Nalini+Kanta+Bhattasali&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
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38 ৪৮ 

 
Bangladesh Kantha Art in the Indo-

Gangetic Matrix, Parveen Ahmad, 

Bangladesh National Museum,  
Price BDT 250.00 
editor.boitha@gmail.com 

 

In this book, the writer Parveen Ahmad 

presents her opinion on the art motifs of 

Bangladesh Kantha embroidery on the 

backdrop of visual and plastic arts 

emanating from the Indus Valley and Indo-

Gangetic civilization. Kantha art reflects 

linkages with the legacy of cultist, Vedic, 

Tantric, Sufi and non-figurative Muslim art 

forms. The writer makes a powerful case 

study by tracing Kantha motifs to the 

greater Indian art matrix in which images 

appear as a reflection of and link to the 

recognizable classical art symbolism of 

ancient India. Both art historian and art 

crafts scholars will be benefitted from the 

book.   

 

                  ই    ই   -        
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39 ৪৯ 

 
Centenary Commemorative 

Volume, (Ed. Alamgir 

Muhammad Serajuddin and 

Others), Bangladesh National 

Museum, Price BDT 1000.00 
editor.boitha@gmail.com 

The Centenary Commemorative Volume 

(1913-2013) was published in 2013 by 

Bangladesh National Museum. Through 

implementation of a number of 

development and academic activities, the 

museum celebrated its founding centenary. 

The publication of the present Centenary 

Commemorative Volume of scholarly 

papers was one such activity. This volume 

includes 35 essays—19 in English and 16 in 

Bangla—contributed by scholars from both 

home and abroad. The thematic areas 

covered by the papers are quite varied but 

all are related to different departments 

representing the National Museum 

collection and museum interests in general. 

The themes include the nature and role of 

museums, intangible heritage, archaeology, 

architecture, sculpture, folk art, modern art 

and artists, inscriptions, terracotta, 

costumes, ornaments, social and cultural 

festivals, architectural ornamentation, 

conversation, management of museum 

collections and museum education.  

                           /(   . 
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40 ৫০ 

 
Jamdani Designs, Faizul Latif 

Chowdhury and others, National 
Crafts Council of Bangladesh, Price 

BDT 3000.00 
editor.boitha@gmail.com 

Jamdani Designs published by the National 

Crafts Council of Bangladesh is a book on 

Jamdani, a piece of creation which is one of 

the traditional cultural heritages of 

Bangladesh. In this volume the designs of 

Jamdani collected through extensive 

research and preserved on woven samples 

by Jamdani weavers have been portrayed. 

The designs printed here along with articles 

on production and trade as well as weaving 

process provide a source of information. 

This book is also a treasure for folk-

researchers. 
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41 ৫১ 

 
Islamic Art Heritage of 

Bangladesh, Enamul Haque, 

Bangladesh National Museum, 
Price BDT 2500.00 
editor.boitha@gmail.com 

 

Islamic Art Heritage of Bangladesh is 

written by Enamul Haque, Former Director 

General of Bangladesh National Museum. 

The volume has been presented on the 

occasion of the 14th Islamic Conference of 

Foreign Ministers being held at Dhaka from 

6th to 10th December 1983. The book 

focuses on the Islamic monuments and 

historic works of arts created or patronized 

by the Muslims of Bangladesh. The book 

includes many art objects originated outside 

Bangladesh, coming from the wide world of 

Islam that represent the multi-regional 

aspect of Islamic art heritage. In his note, 

the author mentions that he has freely used 

contents of his previous writings on this 

subject in the present volume. 

 

 

  

ইিলাসমক আট ড রহসেরটজ অব বািংলারদে/এনামুল হক/ 

বািংলারদে জাদুঘে/ মূল্য ২৫০০ টাকা 

 

ইিলাসমক আট ড রহসেরটজ অব বািংলারদে বািংলারদে 

জাদুঘরেে িারবক মহাপসেচালক এনামুল হক েসচত 

ইিংরেসজ গ্রন্থ। এটি মূলত একটি গরবষণামূলক গ্রন্থ। এ-

গ্ররন্থ বািংলায় মুিলমান োিকরদে িাো বা তাঁরদে 

পৃষ্ঠরপাষকতায় সৃে ইিলাসম সেল্পকলা ও ঐসতহাসিক 

স্থাপনাে নানাসদক সনরয় আরলাচনা কো হরয়রে। 

রলখক ইিলাসম সবরেে সবসেন্ন রদে রেরক বািংলায় 

আগত সেল্পেীসত, সেল্পকলা ও স্থাপনা-সনদে ডন সনরয়ও 

সবরেষণ করেরেন। এ-গ্রন্থ েচনায় সতসন এ-সবষরয় 

েসচত অন্যান্য গ্রন্থ রেরক িহায়তা সনরয়রেন। 

বািংলারদরেে ইিলাসম সেল্পকলাে পসেচয় জানরত এই 

বই খুব িহায়ক হরব। 

 

42 ৫২ 

 
Terracotta, Md. Mosharraf 
Hossain, Bangladesh National 

Museum,  Price BDT 3000 
editor.boitha@gmail.com 

 

The catalogue contains data of 515 

terracotta objects from the collection of 

Bangladesh National Museum. These 

objects are collected from the various 

corners of the country. The objects contain 

pots, sculptures, architectonic art pieces, 

plaques and household utensils. The objects 

are manufactured by certain artisan 

communities titled 'kumars' or 

'khumbhakars'. Each object has been 

described according to a methodology and 

is presented along with a photograph 

supported by an official object ID and the 

record sheet. This will help the 

professionals, researchers and general 

readers as well.  

 

         /    .               /          

           /    ৩০০০      

                                  ৫১৫  

                           ই         । 

                                         । 

          ,      ,                   , 

                                     

     ।                                   

         ।             ই                  

           ।                     

            ই        -               

     ।  ই         ,                 

                      ।  

 

43 ৫৩ 

 
Textile Objects,  Niaz Zaman, 

Bangladesh National Museum, 
Price BDT 3000.00 
editor.boitha@gmail.com 

 

This catalogue contains a representative 

selection of textile objects in the 

Bangladesh National Museum. Five 

hundred varieties of objects from the 

collection of the Museum have been 

included here. They have been divided into 

ten categories– embroidered quilts, jamdani 

and muslin, sari, shawl, ethnic costumes 

and textiles, costumes, accessories, 

furnishings, embroidery and miscellaneous. 

The largest category in the textile section is 

that of embroidered quilts. This 

representative catalogue will attract the 

textile researchers and fashion designers 

and also the general people.   

 

     ই       /            /          

           /    ৩০০০      

                                    

                   ।  ই                

                       ই               

     ।                                  

         ,                     ,     ,    , 

  -                     ,      ,        

         ।                                

    ।  ই                    ,       

 ড  ই                                ।  
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44 ৫৪ 

 
Coins of the Bengal Sultans (Part 

2),  Bangladesh National Museum,  
Md. Rezaul Karim, Price BDT 

3000.00 

editor.boitha@gmail.com 

 

Curatorial data of 370 coins from the 

Sultani period are included in this volume 

of Catalogue. It is the second volume of the 

two which mainly focuses on the coins used 

by the Turkish Sultans who reigned Bengal 

from 1205 to 1538. The catalogue is the 

record of valuable data on the coins of 

Bengal Sultans since the conquest of 

Turkish conqueror Bakhtiyar Khalji on 

behalf of the Delhi general in 1205. The 

volume indexes the specification of each 

coin including information on mint, date, 

denomination and accession number, 

measurement and weight. In the volume the 

information of the collection of the coins is 

also included. Photographs of the coins are 

presented in the catalogue.  

 

                      (  -২)/     . 

           /                     /    

৩০০০      

                             

                ই                    

     ।                      ১২০৫      

১৫৩৮                                   

               । ১২০৫                     

                                     

          ই         ।                     

      ,      ,                  ই         

 ই                  ।               

       ই                    ।   ই     

                                 । 

45 ৫৫ 

 
Ancient Coins of Bangladesh, Md. 
Shariful Islam, Bangladesh 

National Museum, Price BDT 

3000.00 
editor.boitha@gmail.com 

 

The curatorial data of five hundred coins 

from the ancient period are included in this 

volume of catalogue. Although about 3300 

punch marked coins are preserved in the 

Bangladesh National Museum collection, 

this volume of catalogue contains only 234 

coins of them. Four copper cast coins 

discovered from the excavation of 

Mahasthan in Bogura district, Kushana gold 

and copper coins, Gupta gold coins, 

Harikela coins, Sasainka gold coins, 

Sudhanya gold coins have been included in 

the catalogue. These coins are collected 

from different parts of the country in 

different times of the last hundred years of 

history of the museum. Ancient coins play a 

very significant role in constructing the 

history of our ancient glorious past. This 

will help the archeologists, historians, 

numismatists, epigraphists, scholars and 

general readers to learn the numismatic 

materials of ancient Bengal.  

 

                       /    .       

ই    /                     /    ৩০০০ 

     

           ৫০০                        

           ই         ।              

           ৩৩০০                   ই      

২৩৪                                ।      

                 ,                ,        

   ,                       ই          । 

                                      

৪                       ই          ।  ই 

                      ১০০            

                                        । 

                 ই                        । 

          , ই        ,           ,       

                             ই            

                । 

46 ৫৬ 

 
Traditional Musical Instruments, 
Bangladesh National Museum, 

Saymon Zakaria, BDT 3000.00 
editor.boitha@gmail.com 

This catalogue has six chapters which 

present the pictorial description of the 

musical instruments preserved in the 

Bangladesh National Museum. These 

instruments are not only the mainstream 

Bengali musical instruments but also the 

traditional musical instruments of 

Bangladeshi ethnic communities. It 

includes some instruments which are played 

all over the world including Bangladesh. 

This catalogue also contains the history of 

Bengali musical instruments.  

 

    ড               ই       /   ই   

        /                     /    ৩০০০ 

     

                                     

                              ই          । 

                ই                         

                                  

                                     । 

 ই                                         

                     ।  ই                

        ই                      ।  
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47 ৫৭ 

 
A State from Scratch, Edited by 

Aninda Rahman, Charcha,  Price 

BDT 650.00 

charchaa@gmail.com 

  

Bangabandu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman’s 

greatest contribution to history is the nation 

he rebuilt from its ruins. This book is an 

important addition to our history of the 

Liberation War. It sheds light on a great 

leader, his life and works, and to whom we 

owe for this independent country. 

 

         স্ক্র্ুাচ/        :            /     / 

   ৬৫০      

 

ইসতহারি বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমারনে 

       অবদান হ         বিংিস্তূপ রেরক     

       পুনসন ডম ডাণ       ।       

      যুদ্ধ                              -

                                      

                                   

     । অধ্যা গুসল         

    িাযুজু                    । এটা        

   ই        প্রচুে গুরুত্বপূণ ড তথ্য        রগরে বা 

সবকৃত          । এই বইটি আমারদে মুসক্তযুরদ্ধে 

ইসতহারি গুরুত্বপূণ ড        ।  ই      

     মহান রনতাে        

          আরলাকপাত          র্াে      ই 

                               ।   

 

48 ৫৮ 

 
Mujib: A Starter’s Guide, Eftekhar 

Ahmed, Prokriti Shyamolima, 
Charcha, Price 500.00 BDT 
charchaa@gmail.com 

 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was 

a tenacious and tactical statesman who 

strategically navigated complex diplomatic 

situations. In both his personal and political 

life, he exercised integrity and empathy for 

the people he served. His range of 

versatility in both emotional and intellectual 

dimensions, along with several defining 

points in his political career, is presented in 

this book. 

 

     :         ’    ইড/ ই              

            /    /    ৫০০        

 

                                

       ।                          

                     ।                  

                                      

                ।             

                                     

                                         

 ই  ই                     । 

  

 

49 ৫৯ 

 
Mujib-1, Syed Rashed Imam 

Tanmoy, A B M Salahuddin Shuvo, 
A CRI Publication, Price BDT 

150.00 

charchaa@gmail.com 

 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was 

the architect of Bangladesh. His 

autobiography the Unfinished Memoirs, 

published in 2012, gives us an insight on 

becoming Bangabandhu as the nation 

termed him today. This book tells the story 

of an ordinary young boy who grows up to 

lead his country to freedom with 

captivating illustrations. The Mujib graphic 

novel series is the first of its kind, and will 

share the remarkable story of this great 

leader with a new generation of readers in 

Bangladesh and beyond. This is the first 

book of the series.  

 

    -১/            ই                 

           /          ই       /    

১৫০      

 

                                      

    । ২০১২                               

                                    

                                 ই      

          । ‘    ’        ই               

                                   

    ।  ই  ই                             

                                    

                            ।        

                                 

           ই    ।                    

                                 ই        

                        ।                

        ই। 
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50 ৬০ 

 
Mujib-2, Syed Rashed Imam 

Tanmoy, A CRI Publication, Price 

BDT 150.00 
charchaa@gmail.com 

 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is 

the architect of Bangladesh. His 

autobiography the Unfinished Memoirs, 

published in 2012, gives us an insight on 

becoming Bangabandhu as the nation 

termed him today. This book tells the story 

of an ordinary young boy who grows up to 

lead his country to freedom with 

captivating illustrations. The Mujib graphic 

novel series is the first of its kind, and will 

share the remarkable story of this great 

leader with a new generation of readers in 

Bangladesh and beyond. This is the second 

book of the series. 

 

    -২/            ই        /     

     ই       /    ১৫০      

 

                                      

    । ২০১২                               

                                    

                                 ই      

          । ‘    ’        ই               

                                   

    ।  ই  ই                             

                                    

                            ।        

                                 

           ই    ।                    

                                 ই        

                        ।                

          ই। 

 

51 ৬১ 

 
Mujib-3, Syed Rashed Imam 
Tanmoy, A CRI Publication, Price 

BDT 150.00  
charchaa@gmail.com 

 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is 

the architect of Bangladesh. His 

autobiography the Unfinished Memoirs, 

published in 2012, gives us an insight on 

becoming Bangabandhu as the nation 

termed him today. This book tells the story 

of an ordinary young boy who grows up to 

lead his country to freedom with 

captivating illustrations. The Mujib graphic 

novel series is the first of its kind, and will 

share the remarkable story of this great 

leader with a new generation of readers in 

Bangladesh and beyond. This is the third 

book of the series. 

 

    -৩/            ই        /     

     ই       /    ১৫০      

 

                                      

    । ২০১২                               

                                    

                                 ই      

          । ‘    ’        ই               

                                   

    ।  ই  ই                             

                                    

                              ।        

                                 

           ই    ।                    

                                 ই        

                        ।                

         ই। 

 

52 ৬২ 

 
Mujib, Syed Rashed Imam Tanmoy, 
A CRI Publication, Price BDT 

350.00   

charchaa@gmail.com 

 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is 

the architect of Bangladesh. His 

autobiography the Unfinished Memoirs, 

published in 2012,  gives us an insight on 

becoming Bangabandhu as the nation 

termed him today. This book tells the story 

of an ordinary young boy who grows up to 

lead his country to freedom with 

captivating illustrations. The Mujib graphic 

novel series is the first of its kind, and will 

share the remarkable story of this great 

leader with a new generation of readers in 

Bangladesh and beyond. This is the 

Japanese translation of the series. 

 

    /            ই        /          ই 

      /    ৩৫০              ই    ৪ ড    

   

                                      

    । ২০১২                               

                                    

                                 ই      

          । ‘    ’        ই               

                                   

    ।  ই  ই                             

                                    

                            ।        

                                 

           ই    ।                    

                                 ই        

                        ।          ই  

                           । 
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53 ৬৩ 

 

Hasu’s World, Story: 

Aninda Rahman, 

Illustration: Anika 

Nawar, Charchaa, Price 

BDT 125.00 

charchaa@gmail.com 
 

Sheikh Hasina, the Prime Minister of 

Bangladesh, is now a global leader who 

speaks for the rights of her people, and has 

devoted her life to the progress of the 

Bangalis like her father Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. Many years ago, 

Hasina, as a little girl, grew up in a peaceful 

village, far from the sounds of the great 

cities. This is a story of her childhood with 

stupendous illustrations. This book has 

been popular among children at home and 

abroad. 

 

হাসু’ি ওয়ার্ল্ড/ গল্প : অসনিু েহমান, অলিংকেণ: 

অসনকা নওয়াে/ চচ ডা/ মূল্য ১২৫ টাকা 

 

বািংলারদরেে বতডমান প্রধানমন্ত্রী রেখ হাসিনা এখন 

একজন সবেরনতা।                        

                  ই রদরেে গণমানুরষে 

অসধকাে সনরয় কো বরলন; এবিং বাঙাসলে অগ্রগসতরত 

সনরজরক উৎিগ ড করে সদরয়রেন। আজ রেরক অরনক 

বেে আরগ সকরোেী হাসিনা েহরেে রকালাহল রেরক 

দূরে এক মরনােম গ্রারম রবরড় ওরঠন। এই বইরত তাঁে 

রিই সেেবকারলে গল্প চমৎকাে অলিংকেণ িহরর্ারগ 

উরঠ এরিরে। বইটি এেমরধ্য রদে-সবরদরে সেশুরদে 

মরধ্য জনসপ্রয় হরয় উঠরত শুরু করেরে। 

 

54 ৬৪ 

 
Hasu’s Nation, Story: Aninda 

Rahman, Illustration: Rakibul 

Hasan, Charchaa, Price BDT 
125.00 

charchaa@gmail.com 

 

Sheikh Hasina is the daughter of 

Bangladesh’s first President Bangabandu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Father of the 

Bengali Nation. She is a prolific writer. Her 

political career has spanned more than four 

decades. She is the longest-serving Prime 

Minister in the history of Bangladesh. In 

this book, Hasina is a young girl attending 

school. Like any schoolgirl, she enjoyed 

playing around with her friends. Even at 

such a young age, she had the marks of a 

great leader. This illustrated book 

showcases her early days with flowers, 

birds and seasons of Bengal.   

 

হাসু’ি রনেন /    :                    : 

            /     /    ১২৫      

 

রেখ হাসিনা বািংলারদরেে প্রেম োষ্ট্রপসত জাসতে 

সপতা বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমারনে কন্যা। সতসন 

একজন খ্যাসতমান রলখক, চাে দেরকেও রবসে িময় 

ধরে োজনীসতে িরঙ্গ যুক্ত। প্রধানমন্ত্রী সহরিরব সতসন 

           ই                            

    ।  ই  ই       হাসিনা স্কুরলে োত্রী। আে 

পাঁচটা রমরয়ে মরতা বন্ধুরদে িরঙ্গ আনি করে িময় 

কাটারতন। এত অল্প বয়রিও তাঁে মরধ্য একজন মহান 

রনতাে লক্ষণগুরলা িে হরয় উঠসেল। এই িসচত্র 

বইটিরত সকরোেী হাসিনাে ফুল-পাসখ-প্রকৃসতে মরধ্য 

রবরড় ওঠাে গল্প উরঠ এরিরে। 

 

55 ৬৫ 

 
Hasina’s Days to Freedom, Story: 

Aninda Rahman, Illustration: Pervaj 
Hasan Rigan, Charchaa, Price BDT 

150.00 

charchaa@gmail.com 

 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was 

the leading figure of the Liberation War of 

1971. He and his family went through many 

trials and sufferings for the creation of an 

independent Bangladesh. This is the story 

of Sheikh Mujib’s daughter Sheikh Hasina, 

now Prime Minister of Bangladesh, during 

the War. Just like her Father, Hasina 

dedicated herself to fulfill the dream of her 

father that is to develop Bangladesh as 

ÔSonar Bangla’ She continues to work 

towards a better future for her country. The 

bright illustrations of the book have created 

a captivating surrounding of the story.   

 

হাসিনা’ি রর্ইি টু সির্ম/    :              

      :                   /     /    ১৫০ 

      

বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান একািরেে মুসক্তযুরদ্ধে 

অগ্রনায়ক সেরলন। সতসন এবিং তাঁে পসেবাে একটি 

স্বাধীন বািংলারদে গঠরনে পরে বহু তুাগ-সতসতক্ষা ও 

দুরেডাগ স্বীকাে করেরেন। এই বইটি বঙ্গবন্ধুকন্যা 

বািংলারদরেে বতডমান প্রধানমন্ত্রী রেখ হাসিনাে 

যুদ্ধকালীন গল্প। তাঁে সপতাে মরতাই রেখ হাসিনা 

সনরজরক স্বাধীন বািংলারদে গরড় রতালাে স্বরে সঁরপ 

সদরয়রেন। সতসন রদেমাতৃকাে িমৃদ্ধ েসবষ্যরতে জন্য 

কাজ করে র্ারচ্ছন। আকষ ডণীয় অলিংকেণ বইটিে 

গরল্পে িরঙ্গ যুক্ত হরয় নািসনক মাত্রা বাসড়রয় সদরয়রে। 
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56 ৬৬ 

 
The Return of Sheikh Hasina, Story: 

Aninda Rahman, Illustration: 
Farhana Sarwar, Charchaa, Price 

BDT 150.00 

charchaa@gmail.com 

 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the 

architect of Bangladesh Nation, was killed 

along with his family members on August 

15, 1975. His daughter, now Prime Minister 

of the country, Sheikh Hasina was not 

allowed to return to her homeland. She was 

forced to live in political asylum in Europe 

and India for six years. Hasina returned to 

Bangladesh in 1981 as the leader of Awami 

Legaue, the leading party of the Liberation 

War of Bangladesh. Since her return, she 

has grown into an adept national leader 

through much sacrifice.  

দ্য সেটান ড অব রেখ হাসিনা/    :              

      :                /     /    ১৫০      

 

বািংলারদরেে স্থপসত বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমানরক 

িপসেবারে ১৯৭৫ িারলে ১৫ই আগস্ট সনম ডমোরব 

হতুা কো হয়। তাঁে কন্যা বতডমান প্রধানমন্ত্রী রেখ 

হাসিনারক তখন রদরে সেেরত রদওয়া হয়সন। সতসন 

টানা েয় বেে ইউরোপ ও োেরত োজননসতক আশ্ররয় 

োকরত বাধ্য হরয়রেন। ১৯৮১ িারল রেখ হাসিনা 

বািংলারদরে সেরে এরি মুসক্তযুরদ্ধে রনতৃত্বদানকােী 

োজননসতক দল আওয়ামী লীরগে হাল ধরেন। এেপে 

সতসন অরনক তুারগে মধ্য সদরয়, অরনক বঞ্চনা িহু 

করে রদরেে অনন্য জাতীয় রনতা হরয় ওরঠন। এই 

িসচত্র বইটি িিংরক্ষরপ রেখ হাসিনাে রিই দুুঃিমরয়ে 

কাসহসন তুরল ধরেরে। 

 

57 ৬৭ 

 
Notes and Quotes, Sheikh Hasina, 

Charcha, Price BDT 250.00 
charchaa@gmail.com 

  

 

Sheikh Hasina is known to be a 

spontaneous orator and natural writer like 

her father Bangabadhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman. Writing has been an essential part 

of her activism and leadership. She has 

played a decisive role in a long struggle 

towards democracy and justice. On the 

backdrop of global issues like refugee crisis 

and climate change, she becomes the voice 

of the unheard. From her writings and 

speeches, selected quotations are compiled 

in the edition to reflect her thoughts on 

development, democracy and Bengali 

identity.      

 

                 /          /    /   ২৫০ 

     

                                   

                                       

           ।                      

                                    । 

                                         

                                  ।        

                                    

                                    

    ।                                     

       ই  ই।                             

                           ।    

 

58 ৬৮ 

 
Bangladesh at War, K.M. Safiullah, 
Agamee Prakashani, Price BDT 

500.00,  

agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

Bangladesh at War written by K.M. 

Safiullah is dedicated to the freedom 

fighters of 1971. K.M. Safiullah is a retired 

Bangladeshi General, former Chief of 

Army Staff of the Bangladesh Army. In this 

book the author narrated the battles he 

fought during the War of Liberation of 

Bangladesh. Here the use of charts and 

diagrams has enriched the entire work to 

help the people understand the strategies of 

battles.  

 

 

                  /  .   .        /      

      /   ৫০০      

                                           

 ই                .   .        ।      

                                   

                                  ।  ই 

 ই                                     

                                         

      ।  ই           ,                   

                                       

        ই                   ।  
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59 ৬৯ 

 
Spring 1971, Faruq Aziz Khan, 
Agamee Prakashani, Price BDT 

600.00  

agameebooksbd@gmail.com 
 

 

Based on the practical experience of the 

author, this book is a personal account of 

the turbulent events of communal divide of 

the Indian subcontinent in 1947 and the 

struggle for independence of Bangladesh in 

1971. He witnessed the violence and 

massacre of people during the partition of 

India and Pakistan in 1947, and twenty-four 

years later, the birth of Bangladesh through 

the sacrifice of millions in 1971. The author 

has gathered in this book a lot of 

informations regarding those incidents.  

 

    ১৯৭১/             /      

      /   ৬০০.০০       

 

                         ই       ১৯৪৭ 

                                ১৯৭১ 

                                    

                  । ১৯৪৭          -        

                                       

                  , ১৯৭১     ,       

                      -                 

           ।                          

  -                         । 

 

60 ৭০ 

 
Freedom Struggle: A Prologue & 

an Epilogue, Panna Kaiser,  
Agamee Prokashani, Price BDT 

600.00 

agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

Freedom Struggle: A Prologue & an 

Epilogue, a translated volume by Panna 

Kaiser from the original version of Indrajit, 

is in essence an autobiography offering 

glimpses of her life from the cool shadowy 

nook of her younger years to the scorching 

days of 1972. Here, one sees a woman 

struggling against a society dominated by 

men and an environment plagued with 

prejudice and discrimination of all sortsa 

struggle which at one stage is merged with 

our struggle for freedom and continues 

even beyond it.  

 

  ড       :                     /      : 

           /            /   ৬০০      

  ড       :                      ই    -   

                                    

             ।  ই    ১৯৭২             

                                       ই 

                     ।               

                                    

                          ই               

           ই   ।  ই    ই             

                      ।  

 

61 ৭১ 

 
Democracy Poverty Elimination 

and Peace, Sheikh Hasina, Agamee 
Prakashani, Price BDT 250.00 

agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

Democracy Poverty Elimination and Peace 

is a collection of twelve speeches delivered 

by Sheikh Hasina, the present Prime 

Minister of Bangladesh. The volume 

contains the speeches she delivered during 

the period from 2002 to 2004, while after 

her first tenure she was in the opposition. 

Five of the speeches were made in Dhaka, 

two in New Delhi and the rests in different 

cities of the globe including New York, 

Istanbul, Brussels, Bangkok and Rome. The 

speeches cover areas like women 

leadership, islamic solidarity, global order, 

democracy, poverty alleviation, human 

rights and peace. Readers will find this 

volume valuable to understand Sheikh 

Hasina’s commitment to democracy and her 

intense attachment to the people of 

Bangladesh.   

 

 ড                               /    

      /            /    ২৫০      

 ড                                গ্রন্থটি 

বািংলারদরেে প্রধানমন্ত্রী রেখ হাসিনাে ১২টি ইিংরেসজ 

বক্তৃতাে িিংকলন। ২০০২ রেরক ২০০৪ িারলে মরধ্য 

সবরোধী দরলে রনতা সহরিরব সতসন এিব বক্তৃতা প্রদান 

করেন। বক্তৃতাগুরলাে ৫টি সতসন ঢাকায়, ২টি 

নয়াসদসেরত এবিং অন্য ৫টি সনউইয়কড, ইস্তামু্বল, 

ব্রারিলি, ব্যািংকক ও রোরম প্রদান করেন। এিব 

বক্তৃতায় নােী রনতৃত্ব, সবসেক অে ডননসতক ব্যবস্থা, 

ইিলাসম রদেগুরলাে মধ্যকাে িিংহসত, দাসেদ্র্ু 

সবরমাচন, গণতন্ত্র, সবেোসন্ত ইতুাসদ সবষরয় তাঁে 

সুগেীে সচন্তা ও পসেকল্পনা ব্যক্ত হরয়রে। সবেরনতা 

সহরিরব রেখ হাসিনাে রর্ বতডমান অবস্থান, তাে 

পটভূসম রবাঝাে জন্য গ্রন্থর্ভক্ত বক্তৃতাগুরলাে পাঠ 

জরুসে। এই গ্রন্থ পারঠ গণতন্ত্র, দাসেদ্র্ুমুসক্ত ও োসন্তে 

পরক্ষ রেখ হাসিনাে দৃঢ়প্রসতজ্ঞ অবস্থান িম্পরকড জানা 

র্ারব।  
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62 ৭২ 

 
People and Democracy, Sheikh 

Hasina, Agamee Prakashani, Price 

BDT 250.00, 

agameebooksbd@gmail.co

m 

The book is the English version of articles 

written originally in Bengali by Sheikh 

Hasina, Prime Minister of the Government 

of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh and 

daughter of Father of the Nation 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The 

book is the reflection of Sheikh Hasina’s 

thoughts on various issues like the most 

gruesome murder of Bangabandhu and his 

family members in world history, military 

rule in Bangladesh, Bangladesh under 

caretaker government, fight for democracy, 

poverty alleviation, the need of educated 

society and on human rights and its 

importance in society. She believes that in 

case of Bangladesh, change comes through 

popular struggle. Sheikh Hasina felt it with 

her heart and thus in her relentless struggle 

to fulfill the dream of her father she penned 

down the events of history as well as her 

own observations on different issues. 

 

         ড       /          /      

      /   ২৫০      

 ই                                    

                                        

        ই           ।  ই  ই       

ই                                         
       ,                      ,          

          ,                ,        

      ,                                 

                                        

                  ।                    , 

                 ই                       

                ।                     

                                   

                           । 

 

63 ৭৩ 

 
Living in Tears, Sheikh Hasina, 

Agamee Prakashani,  Price 

BDT 300.00 

agameebooksbd@gmail.co

m 

Sheikh Hasina, daughter of Father of the 

Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, is acknowledged as an idealist and 

farsighted leader in Bangladesh politics. 

The unprecedented development and 

success that she has achieved as Prime 

Minister of Bangladesh have made 

Bangladesh a country of immense 

potentialities. It has brightened her image in 

the world outside. She is dedicated forever 

to the service of her people. Democracy and 

development are her two overarching 

commitment in politics. As a writer also, 

the lively presence of Sheikh Hasina has 

been a major attraction to her readers. With 

her sharp pen she has depicted her ideas 

about the people and the society. These 

articles, compiled in the book, were written 

by her in the wake of rude shocks with the 

conspiracy and malpractices surrounding 

the national elections in October 2001.  

 

সলসেিং ইন টিয়াি ড/রেখ হাসিনা/ আগামী প্রকােনী/ 

মূল্য ৩০০ টাকা 

 

জাসতে সপতা বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমারনে কন্যা 

রেখ হাসিনা বািংলারদরেে োজনীসতরত আদে ডবাদী ও 

দূেদেী রনতা সহরিরব স্বীকৃত। বািংলারদরেে প্রধানমন্ত্রী 

সহরিরব সতসন রর্ অভূতপূব ড উন্নর়্েন ও িােল্য অজডন 

করেরেন তা বািংলারদেরক বহু িম্ভাবনাময় রদে করে 

তুরলরে এবিং বসহসব ডরে তাঁে োবমূসতড উজ্জ্বল করেরে। 

সতসন সচেকাল জনগরণে রিবায় সনরবসদত। গণতন্ত্র ও 

উন্নয়ন তাঁে োজনীসতরত দুটি প্রধান প্রসতশ্রুসত। রলখক 

সহরিরবও রেখ হাসিনাে প্রাণবন্ত উপসস্থসত তাঁে 

পাঠকরদে জন্য বরড়া প্রাসপ্ত। তাঁে ধাোরলা কলম সদরর়্ে 

সতসন মানুষ এবিং িমাজ িম্পরকড তাঁে ধােণাগুসল 

সচসত্রত করেরেন। ২০০১ িারলে অরটাবরে জাতীর়্ে 

সনব ডাচনরক সঘরে রর্ ষর়্ের্ন্ত্র ও দুষ্কম ড হয় তাে সতক্ত 

অসেজ্ঞতা সনরর়্ে িিংকলনর্ভক্ত প্রবেগুরলা সতসন 

সলরখসেরলন। 

 

64 ৭৪ 

 
Democracy in Distress Demeaned 

Humanity, Sheikh Hasina, Agamee 

Prakashani, Price 200.00 
agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

Democracy in Distress Demeaned 

Humanity, by Sheikh Hasina, a prolific 

writer and the present Prime Minister of 

Bangladesh, is an English version of her 

book originally written in Bengali. The 

main thrust of this volume is to portray the 

conspiracies and malpractices unleashed by 

the BNP-Jamat alliance for rigging the 

October 2001 general elections. After 

rigged elections, they came into power and 

made common men’s life miserable by 

terrorism, killing, rape, torture, hijacking 

and forceful occupation of their land and 

assets. This volume, containing six articles, 

has faithfully and elaborately depicted the 

real picture of distressed democracy and 

demeaned humanity under the rule of anti-

Liberation forces in Bangladesh. 

 

 ড         ই   ড     ড   ড          /রেখ 

হাসিনা/আগামী প্রকােনী/মূল্য ২০০ টাকা 

বািংলারদরেে প্রধানমন্ত্রী রেখ হাসিনাে ইিংরেসজ গ্রন্থ 

 ড         ই   ড     ড   ড          মূলত 

৬টি প্রবরেে িিংকলন। সবএনসপ-জামাত চক্র ২০০১ 

িারলে িাধােণ সনব ডাচরন পসেকসল্পত ও ব্যাপক 

কােচুসপ ও জনগরণে োয় বানচাল কোে রর্িব 

ষড়র্ন্ত্র ও অপরকৌেল গ্রহণ করে প্রধানত তা উরোসচত 

হয় এ-গ্রন্থর্ভক্ত প্রবেগুরলাে মাধ্যরম। কােচুসপে 

মাধ্যরম ক্ষমতায় আিাে পে স্বাধীনতাসবরোধী েসক্ত 

রদরেে মানুরষে সবরুরদ্ধ রর্ িন্ত্রাি, হতুা, ধষ ডণ, 

সনর্ ডাতন, সেনতাই, জবেদখরলে োজত্ব কারয়ম করে 

তাে সচত্রও এই গ্ররন্থ অসিত হরয়রে। ২০০১ িারলে 

পে রদরে গণতন্ত্র ও মানসবকতাে রর্ সবপন্ন অবস্থা 

সতসে হয়, তা জানাে জন্য এ বই অবশ্যপাঠ্য সবরবসচত 

হরব।  
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65 ৭৫ 

 
Sheikh Mujib in Parliament 1955-

58, Shahryar Iqbal (Ed.) , Agamee 

Prakashini, Price BTD 800.00,

agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

Sheikh Mujib in Parliament 1955-58 is a 

compilation of 45 speeches delivered by 

Bangabandhu Shekh Mujibur Rahman in 

the Constitutional/ National Assembly of 

Pakistan during the period from 1955 to 

1958. These speeches bear the testimony of 

young parlamentarian Mujib's commitment 

to the Bengali language and culture and for 

the development of democratic system in 

the country. This book will help the readers 

understand the dynamics and contentious 

issues of Pakistan politics and how 

Bangabandhu and his party Awami League 

were concerned to safeguard the interest of 

Bengali people. The Foreword written by 

National Professor A. F. Salahuddin Ahmed 

has added new value to this invaluable 

book. This is a must-read book for the 

students and researches of politics, history 

and parliamentary studies. 

 

রেখ মুসজব ইন পাল ডারমন্ট (১৯৫৫-৫৮)/          

ই     (   .)/            / মূল্য ৮০০ টাকা 

 

রেখ মুসজব ইন পাল ডারমন্ট ১৯৫৫-৫৮ গ্রন্থটি বঙ্গবন্ধু 

রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান কতৃডক ১৯৫৫ রেরক ১৯৫৮ 

িারলে মরধ্য পাসকস্তান িিংসবধান জাতীয় পসেষরদ 

প্রদি ৪৫টি োষরণে িিংকলন। এিব োষণ রেরক 

বঙ্গবন্ধু কীোরব বািংলা োষা ও িিংস্কৃসতে মর্ ডাদা 

িমুন্নত োখা এবিং পূব ড বািংলাে মানুরষে স্বারে ড 

পাসকস্তাসন োিকরগাষ্ঠীে সবরুরদ্ধ পাল ডারমরন্ট লড়াই 

করেসেরলন তাে সচত্র পাওয়া র্ায়। োষ্ট্রোষা সহরিরব 

বািংলাে স্বীকৃসত, পূব ড বািংলাে স্বায়িোিন, যুক্ত 

সনব ডাচন, এক ইউসনট ব্যবস্থা, দুই অঞ্চরলে মধ্যকাে 

সবষম্য, িামসেক-রবিামসেক প্রোিরন বাঙাসলরদে 

অিংেগ্রহণ, সবরদসেক িম্পকড ইতুাসদ সবষরয় সতসন 

পসেষরদ যুসক্তপূণ ড রজাোরলা বক্তব্য উপস্থাপন করেন। 

তরুণ পাল ডারমন্টাসেয়ান রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান 

পাল ডারমরন্ট প্রদি এিব োষরণে মাধ্যরম বাঙাসলে 

স্বারে ডে একজন প্রসতশ্রুসতেীল রনতা সহরিরব সতসন 

সনরজরক প্রসতসষ্ঠত করেন। বঙ্গবন্ধুে রনতৃরত্বে সবকাে, 

পাল ডারমরন্ট পূব ড বািংলা বনাম পসিম পাসকস্তারনে 

স্বারে ডে রমরুকেণ এবিং বািংলারদরে পাল ডারমন্টাসে 

োজনীসতে ইসতহাি অনুধাবরনে জন্য এটি একটি 

গুরুত্বপূণ ড গ্রন্থ। এরত িিংযুক্ত বঙ্গবন্ধুে সকছু দুল ডে েসব 

বইটিে গুরুত্ব আেও বৃসদ্ধ করেরে। 

 

66 ৭৬ 

 
Armed Quest for Independence,  

Shawkat Ali, Agamee Prakashani, 

Price BDT 425.00, 

agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

Shawkat Ali, a major contemporary writer 

of Bangladesh as well as a Bangladeshi 

politician and former Deputy Speaker of the 

National Parliament, has authored Armed 

Quest for Independence. There is no 

Bengali who has not heard about Agartala 

Conspiracy Case which was a commonly 

discussed issue during 1968-69 in some 

parts of the world. Our War of Liberation 

drew direct inspiration from this famous 

case. The main focus of the book is on 

Agartala Conspiracy Case. In this book the 

writer has also given a brief background of 

his own political development and how he 

became a follower of Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. 

AvgW© †Kv‡q÷ di BbwW‡cb‡WÝ/kIKZ 

Avjx/AvMvgx cÖKvkbx/g~j¨ 425 UvKv 

 

AvgW© †Kv‡q÷ di BbwW‡cb‡WÝ wj‡L‡Qb 

wewkó gyw³‡hv×v I †jLK K‡b©j kIKZ 

Avjx| wZwb 1971 mv‡j ee©i 

cvwK¯Ívwbevwnbxi AvMÖvm‡bi weiæ‡× mivmwi 

hy× K‡ib| cvwK¯Ívb miKvi evsjvi 

¯^vaxbZvi cÖvYcyiæl e½eÜz †kL gywReyi 

ingvb‡K wPiKv‡ji Rb¨ wbwðý Ki‡Z 

AvMiZjv lohš¿ gvgjv `v‡qi K‡iwQj| 

gvgjvi Ab¨Zg Avmvwg wQ‡jb eB‡qi 

†jLK K‡b©j kIKZ Avjx| AvMiZjv 

lohš¿ gvgjv cieZ©xKv‡j ivóª ebvg †kL 

gywReyi ingvb I Ab¨vb¨ bv‡g wPwýZ nq| 

GB eB‡q cÖavbZ †mB gvgjvi we¯Í…Z 

AvL¨vb, NUbv I cwi‡cÖwÿZ Dc¯’vcb 

K‡i‡Qb †jLK| gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm mÜv‡b 

GKRb cÖavb gyw³‡hv×vi cÖZ¨ÿ 

AwfÁZvi eY©bv m¤^wjZ GB eB 

we‡klfv‡e Zvrch©c~Y©|  
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67 ৭৭ 

 
Japan and the Emergence of 

Bangladesh,  Sukumar Biswas, 
Agamee Prakashani, Price BDT 

300.00 

agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

Japan and the Emergence of 

Bangladesh by Sukumar Biswas was 

published in 1998. The book focuses 

on the emergence of Bangladesh in the 

year 1971 which was a turning point in 

South Asia and in global politics, and 

on the Japanese views as well as those 

of the Bengalis in Japan. The author 

Biswas was a visiting Research Fellow 

in Tokyo from May through December 

1996 and this work grows out of his 

eight month long painstaking research 

in Japan.  
 

           ই                  /      
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68 ৭৮ 

 
British Bangladeshi Poetry: An 
Anthology, Edited by Shamim Azad 

and Stephen Watts, Agamee 

Prakashani, Price, BDT 300.00  
agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

This is an anthology of the poetical works 

of 14 British Bangladeshi poets including 

well-established poets and some young 

talented and promising poets. The theme 

and the subject matter, ranging from 

socially conscious poetry to much more 

personal lyric, are varied which represent 

the varied positions of the poets. This rich 

and colorful anthology of poetry will 

expand the links between British and 

Bangladeshi poets, and at the same time, 

make the poets more aware about the global 

threat against creativity. 

 

                     :      
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69 ৮১ 

 
Socio-Economic History of 

Bangladesh: Essays in Memory of 

Professor Shafiqur Rahman, Editor: 
M. Mufakharul Islam, Asiatic 

Society of Bangladesh, Price BDT 
250.00   
asbzali@yahoo.com    

The essays, in this volume, though varied in 

subject matter, deal mainly with the socio-

economic history of Bangladesh like the 

rise and decline of cotton textile industry, 

the condition of the industry during the first 

half of the twentieth century, condition of 

the working classes, the conflict between 

the landlord and the indigo planters and so 

on. Written by the reputed scholars of 

Bangladesh, these essays deepen the 

understanding of the subjects they have 

dealt with and will be useful for the general 

readers as well as those who have special 

interest in the socio-economic history of 

Bangladesh. 
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70 ৮২ 

 
The Mahastan Hoard II of Silver 

Punch-Marked Coins, Bulbul 

Ahmed, Md. Noorul Islam, Asiatic 
Society of Bangladesh, Price BDT 

700.00  
asbzali@yahoo.com 

This book is a collection of punch-marked 

coins in Bangladesh. The main focus of the 

book is to catalogue and classify the coins 

of this hoard. According to symbols,  

symbol orientation and weight standard, it 

seemed that all the coins of Mahastan hoard 

were imperial issues. Among the issues 32 

coins belong to the Pre-Mauryan dynasty. 

The hoard represents sixty-five types of 

imperial punch-marked coins. These types 

of coins are well distributed in the entire 

Indian sub-continent. A descriptive and 

illustrated catalogue of this hoard is 

attached in Annexure III which may serve 

the future researchers as a useful resource.  
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71 ৮৩ 

 
Society and Urbanization in 

Medieval Bengal,  Md. 

Akhtaruzzaman,  Asiatic Society of 
Bangladesh,  Price BDT 600.00 
asbzali@yahoo.com 

This book presents a wonderful and well-

documented study on the cause and effect 

of urbanization, the phenomenon which 

influenced and shaped the life and 

conditions of the people of medieval 

Bengal as well as the society and economy 

of that region. Divided in eight chapters, the 

book focuses on the topics like historical 

geography of medieval Bengal, formation 

and nature of the Sultanat polity, 

urbanization and urban centers in Bengal, 

economic and cultural life of the people, 

etc. This unique study raises some hitherto 

unanswered socio-political questions and 

offers a new interpretation of some aspects 

of society and economy. 
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72 ৮৪ 

 
Medicinal Knowledge and Plants of 
the Chittagong Hill-Tracts, 

Bangladesh, Khandokar Md. Ismail 

and Ishrat Ara Khandokar, Asiatic 
Society of Bangladesh, Price BDT 

1500.00  
asbzali@yahoo.com 

The tribal communities of Chittagong Hill 

Tracts in Bangladesh have their unique 

medicinal knowledge for the treatment of 

different diseases. This valuable book is 

mainly a documentation of the tribal 

medicine knowledge of that region written 

in the light of Pharmacopoeias, a tribal 

medicinal guide. Besides, the issues like the 

social and cultural diversity of the tribal 

communities of that area, the geographical 

features and the medicinal plants of that 

region are also focused on. It is a useful 

source of information for the readers who 

are interested in botany, chemistry, 

pharmacy, medicine, etc. 
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73 ৮৫( 

) 

 

History of Bangladesh: Early 

Bengal in Regional Perspective, V-

1, Edited by Abdul Momin 

Chowdhury, Ranabir Chakrabarty,  

Asiatic Society of Bangladesh, 

Price BDT 1000.00  
asbzali@yahoo.com 

 

In the context of the history of the sub-

continent, regional histories are beginning 

to play a vital role. The historical 

importance of new sources, both texts and 

artifacts, is being recognized. The two 

volumes of ÔHistory of BengalÕ cover the 

evolution of the societies that went into the 

making of the region of Bengal. These 

volumes help us to see the complex 

phenomena in the history of Bengal. The 

chapters in the two volumes have been 

penned by established experts who belong 

not only to Bangladesh and India, but to 

various parts of the globe. And it has been 

forwarded from the celebrity historian 

Professor Romila Thapar. This is the first 

book of the series.  

 

সহসি অব বািংলারদে : আসল ড রবঙ্গল ইন সেসজওনাল 

পােিরপসটে, েসলউম-১/ িম্পাদনায় : আবদুল মসমন 

রচৌধুেী ও েণবীে চক্রবতী/ বািংলারদে এসেয়াটিক 

রিািাইটি/ মূল্য ১০০০ টাকা 

    

উপমহারদরেে ইসতহারিে রপ্রক্ষাপরট আঞ্চসলক 

ইসতহা -     গুরুত্বপূণ ড          ।           

                                     

                     । বািংলাে ইসতহাি      

     দুই             ই                 

                             অঞ্চ           

      তা              ।  ই             ই 

    বািংলাে ইসতহারি  জটিল                 

     । রকবল বািংলারদে ও োেরতে ন   সবরেে 

সবসেন্ন অঞ্চল প্রসতসষ্ঠত              ই          

     সলরখরেন।               খ্যাসতমান 

ইসতহািসবদ অধ্যাপক রোসমলা োপে।         

     ই               । 

 

74 ৮৫( 

) 

 

History of Bangladesh: Early 

Bengal in Regional Perspective, V-

2, Edited by Abdul Momin 

Chowdhury, Ranabir Chakrabarty, 

Asiatic Society of Bangladesh, 

Price BDT 1000.00   
asbzali@yahoo.com 

 

In the context of the history of the sub-

continent, regional histories are beginning 

to play a vital role. The historical 

importance of new sources, both texts and 

artifacts, is being recognized. The two 

volumes of History of Bengal cover the 

evolution of the societies that went into the 

making of the region of Bengal. These 

volumes help us to see the complex 

phenomena in the history of Bengal. The 

chapters in the two volumes have been 

penned by established experts who belong 

not only to Bangladesh and India, but to 

various parts of the globe. And it has been 

forwarded from the celebrity historian 

Professor Romila Thapar. This is 

the second book of the volumes. 

 

সহসি অব বািংলারদে : আসল ড রবঙ্গল ইন সেসজওনাল 

পােিরপসটে, েসলউম-২/ িম্পাদনায় : আবদুল মসমন 

রচৌধুেী ও েণবীে চক্রবতী/ বািংলারদে এসেয়াটিক 

রিািাইটি/ মূল্য ১০০০ টাকা  

   

উপমহারদরেে ইসতহারিে রপ্রক্ষাপরট আঞ্চসলক 

ইসতহা -     গুরুত্বপূণ ড          ।           

                                     

                     । বািংলাে ইসতহাি      

     দুই             ই                 

                            অঞ্চ           

      তা              ।  ই             ই 

    বািংলাে ইসতহারি  জটিল                 

     । রকবলমাত্র বািংলারদে ও োেরতে ন   সবরেে 

সবসেন্ন অঞ্চল প্রসতসষ্ঠত              ই          

     সলরখরেন।               খ্যাসতমান 

ইসতহািসবদ অধ্যাপক রোসমলা োপে।         

     ই                 । 

 

75 ৮৬ 

 
Naib Nazims of Dhaka and the 
Nimtali Palace, Editor: Sharif 

uddin Ahmed,  Asiatic Society of 
Bangladesh, Price BDT 500.00  
asbzali@yahoo.com 

 

This book is one of the three publications 

associated with the project entitled Asiatic 

Society Heritage Museum. The 18th and 19th 

centuries are very important periods in the 

political and cultural history of the city of 

Dhaka. This periods represent the desperate 

attempt of the old ruling aristocratic class to 

cope with the changed condition of the 

ascending British power. This work tries to 

reconstruct the history of Naib Nazims 

(Deputy Governor) of Dhaka and their 

Nimtali palace. Besides, the other aspects 

like the cultural life of the Nawabs and the 

city of Dhaka during that period have also 

been added in this book. 
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76 ৮৭ 

 
American Trade in Bengal, Sirajul 

Islam, Asiatic Society of 

Bangladesh, Price BDT 550.00  
asbzali@yahoo.com 

Professor Sirajul Islam, a renowned 

historian of Bangladesh, based on his vast 

research experience, unfolds a less 

recognized area of knowledge in the 

economic history of Bengal. The author 

looks into the participation of the 

Americans in commercial and mercantile 

affairs in Bengal and the high profit made 

by them during 1760s-1850s. This 

resourceful book clearly shows the 

immense contribution of Bengal to flourish 

the industrialization of America through the 

supply of raw materials. This book opens a 

new horizon to the study of American trade 

in Bengal. 
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77 ৮৮ 

 

National Atlas of Bangladesh, 

Asiatic Society of Bangladesh,  

Price BDT 2000.00  
asbzali@yahoo.com 

 

This is a comprehensive collection of maps, 

and it is prepared to portray the spatial 

dimensions of the country’s historical, 

politico-administrative, physical, 

environmental, infrastructural, 

demographic, economic, social, cultural and 

regional features. The large volume of 

maps, 425 in number, visually illustrates 

the impressive records of development in 

independent Bangladesh. The maps are 

accompanied by short texts. This book is 

expected to serve the interest of policy 

makers, planners, academics, professionals, 

students and general readers. 

 

ন্যােনাল অুাটলাি অব বািংলারদে/ বািংলারদে 

এসেয়াটিক রিািাইটি/মূল্য ২০০০ টাকা 

 

বািংলারদরেে মানসচরত্রে একটি িমৃদ্ধ িিংগ্রহ সনরয় 

বইটি প্রকাসেত হরয়রে। এখারন রদরেে ঐসতহাসিক,  

োজননসতক-প্রোিসনক, 

অবস্থানগত, পসেরবেগত, অবকাঠারমাগত, জনিিংখ্য

সেসিক, অে ডননসতক, িামাসজক, িািংস্কৃসতক এবিং 

আঞ্চসলক সবসেরেুে স্থাসনকমাত্রা সচসত্রত এবিং 

উপস্থাসপত হরয়রে। স্বাধীন 

বািংলারদরেে উন্নর়্েরনে অসবস্মেণীয় ধাোরক 

৪২২টি মানসচরত্রে বৃহৎ িমারবরেে মাধ্যরম 

আকষ ডণীয়োরব তুরল ধো হরয়রে। প্রসতটা মানসচরত্রে  

িরঙ্গ িিংসক্ষপ্ত সববেণ আরে। বইটি নীসতসনধ ডােক, 

পসেকল্পনাসবদ, সেক্ষাসবদ, রপোজীবী, সেক্ষােী এবিং 

িাধােণ পাঠক রেরক িকরলে আগ্রহ ও প্ররয়াজন 

রমটারব বরল আো কো র্ায়। 

 

78 ৮৯ 

 
Bengali Muslims Social and 

Political Thought (1918-1947), 
Rana Razzaque,  Asiatic Society of 

Bangladesh,  Price BDT 500.00  
asbzali@yahoo.com   

 

Various dominant and subdued ideas and 

schools of thoughts were prevailed in the 

mind of Bengali Muslims in the first half of 

the twentieth century. This book gathers all 

the main thoughts of that period under three 

chapters, the first of which focuses on the 

conservative-orthodox trend, the second 

one on moderate-liberal trend and the last 

one on radical-humanist trend. This 

analytical work is an important addition to 

the study of social and political trends of 

thoughts which helped to shape the psyche 

of the Bengali Muslims during that period. 
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79 ৯২ 

 
400 Years of Capital Dhaka and 

Beyond: Economy and Culture 

(Volume II), Editors: M. 

Mufakharul Islam, Firoz Mahmud, 

Asiatic Society of Bangladesh,  

Price BDT 500.00  
asbzali@yahoo.com 

The book is a compilation of essays 

relating to the economic and cultural 

history of Dhaka for the last 400 years 

of its existence as a capital city 

intermittently though. The volume 

includes thirty articles in subjects 

ranging from economic life, banking 

commerce including those carried out 

by merchants of various countries, 

education, literature, art, architecture, 

festival, songs, dance, sports and 

fashion. The essays of the foreign 

scholars along with the scholars from 

Bangladesh have given the book a 

flavor of multinational cooperation in 

scholarly works. The book will be a 

help to the researchers.  
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80 ৯৩ 

 
400 Years of Capital Dhaka and 

Beyond: Urbanization and Urban 
Development (Volume III),  

Editors: Roxana Hafiz, A K M 

Golam Rabbani, Asiatic Society of 
Bangladesh,  Price BDT 500.00  
asbzali@yahoo.com 

 

In this volume there are 27 articles written 

by urban specialists, historians and urban 

planners. This volume traces the physical 

growth of Capital Dhaka during the last 400 

years. It has also discussed different aspects 

of urbanization and urbanism of capital 

Dhaka. In these articles there are some 

cheerful stories and some depressing ones 

showing the complete absence of serious 

city planning by generations of city 

administrators and politicians in the past 

and also at the present. In this volume we 

find the glorious days of the past and the 

unsatisfactory state of the present, and 

finally it inspires the readers to be hopeful 

for the development in the near future. 
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81 ৯৪ 

 

Dhaka in the Liberation 

War 1971, Editors: Sharif 

Uddin Ahmed, Asiatic 

Society of Bangladesh, Price 

BD 500.00  
asbzali@yahoo.com 

 

Dhaka was the center of all movements and 

struggles in the War of Liberation. As 

Dhaka was the capital of East Pakistan, all 

eyes were fixed on it. The 14 essays 

compiled in this book are about the pre-

Liberation residents of Dhaka, political and 

social situation, Non-cooperation 

Movement, genocide by the Pakistani army, 

concentration camps and torture centers, 

killing of the intellectuals, women in the 

Liberation War, the Liberation War in 

Media, the role of diplomatic mission and 

foreign agencies, situation then prevailing 

at the University of Dhaka, role of the anti-

Liberation forces and their surrender. The 

true picture of Dhaka during the War of 

Liberation has appeared in this book. The 

multi-dimensional situation and the role of 

Dhaka during the Liberation War have been 

presented here. 
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82 ৯৫ 

 
Sheikh Hasina: Selected 

Sayings, M. Tofazzel Hossain 

Mia, Edited by Syed Manzoorul 

Islam, Pathak Shamabesh,  

Price BDT 795.00  
pathak@bol-online.com 

 

Sheikh Hasina, the Prime Minister of 

Bangladesh, is among the most influential 

world leaders of her time. Her successful 

governance of Bangladesh for four terms in 

office (to date) have brought prosperity and 

unparalleled development to our young 

nation. She had dedicated her life to make 

her father and Father of the Nation 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman’s 

dream of a golden Bengal a reality. This 

compilation of 115 sayings of Prime 

Minister Sheikh Hasina has great 

significance as it reflects her wisdom, 

courage and her statesmanship. These are 

extracts from her speeches and writings.  

 

           :       ড        /   .         

            (      )/           ই     

(   .)/           /    ৭৯৫      

 

বািংলারদরেে প্রধানমন্ত্রী রেখ হাসিনা িমকালীন 

োজনীসতরত িবরচরয় প্রোবোলী সবে-রনতারদে মরধ্য 

অন্যতম। চাে রময়ারদ (এখন পর্ ডন্ত) তাঁে িেল 

োিনব্যবস্থা বািংলারদরেে মরতা নবীন োরষ্ট্রে জন্য 

অনুপম িমৃসদ্ধ ও উন্নসত বরয় এরনরে। সতসন তাঁে সপতা 

এবিং জাসতে সপতা বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমারনে 

রিানাে বািংলাে স্বেরক বাস্তরব রূপ সদরত সনরজরক 

উৎিগ ড করে সদরয়রেন। প্রধানমন্ত্রী রেখ হাসিনাে 

১১৫টি বাণীিিংবসলত এই িিংকলনটি গেীে তাৎপর্ ডপূণ ড 

রকননা এে মধ্য সদরয় তাঁে প্রজ্ঞা, িাহি এবিং রনতৃরত্বে 

সদকটি প্রসতেসলত হরয়রে। বাণীগুরলা তাঁে সবসেন্ন 

িমরয়ে বক্তৃতা এবিং েচনাে সনব ডাসচত অিংে।  

 

83 ৯৬ 

 
Towards A Sonar Bangla-The 
Bangladesh Liberation War from 

US Soil, Iftikhar Ahmed, PATHAK 

SHAMABESH,  Price BDT 695.00  
pathak@bol-online.com 

This monograph is an extraordinary document of 

struggles in the US during our Liberation War in 

1971 by a group of courageous and conscious 
students from Bangladesh in Iowa State 

University  which includes the writer himself. It 

gives us an insight into the way in which 
Bangladeshi students abroad became emissaries 

of the Liberation War, engaging foreign friends, 

politicians and opinion leaders to join their cause. 
The work throws light on the role that the US 

Congress, individual Senators and Congressmen 

played in instigating legislation to end human 
rights violations in Bangladesh and thwart the 

efforts of US administration. This important 

monograph adds significantly to the still 
unfinished task of historiography of our War of 

Liberation in 1971. The monograph concludes 

with an account of a couple of the initial efforts 
towards attaining the much sought-after Sonar 

Bangla launched immediately after the Liberation 

of Bangladesh.  

     ড                   :              
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84 ৯৭ 

 
The Guerillas of Dhaka 1971, 
Col.Towficur Rahman (Retd), 

PATHAK SHAMABESH, Price 

BDT 995.00                 
pathak@bol-online.com 

The Guerillas of Dhaka 1971, a first-hand 

narrative of the Bangladesh Liberation War from 
the pen of a freedom fighter himself. The writer 

was in his teens when he joined the Liberation 

War and it is his honesty, neutrality and balanced 

narration that did not lose sight of the passion, 

pain and emotion the book unfolds. The book 

gives us an insight into what propelled these boys 
to join the resistance. The answer lies in the 

pages that he had written and the horror and 

brutality unleashed by the Pakistani army on 
civilians, which these young boys had witnessed, 

wrought a painful deep transformation in their 

souls. This book is an account of this 
metamorphosis and its aftermath. In his 

narratives, one sees the legendary operations of 

the Guerillas in Dhaka unfold before one’s eyes. 
It provides material for the reconstruction of the 

Guerilla operations in Dhaka. The book has 

documented the amazing valour of the freedom-
fighters who sacrificed their lives. Apart from the 

historical perspective, the book revives memories 

of the war with vividness and rekindles respect 

for forgotten heroes.  It is a must read work for 

both the generation of 1971 and the post-71 

generation.  

                 /                   /     
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85 ৯৮ 

 
The Story of Bones and Other 

Poems, Kamal Chowdhury,  

Pathak Shamabesh, Price BDT 

495.00   

 pathak@bol-online.com 

The Story of Bones and Other Poems, a 

book of verse originally written in Bangla 

by Kamal Chowdhury. Kamal Chowdhury 

is a leading Bengali poet who is currently 

acting as the Chief Coordinator of the 

National Implementation Committee for 

celebrating the Birth Centenary of Father of 

the Bengali Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

MujiburRahman. M Harunur Rashid, a 

distinguished teacher of English literature 

and language, has translated the book into 

English. The book consists of thirty poems 

selected from his poetic writings published 

over the last three decades including ‘The 

Floating Ark’, ‘The Black Beauty’, ‘The 

Rootless’, ‘War Babies’, ‘Making of 

Beauty’. He uses ‘I’ that is fairly easy to  

recognize as the poet himself.  
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86 ১০১ 

 
The Cruel Birth of Bangladesh, 

Archer K Blood, The University 
Press Limited,Price: BDT  
mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

Archer K Blood, the author of The Cruel 

Birth of Bangladesh, was the American 

Consul General in the former East Pakistan 

in 1971. The book presents an account of 

the emergence of Bangladesh seen through 

the eyes of a sympathetic American 

diplomat based in Dhaka during the our 

War of Liberation in 1971. It reflects a deep 

commitment to freedom on the part of the 

author and reads like an epitaph for the 

martyrs of struggle of the Bengali people. 
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87 ১০২ 

 
There and Back Again , K M 

Shehabuddin, , The University 

Press Limited, Price BDT 525.00  
mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

There and Back Again by K M 

Shehabuddin is a diplomat-freedom 

fighter’s first-hand account of Bangladesh’s 

Liberation War. As a first career diplomat 

to join the War, even before the formation 

of the Mujibnagar Government, and the 

first Head to Bangladesh’s Delhi mission 

from April to October 1971, Shehabuddin 

played a leading role on diplomatic front of 

the Liberation War. The book provides an 

in-depth account of India’s participation in 

the War. Mr. Shehabuddin also recounts his 

memories of several historic events as he 

witnessed them, as he experienced them 

during 35-year career as diplomat and 

ambassador throughout South Asia, Europe, 

the Middle East, and in the United States. 
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88 ১০৩ 

 

Witness to Surrender, Siddiq 

Salik, The University Press  
mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd  

Limited, Price BDT 395.00 

Witness to Surrender, a book 

included to the 'Road to 

Bangladesh Series', presents a 

first-hand eyewitness account of 

its author, Siddiq Salik, who was 

an officer in Pakistan Army in 

Dhaka at that turbulent period of 

1971, observes and participates 

in the political drama staged in 

the Liberation War and the 

creation of Bangladesh.  After 

presenting a comprehensive 

overview of the political 

turbulence of the period, the 

author gives a detailed 

professional account of the War 

itself in his authoritative and 

dispassionate narration.  
 

 ই              /           /   
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89 ১০৪ 

 
Surrender at Dhaka: Birth of a 
Nation, Lt Gen. JFR Jacob, The 

University Press Limited, Price 

BDT  450.00             
mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

Surrender at Dhaka: Birth of a Nation, 

written by Lt Gen. JFR Jacob, Chief of 

Stuff of India's Eastern Army during 

the Bangladesh War of Liberation in 

1971, is included to the 'Road to 

Bangladesh Series'. In this book, the 

author describes the series of events 

that lead to the birth of Bangladesh, 

beginning with the Pakistan Army's 

crackdown in Bangladesh on 26 March 

1971, to the outbreak of full-scale war 

after Pakistan bombing the Indian 

airfields on 3 December 1971.  
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90 ১০৫ 

 
Pakistan: Failure in National 
Integration, Rounaq Jahan, The 

University Press Limited, Price 

BDT 450.00                  
mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

 

Pakistan: Failure in National Integration 

by Rounaq Jahan, first published in 1972 by 

Columbia University Press, is being 

reprinted as part of UPL’s Road to 

Bangladesh series. The study is an analysis 

of the disintegration of Pakistan and the 

birth of Bangladesh. This book presents a 

scholarly explanation why the policies of 

the Pakistani ruling elites, especially the 

policies and institutional innovations of the 

Ayub regime (1958-1968), were in fact the 

prelude to the break-up of Pakistan. 
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91 ১০৬ 

 
Sheikh Mujib: Triumph and 
Tragedy, Sayyid A. Karim, The 

University Press Limited. Price 

BDT 550.00               
mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

Sheikh Mujib: Triumph and Tragedy is a 

well-researched work by Sayyid A. Karim 

in which he has given an account of the life 

of founder of Bangladesh, Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman and makes an assessment of his 

legacy. The author has portrayed a hero 

who triumphed against all odds and became 

the founding father of a new nation, 

Bangladesh. Karim begins his biography by 

providing the readers with the background 

of Mujib’s rise to reputation, the partition 

of India, and rise of the Muslim League.  
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92 ১০৮ 

 
Bangladesh Quest for Freedom and 

Justice, Writer: Kamal Hossain, 

Published by: The University Press 
Limited, Price BDT 700.00   
mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

 

This book is a political memoir of the 

writer Kamal Hossain, renowned politician 

of Bangladesh. The book deals with the 

liberation of Bangladesh from Pakistanis 

and analyses how a country ravaged by War 

and deprived of resource gave itself a 

secular democratic constitution. After the 

Liberation War the new government faced 

challenges of state building. The book 

narrates how Father of the Bengali Nation, 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

gave a new constitution to the Bengali 

Nation. Bangladesh offered thoughtful 

constitution, won respect of the world, 

gained membership of the United Nations 

and actively pursued peace and stability in 

the region.  
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93 ১০৯ 

 
Making of a Nation Bangladesh An 
Economist’s Tale, Writer: Nurul 

Islam, Published by: The University 

Press Limited, Price BDT 700.00  
mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

 

The book provides an analysis of the 

sprouting struggle of the Bangladeshis with 

Pakistan government’s policies on 

economic issues that eventually led to the 

birth of Bangladesh. It also focuses on the 

important economic policy issues during 

formative years of Bangladesh. The book 

provides many little known aspects or 

subjects of economic debates and 

negotiations with Pakistan that caused the 

divide between East and West Pakistan. 

The Six Point Programme of Awami 

League is also discussed in the book. The 

writer has talked about a few policy issues 

of contemporaneous importance for 

Bangladesh in the light of the past and also 

for the purposes of the future.  
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94 ১১০ 

 
Edited by Niaz Zaman and Asif 

Farruki, Fault Lines:  Stories of 
1971, The University Press 

Limited, Price BDT. 850.00   
mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

An anthology of 40 stories gathered from 

Bangladesh, Pakistan, India, United States 

and United Kingdom, Fault Line compels 

readers to ask the significant questions 

about their identity. It includes the stories 

of the varying moods and of the varying 

aspects of the War. The stories here try to 

discover heroism in painful human 

experiences from a turbulent time. It should 

be an essential work for those interested in 

that period. 
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95 ১১১ 

 
The Unfinished Memoirs, 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, The 

University Press Limited, Price  

BDT 1200.00 (Standard)   

mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

The Unfinished Memoirs is the autobiographical 
account of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Father of the Bengali nation. This book 

provides stories of Bangabandhu’s life in his own 
words till 1955. Bangabandhu started writing this 

autobiography while he was in Dhaka Central 

Jail  from 1966 to 1969 as a state prisoner. The 
book contains author's birth and genealogy, 

education, the beginning and development of his 

political life, imprisonment, and political events 
of contemporary East Pakistan. Eloquent 

narration and authenticity are the hallmarks of 

this book.  A valuable Preface  written by Sheikh 
Hasina, Honorable Prime Minister of 

Bangladesh, daughter of Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, has been added in the book. 
Professor Fakrul Alam, a renowned  translator 

and  writer of Bangladesh, has translated the 

book into English. This is one of the most 
acclaimed autobiographies in the history of 

Bangladesh's liberation struggle and 
autobiographical literature. This book is now 

regarded as one of the most valuable sources of 

the political history of Bangladesh.  
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96 ১১২ 

 
The Unfinished Memoirs, 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, The 

University Press Limited, Price 

BDT 1500.00 (Deluxe)    

mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

 

The Unfinished Memoirs is the autobiographical 

account of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Father of the Bengali nation. This book 
provides stories of Bangabandhu’s life in his own 

words till 1955. Bangabandhu started writing this 

autobiography while he was in Dhaka Central 

Jail  from 1966 to 1969 as a state prisoner. The 

book contains author's birth and genealogy, 

education, the beginning and development of his 
political life, imprisonment, and political events 

of contemporary East Pakistan. Eloquent 

narration and authenticity are the hallmarks of 
this book.  A valuable Preface  written by Sheikh 

Hasina, Honorable Prime Minister of 

Bangladesh, daughter of Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman, has been added in the book. 

Professor Fakrul Alam, a renowned  translator 
and  writer of Bangladesh, has translated the 

book into English. This is one of the most 

acclaimed autobiographies in the history of 
Bangladesh's liberation struggle and 

autobiographical literature. This book is now 

regarded as one of the most valuable sources of 
the political history of Bangladesh.  
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97 ১১৩ 

 
Bangladesh: Six Decades 

(1947-2007), Anisuzzaman, 

Muhammed Zamir, Syed 

Manzoorul Islam (Eds.), 

Nymphea Publication, Price 

BDT 2000  

karunangshu@yahoo.com 
 

This book makes an attempt to present 

the real history of the War of 

Liberation. Events leading to the war 

have often been falsified. This book 

corrects these falsifications, but doesn't 

aspire to be a history of the six eventful 

decades. This book presents in an 

objective way the events that shaped 

the destiny of a whole nation. It depicts 

many of the events which are within 

the living memory of a generation that 

witnessed them closely. This book 

attempts to recount the facts and 

investigate the issues that have engaged 

Bangalees since the partition of the 

subcontinent in 1947. It is meant for 

the general readers.  
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98 ১১৪ 

 

Seventy One: Moment of 

Victory,  C M Tarek Reza, 

Nymphea Publications, Price 

BDT 1200.00  
karunangshu@yahoo.com 

 

Photography played an important part in 

presenting the historical events of the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh in 

newspapers. Photographs of the Liberation 

War have helped to awaken the conscience 

of the world and expedite the War. The aim 

of this album is to preserve the memories of 

the confrontation and the consecutive 

pictorial history of the final stage of War. 

Besides, it aims at presenting the history of 

great victory of the Bengalis to the new 

generation. In accordance with history, 

various data including picture, documents 

and newspaper articles have been added in 

the album. It is divided into five parts: the 

background of the final War, the final War 

and the surrenders, the joy of victory and 

the role of the photojournalists in the 

Liberation War. The book is a valuable 

supplement to to the documentary history 

of the Liberation War.   
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99 ১১৫ 

 
1971: Resistance, Resilience 

and Redemption, Md. Sarwar 

Hossain, Priomukh Prakashon,  

Price BDT 1600  
priomukhbook2@gmail.com 

 

In this book the author has presented an 

objective and thoroughly researched 

account of the Liberation War of 1971. This 

book includes the detailed account of the 

War focusing on the growth and strategies 

of Bangladesh forces, their role and 

effectiveness in achieving the victory. 

Geographical distance, economic, political 

and cultural difference existed between the 

two wings of Pakistan. The result was the 

rise of a dominant Bengali nationalism that 

guided Awami League winning the election 

in 1970, but the Pakistanis refused to 

transfer the power and took military action. 

Under these circumstances the War began 

and finally the Pakistani Armed forces had 

no option but to surrender. This book will 

be a great source for the reader who wants 

to know about our Liberation War of 1971 

and also for a researcher.  
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100 ১১৬ 

 
Prison Diaries,  Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, Bangla 

Academy, Price  BDT 400.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Prison Diaries is a memoir written by 

Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. Prison Diaries is the 

English translation of that memoir. This 

book has been translated into English 

magnificently by the famous translator of 

Bangladesh Dr. Fakrul Alam who is 

acclaimed locally and internationally for his 

translation. He is famous for his translation 

of the literary works of Rabindranath 

Tagore, Jibanananda Das and Mir 

Mosharraf Hossain from Bengali into 

English. This translation will play a leading 

part in highlighting the role of the pioneer 

in the struggle for liberating Bangladesh to 

English readers. 

 

প্রিজন ডায়প্রিজ্ রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান, বািংলা 

একারর্সম, মূল্য ৪০০ টাকা  

প্রিজন ডায়প্রিজ্ জাসতে জনক বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ 

মুসজব্যে েহমান েসচত কাোগারেে 

রোজনামচা গ্ররন্থে ইিংরেসজ অনুবাদ। 

চমৎকাে োষায় এই বইটিে ইিংরেসজ অনুবাদ 

করেরেন বািংলারদরেে প্রখ্যাত অনুবাদক র্. 

েকরুল আলম। র্. েকরুল আলম রদসে ও 

আন্তজডাসতক পুেস্কােপ্রাপ্ত অনুবাদক। সতসন 

েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুে, জীবনানি দাে ও মীে 

মোেেে রহারিরনে িাসহতুকম ড বািংলা রেরক 

ইিংরেসজরত অনুবারদে জন্য সবখ্যাত। তাঁে 

এই অনুবাদ ইিংরেসজ পাঠকরদে কারে 

বািংলারদরেে স্বাধীনতা িিংগ্রারমে 

অগ্রনায়রকে ভূসমকা তুরল ধেরত অগ্রণী 

ভূসমকা পালন কেরব। 

 

101 ১১৭ 

 
Ballad of our Hero Bangabandhu, 

Syed Shamsul Haq, Bangla 

Academy, Price BDT 280.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Ballad of our Hero Bangabandhu is 

originally written in Bengali by Syed 

Shamsul Haq who is well-known as a 

prolific and versatile writer in the realm of 

Bangladesh’s literature and culture. It has 

been done into English by Fakrul Alam, an 

eminent translator of Bangladesh. The book 

contains several untold stories about 

Bangabandhu, Father of the Bengali Nation 

who led the country to its independence. 

The book also accommodates some known 

and settled issues to keep the historical 

continuity of Bangladesh. It then portrays 

Bangabandhu's historical diagram and his 

struggle in achieving the final goal of our 

independence. The book speaks of the 

legacy of Bangabandhu and the members of 

his family. This biographical work will 

inspire the children of the country to fight 

for the truth.  

 

    ড                     /            

  /          ড  /   ২৮০      
 

    ড                                  

                         -            -

     ।                          

ই                  ।                 

                       ।             

                ,                      

  ।                                  

            ই  ই             ।       

                              ।  ই 

                                    

     ড  ই               । 

 

102 ১১৮ 

 
Sangshaptak—a Bengal saga, 
Shahidulla Kaiser, Bangla 

Acedemy Dhaka, Price BDT 270.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Sangshaptaka Bengali saga, is one of the 

Bengali classics written by Shahidulla 

Kaiser, a noted journalist and renowned 

novelist who received the Bangla Academy 

Literary Award in 1969. The English 

translation of the novel by Shahruk Rahman 

was published by Bangla Academy in 2001. 

The original book consists of 56 chapters 

with each of them having a title of its own. 

The translator has taken the liberty of 

dividing the phases into parts and chapters. 

This English translation has given a new 

lease of life to this popular fiction by one of 

the literary stalwarts of Bangladesh.  

     -            /             /      

    ড  /   ২৭০      

 

       ১৯৬৯                ড          

                                   

                              ।       

                       ই            

          ড        ২০০১               । 

    ই                    ৫৬              । 

                                      

                  ।  ই         

         ই                          

                               । 
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103 ১১৯ 

 
A Glossary of Folklore, Chief 
editor: Shamsuzzaman Khan, 

Editors: Shahida Khatun and Firoz 

Mahmud, Bangla Academy, Price 
BDT 1500.00    
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

A Glossary of Folklore is not merely a list 

of genres and terms of folklore, rather an 

important study regarding the various 

colorful sides of Bangladeshi folklore. The 

206 entries of this glossary, ranging from 

biographies of renowned folklorists and the 

folk artists to the folk elements of various 

types, define many previously unknown 

and unclear aspects of folklore, which will 

be helpful for those who want to be 

folklorists and also for those who are 

interested in folklore.  

 

                       /           : 

             ,         :                 

            /          ড  /   ১৫০০     , 

৩০ ড    

                                           

                                       , 

                                       

                               ।     

      ২০৬                          

                                    

       ,                      -            

                          ।           

                                   -     

  ই                  ।     

 

104 ১২০ 

 
Ocean of Sorrow, Mir Mosharraf 

Hossain, Bangla Academy, Price 

BDT 950.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Ocean of Sorrow is the first English 

translation of Mir Mosharraf Hossain’s 

nineteenth century prose epic Bishad 

Shindhu by Fakrul Alam. This historical 

fiction is inspired by the story of the 

travails of the Prophet’s grandsons Hasan 

and Husayn and their deaths at the hands of 

their enemies. It was one of the most 

popular works of fiction in Bengali 

throughout the twentieth century. Fakrul 

Alam’s brilliant translation is an afterlife of 

the remarkable epic. The book includes 

photographs which show how Bishad 

Sindhu has inspired creative individuals and 

artists over the century. 

 

            /                  /      

    ড  /   ৯৫০      

 

                                      

                                ই      

     ।                      ।  ই 

                                        

                                           

       ।                                

                ।                   ই 

                                    । 

 ই                               ।        

                 ড                     

                                           

   । 

 

105 ১২১ 

 
Traditional Art of Dhaka, Henry 
Glassie, Bangla Academy, Price 

BDT 800.00 

BDT 800.00    
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Henry Glassie, an eminent folklorist and 

College Professor Emeritus of Folklore at 

Indiana University, who is also a former 

president of the American Folklore Society 

is the author of Traditional Art of Dhaka. In 

1995 Bangla Academy invited Glassy to 

complete a research on the traditional art of 

Bangladesh as part of a comprehensive folk 

research programme. Based on an in-depth 

fieldwork, he completed the manuscript 

titled Art and Life in Bangladesh, published 

by The Indiana University Press in 1997. 

Later, the book was reprinted by Bangla 

Academy in 2015 under the title 

Traditional Art of Dhaka. The book shows 

how life and work are intertwined in the 

livelihood of the people, the subject-matter 

of the book. The book presents traditional 

art of Bangladesh at a micro level with its 

focus limited to greater Dhaka only. The 

book comprises an essential glossary, notes, 

bibliography and index.  

 

                   ক  /  হ        /      

এক     /   ৮০০   ক  

 

                   ক          ক      ক   

   ক          ই           প  , ই       

   ̂         ক   -      ই        

   ক   হ          হ        ।    ক           

    ক এক       ক         ও    ১৯৯৫      

      এক           ক               হ   হ  

   ক      ওপ         ক              ।     
প                    ওপ       ক        ‘    এ  

  ই  ই          ’       এক  প     প      

ক   ,    ১৯৯৭        ই       ই              

 ক   ক  । প   এই  ই                     ক  

          এক      ক  ক         হ ।             

ও     ক             ক  এই  ই        প   । 
 ই     হ     ক  ক  ক           ক            

হ    । এ    ,             ক  ,   ক ,   প   

এ              ক   হ    । 
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106 ১২২ 

 
Bangla Academy English-

Bangla Dictionary, Zillur 

Rahman Siddiqui & et. al. 

(Edt.), Bangla Academy, Price 

BDT 360.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Bangla Academy English-Bangla 

Dictionary is of the most popular 

dictionaries in Bangladesh and abroad. 

This dictionary contains recent 50000 

entries and subentries. The meaning, 

pronunciation, definition and examples 

of each word are explained in very 

simple language in this legible 

dictionary. The rules of usages of this 

dictionary, and pronunciation and 

transliteration of English words 

inserted at the beginning of the book 

which will help the readers in using the 

dictionary. It has been compiled by an 

editorial board comprising of Professor 

Zillur Rahman Siddiqui and a few 

linguists. The irregular verbs, general 

word-abbreviations, infinitives and 

suffixes, definitions and adjectives, and 

the use of punctuation in English will be 

considered  as new additions to the 

users of dictionary. The seventh reprint 

of this dictionary, first published in 

1993 by the Bangla Academy, is now 

widely available. 

          ড   ই    -       ড      /     

                       ./          ড  / 

   ৩৬০      

          ড   ই     -                      

                                ।  ই 

               ৫০,০০০             

     ।                              , 

     ,                                    

     ।                                , 

ই                                     

                       ।            

                                     

                               -    

          ।  ই                           

            ,          -      ,        

    ,                        ই            

                                        

                              ।       

    ড            ১৯৯৩              ই 

                                     

   । 

107 ১২৩ 

 
Muslim Mordernism in 

Bengal, Sultan Jahan Salik 

(Ed.), Bangla Academy, Price 

BDT 480.00   

bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.co

m 

The Bengali people have a rich history for 

thousands of years. This history has been 

recorded through the thoughts and 

philosophies of many scholars. Delwar 

Hossain Ahmed Mirza (1840-1913) was the 

first Muslim graduate of Calcutta 

University. This book describes the social, 

cultural and economic history of the 

Bengali people in the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries. The editor edited 10 

articles skilfully which Mr. Delwar Hossain 

wrote on the history of Bengal and were 

published on the then ‘Mussalman’ and 

‘Mussalman Calcutta’ magazines. These 

historical works will be considered as 

important materials in the study of history 

of Bangladesh. 

 

       ড       ই      /                  

(   .)/          ড  /    ৪৮০       

                                      ই     । 

                                      ই ই      

         ।                             (১৮৪০-

১৯১৩)                                     

      ।  ই                             

                ,                    ই      

           । `              '   `       

      '                                      

ই            ১০                            

      । ই                             ই      

                                     । 

108 ১২৪ 

 
This Was Radio Bangladesh 

1971, Alamgir Kabir, Bangla 

AcademyPrice BDT 200.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

This is a book of documents of the 

Liberation War. All the news, reports and 

features of the Liberation War of 

Bangladesh which Alamgir Kabir, later Ali 

Zaker, and others used to broadcast from 

Sweden Bangla Betar in 1971 have been 

compiled in this book. During the War of 

Liberation, this radio played an important 

role in growing public opinion throughout 

the world in favor of the Liberation War by 

propagating the views and activities of the 

Government of Bangladesh, the tactics of 

the Pakistani Military, the brutality of the 

Pak-Occupying Forces, and the mockery of 

Bangabandhu's trial. This collection of 

books by Alamgir Kabir is one of the 

additions to the history of documents of the 

Liberation War. 

 

    ও        ও          ১৯৭১/       

ক   /      এক     /   ২০০.০০   ক    

এ          এক        । ১৯৭১      

 ই                   ক        ক   , 

প    ক           ক                 

          -       ,        ,            

ক            এ-          ক    হ    । 

     ক               ক            ও 

ক     , প  ক          ক         ক   , 

প ক-          হ          ,               

      হ   ই                           

প      ^          এই     ও           ক  

প    ক  ।        ক      এই   ক      

              ক ই  হ                 । 
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109 ১২৫ 

 
The Voice of Freedom, Zahid 

Hossain, Bangla Academy, 

Price BDT 280.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

The book titled The Voice of Freedom, 

compiled and edited by Zahid Hasan 

contains speeches of Father of the Bengali 

Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman at various public gatherings and in 

the National Assembly of Pakistan, and his 

writings published in newspapers. Sheikh 

Mujib's speeches as a young leader in the 

Pakistan National Assembly during 1955-

56, highlighting the economic deprivation 

and political exploitation of the people of 

East Pakistan, are a significant part of this 

book. The letters that he wrote from prison 

to his father Sheikh Lutfar Rahman, wife 

Begum Fazilatunnesa, daughter Sheikh 

Hasina and important political figures of 

the time are also a unique addition to this 

book. 

 

               /   হ   হ    /      

এক     /   ২৮০০.০০   ক  

   হ   হ       ক    ও                   

      ই                   ও প  ক    

      প             প                  

 হ        ও         এ   প প  ক    ক     

              প    ।           হ         

         প  ক                    ক     , 

       ক                     প  ক    

      প      ১৯৫৫-৫৮        ও         

      এ-     এক              ।     

   ক           প        ৎ    হ   ,    

               , ক       হ      ও 

 ৎক                   ক        ক      

প          ও এ-                । 

 

110 ১২৬ 

 
Surya-Dighal Bari, Translated 

by Abdus Selim, Abu Ishaque, 

Bangla Academy, Price BDT 

650.00          
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Abu Ishaque is one of the prolific writers of 

Bangladesh. Ishaque is often categorized 

with those who wrote the least and showed 

the best. His most famous work is Surya-

Dighal Bari (The Ill-fated House). This 

novel is set in a typical village of undivided 

Bengal, just after the historic famine of 

1943. It also incorporates the aftermath of 

the Second World War, the riots of 1946 

and the Partition of 1947. The novel 

captures a vivid picture of how these 

historical incidents affected the lives of the 

villagers. It is a monumental work to the 

lovers of Bengali literature, as it is one of 

the most vocal books on the lives of a 

people overburdened with the curse of 

bigotry. This was the first successful novel 

in Bangladeshi literature. 

 

সূর্ ড দীঘল বাসড়/আব্য ইিহাক/বািংলা একারর্সম/মূল্য 

৬৫০ টাকা 

বািংলারদরেে অন্যতম প্রধান রলখক। আব্য ইিহাকরক 

প্রায়েই রিই িকল রলখরকে িরঙ্গ তুলনা কো হয় 

র্াো সলরখরেন কম সকন্তু সবস্তাে অরনক। তাঁে িব ডাসধক 

পঠিত বই হরলা ‘সূর্ ড-দীঘল বার়্েী’। উপন্যািটিে 

পটভূসম ১৯৪৩ িারলে ঐসতহাসিক দুসেডরক্ষে ঠিক পরে 

অসবেক্ত বািংলাে অসত িাধােণ একটি গ্রাম। সিতীয় 

সবেযুরদ্ধে পরেে ঘটনা, ১৯৪৬ িারলে দাঙ্গা এবিং 

১৯৪৭-এে রদেোগও এখারন উপজীব্য হরয় উরঠরে। 

উপন্যারি সবেরদ সচসত্রত হরয়রে ইসতহারিে এিব 

ঘটনা কীোরব গ্রামবািীে িাধােণ জীবনরক প্রোসবত 

করেসেল। বািংলা িাসহতু-অনুোগীরদে জন্য  এটি 

একটি অনন্য অিাধােণ বই, কােণ ধম ডােতাে 

অসেোরপ সবসষরয় ওঠা মানুরষে জীবন সনরয় এমন 

িেব উপন্যাি খুব রবসে েসচত হয়সন। এটারক ধো হয় 

বািংলারদরেে িাসহরতুে প্রেম িেল উপন্যাি। 

 

111 ১২৭ 

 
Selected Short Stories of Selina 

Hossain,  Selina Hossain, 

Bangla Academy, Price BDT 

240.00        
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Selina Hossain is one of the celebrated 

authors in South Asia. She has written more 

than a hundred books of novels, short 

stories and essays. Her works have been 

acclaimed by both the academics and 

general readers. Some of her novels and 

stories have been translated into other 

languages. She has received almost all the 

notable awards in the country. This book 

contains twenty short stories in English 

translation. These stories reveal a series of 

women who did not compromise their 

identity in marriage, family and child-

rearing. They have tried to create self-

esteem.    

 

সিরলরটর্ েট ড রস্টাসে অব রিসলনা রহারিন/বািংলা 

একারর্সম/মূল্য ২৪০ টাকা 

রিসলনা রহারিন দসক্ষণ এসেয়াে খুব খ্যাসতমান 

রলখকরদে একজন। উপন্যাি, রোটগল্প এবিং প্রবে 

সমরল তাঁে প্রকাসেত গ্রন্থ েতাসধক। তাঁে গল্প-উপন্যাি 

একারর্সমক এবিং িাধােণ পাঠক উেয় মহরল 

প্রেিংসিত হরয়রে। রবে করয়কটি উপন্যাি এবিং 

রোটগল্প অন্যান্য োষায় অনুবাদ হরয়রে। সতসন রদরেে 

উরেখরর্াগ্য প্রায় িকল পুেষ্কাে রপরয়রেন। আরলাচু 

বইটিরত ইিংরেসজ অনুবারদ সবেটি রোটগল্প স্থান 

রপরয়রে। গরল্পে নােী চসেত্রো সবরয়, িিংিাে, িন্তান 

লালন পালন এিরবে মরধ্য সনরজরদে পসেচয় সবসকরয় 

রদয়সন। তাো আত্মমর্ ডাদা সতসে কোে রচো করে 

রগরে।  
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112 ১২৮ 

 
A War Heroine I Speak, 

Neelima Ibrahim, Translated by 

Fayeza Hasanth , Bangla 

Academy,  Price BDT 750.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Neelima Ibrahim was a famous Bangladeshi 

educationist, litterateur and social worker. 

She published short stories, novels, plays 

and travelogue in her lifetime. This book is 

the English translation of her most read and 

acclaimed work Aami Birangana Balchi. It 

portrays traumatic experiences of seven 

Bangladeshi women who were brutally 

raped and tortured during the Liberation 

War of Bangladesh by Pakistani Army in 

1971. The book is not only a revelation of 

the horrors of the past but also a tragic 

reminder of the sufferings and vulnerability 

of those freedom lovers who survived the 

genocide perpetrated by the Pakistani 

Army.   

 

অুা ওয়াে সহরোইন আই সিক/নীসলমা ইব্রাসহম/ 

অনুবাদ : েরয়জা হািানাত/বািংলা একারর্সম/মূল্য 

৭৫০ টাকা  

নীসলমা ইব্রাসহম সেরলন বািংলারদরেে খ্যাসতমান 

সেক্ষাসবদ, িাসহসতুক এবিং িমাজকমী। সতসন তাঁে 

জীবেোয় রোটগল্প, উপন্যাি, নাটক এবিং 

ভ্রমণকাসহসন গ্রন্থাকারে প্রকাে করেসেরলন। উপস্থাসপত 

বইটি তাঁে িব ডাসধক পঠিত ও প্রেিংসিত েচনা ‘আসম 

বীোঙ্গনা বলসে’ে ইিংরেসজ অনুবাদ। এখারন ১৯৭১ 

িারল বািংলারদরেে মুসক্তযুরদ্ধে িময় পাসকস্তাসন 

রিনাবাসহনীে িাো নৃেিংিোরব ধষ ডণ ও সনর্ ডাতরনে 

সেকাে হওয়া িাত বািংলারদসে নােীে রোমহষ ডক 

অসেজ্ঞতাে সচত্র তুরল ধো হরয়রে। বইটি রকবল 

অতীরতে েয়াবহতাে প্রকাে নয়, পাসকস্তাসন 

রিনাবাসহনী পসেচাসলত গণহতুায় রেঁরচ র্াওয়া 

মুসক্তরর্াদ্ধারদে রিই দুুঃিমরয়ে এক করুণ স্মৃসতও 

বরট।  

 

113 ১২৯ 

 
Twenty-First February Speaks for 

all Languages, Muhammad 
Habibur Rahman, Bangla 

Academy,  Price BDT 250.00    
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Twenty-First February Speaks for All 

Languages, dedicated to the memory of the 

martyres for languages, is an anthology of 

poems on mother tongues compiled and 

edited by Muhammad Habibur Rahman, a 

former Chief Justice of Bangladesh and 

Head of the Non-party Caretaker 

Government. The book contains more than 

one hundred and fifty poems chosen from 

seventy languages translated in English by 

140 poets. Twenty of them in the original 

languages are placed in the appendix. 

Twenty-First February was declared by 

UNESCO as the ‘International Mother 

Language Day’ in 1999. From then the day 

has been observed as the International 

Mother Language Day throughout the 

world. The book in English will highlight 

the importance of our mother tongue to 

people of different languages around the 

world.  

     -                                 

/                    /           ড  /   

২৫০.০০ 
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                                 । 

114 ১৩০ 

 
An Anthology of Contemporary 

Short Stories of Bangladesh, 

Kabir Chowdhury (Ed.), Bangla 

Academ, Price BDT 90.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

This is a collection of short stories by 19 

eminent storytellers of Bangladesh. The 

subjects of these stories are the partition of 

India, the language movement of 1952, the 

mass uprising and the Liberation War of 

Bangladesh. The short stories in the book 

are a mirror of the society and culture in the 

new era of literature and a guide for the 

future. The reader of this book will see the 

vitality of the storytellers, their faithful life-

consciousness, their social commitment and 

their relentless efforts to overcome 

adversity. A brief biography of the 

storytellers is attached at the end of the 

book. 

 

                   ক                    

           /ক           (   .)/      

এক     /   ৯০.০০   ক  

                ১৯      ক              

  ক   এ । এ                       , 
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                  হ    । 
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115 ১৩১ 

 
Rifles Bread Women,  Anwar 

Pasha, 

Kabir Chowdhury (Trans.), 

Bangla Academy,  Price BDT 

82.00             
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

  

Anwar Pasha is a prominent poet, short 

story writer, novelist and critic of 

Bangladesh. He was an eminent Professor 

of Bengali at the University of Dhaka. He 

distinguished himself both as a creative 

writer and a critic among his 

contemporaries. He was killed by the 

Pakistani occupation army on December14, 

1971. His most famous work is Rifles 

Bread Women. This novel is written based 

on the Bangladesh Independence War in 

1971. 

 

োইরেলি রব্রর্ উইম্যান/আরনায়াে পাো/অনুবাদ : 

কবীে রচৌধুেী/বািংলা একারর্সম/মূল্য ৮২ টাকা 

 

আরনায়াে পাো বািংলারদরেে সবসেে কসব, 

রোটগল্পকাে, ঔপন্যাসিক ও িাসহতু-িমারলাচক। 

সতসন ঢাকা সবেসবদ্যালরয়ে বািংলা সবোরগে খ্যাসতমান 

অধ্যাপক সেরলন। সতসন তাঁে িমকালীন রলখকরদে 

মারঝ সনরজরক সৃজনেীল রলখক এবিং িমারলাচক 

সহিারব স্বতন্ত্র পসেচরয় প্রসতসষ্ঠত কেরত রপরেরেন। 

১৯৭১ িারলে ১৪ই সর্রিম্বে সতসন পাসকস্তাসন 

রিনাবাসহনীে হারত েসহদ হন। তাঁে িব ডাসধক পঠিত 

উপন্যাি ‘োইরেল রোটি আওোত’ –   ই      

      ‘ োইরেল   ড  ই   ’  একািরেে যুদ্ধরক 

রকন্দ্র করে সলসখত।  

 

116 ১৩৩ 

 
Beyond Boundaries: Critical 

Essays on Tagore, Mohammad 

A. Quayum, Bangla Academy, 

Price BDT 230.00    
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Dr. Mohammad A. Quayum is an eminent 

Professor of English and internationally 

acclaimed Academic Scholar and Essayist. 

This book written by him explores different 

aspects of Rabindranath Tagore’s life, work 

and imagination. Tagore was the first non-

European as well as the first and only 

Bengali writer to win the Nobel Prize in 

literature. The essays in the volume are 

well-researched, fully documented and 

written in a style which is both persuasive 

and pleasant. Altogether the book brings 

into a new focus the remarkable insights 

Rabindranath had into human characters 

and relationships. Quayum’s treatment of 

Tagore’s fictional writings has added to the 

value of the book.   

 

              :                 

      /            ই  /          ড  /   

২৩০      

র্. রমাহাম্মদ এ কাইয়ুম খ্যাসতমান ইিংরেসজে 

অধ্যাপক এবিং আন্তজডাসতকোরব প্রেিংসিত 

একারর্সমক স্কলাে ও প্রাবসেক। তাঁে এই বইরয় 

েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুরেে জীবন, কম ড এবিং প্রসতোে সবসেন্ন 

সদক উরঠ এরিরে। েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুে প্রেম অ-

ইউরোপীয়  এবিং একমাত্র বাঙাসল রলখক সর্সন 

িাসহরতু রনারবল পুেস্কাে লাে করেন। এই 

িিংকলনর্ভক্ত প্রবেগুরলা রলখক র্োর্ে গরবষণা ও 

তথ্য-উপািিহ এমনোরব উপস্থাপন করেরেন র্া 

পাঠরকে জন্য একইিরঙ্গ আগ্রহ-উেীপক ও সুখপাঠ্য। 

েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুরেে মরধ্য মানুরষে চসেত্র সচত্রণ এবিং 

িম্পকড অনুধাবরনে রর্ অন্তদৃ ডসে তা পাঠরকে িামরন 

নতুনোরব উরঠ এরিরে। েবীন্দ্রনারেে গল্প-উপন্যারিে 

ব্যাখ্যা সবরেষণ বইটিে গুরুত্ব আরো বাসড়রয় সদরয়রে। 

 

117 ১৩৪ 

 
Rabindranath Tagore: A Sage 

in the Dust, Sajed Kamal 

(Trans.), Bangla Academy, 

Price BDT 180.00    
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Rabindranath Tagore is the most prominent 

poet, writer and thinker of the Bengali 

Language. He was awarded the Nobel Prize 

for literature in 1913 for a book of 

meditative song-poems. Tagore wrote 

poetry all throughout his life—about 60 

collections were published in his lifetime. 

But very little of his diverse genius is 

known to the world. This bilingual edition 

of fifty poems, including a meticulously 

researched introduction to Tagore’s life and 

literature by Sajed Kamal—an award 

winning poet—is a much needed 

contribution toward presenting Tagore’s 

poetic achievement in a fuller light.  

 

               :       ই  ই    ড  /      : 

           /          ড  /   ১৮০      

 

কসব, রলখক এবিং সচন্তাসবদ সহরিরব বািংলা োষায় 

েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুরেে স্থান িবাে উপরে। ১৯১৩ িারল 

েসক্তমূলক গীসত-কসবতাে জন্য তাঁরক িাসহরতু 

রনারবল পুেস্কাে রদওয়া হয়। েবীন্দ্রনাে আমৃতুু কসবতা 

সলরখ রগরেন—জীবেোয় প্রায় ষাটটিে মরতা 

কাব্যগ্রন্থ প্রকাসেত হরয়রে। তরব তাঁে এই সবসচত্রুময় 

প্রসতো সবরেে কারে রিই অরে ড পসেসচসত পায়সন।  

পঞ্চােটি কসবতাে এই সিোসষক িিংস্কেণ, িরঙ্গ 

িারজদ কামারলে মরতা স্বীকৃত কসবে গরবষণালি 

মুখবে—েবীন্দ্র-কাব্যপ্রসতোে অনন্য অজডন 

সবেপাঠরকে কারে তুরল ধোে জন্য প্ররয়াজনীয় কাজ 

সহিারব সবরবচু হরত পারে।  
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118 ১৩৫ 

 
Rabindranath Tagore and 

National Identity Formation in 

Bangladesh Essays and 

Reviews, Fakrul Alam, Bangla 

Academy, Price BDT 220.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Rabindranath Tagore is not only the 

greatest poet to have come out of Bengal, 

and the first person from the Indian sub-

continent to have been awarded the Nobel 

Prize, he is also exceptional as a 

playwright, a writer of short fiction, a 

novelist, a composer of songs, and what 

not. This Book is a collection of lectures, 

occasional papers, reviews and personal 

essays on Rabindranath Tagore by 

renowned academic and essayist Dr. Fakrul 

Alam. This book demonstrates Tagore’s 

continuing relevance to the world in general 

and Bangladesh in particular. It tracks the 

subsequent decline in his fame outside 

Bangla and attempts to account for this 

phenomenon. This book proves that 

Rabindranath is our contemporary and an 

indispensable guide as we traverse the 

twenty-first century.   

 

েবীন্দ্রনাে রটরগাে অুান্ড ন্যােনাল আইরর্নটিটি 

েেরমেন ইন বািংলারদে অুারিজ অুাণ্ড 

সেসেউজ/েকরুল আলম/বািংলা একারর্সম/মূল্য ২২০ 

টাকা   

েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুে রকবল বািংলায় জে রনওয়া িব ডরশ্রষ্ঠ 

কসব এবিং োেতীয় উপমহারদরেে রনারবল পুেস্কাে 

পাওয়া প্রেম ব্যসক্তই নন; নাট্যকাে সহিারবও সতসন 

অনন্য, রোটগরল্পে রলখক, ঔপন্যাসিক, গীসতকাে এবিং 

সুেকাে—এবিং কী না! এই বইটি েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুরেে 

ওপে বািংলারদরেে খ্যাসতমান একারর্সমক ও 

প্রাবসেক অধ্যাপক েকরুল আলরমে বক্তৃতা, 

গরবষণাপত্র, পাঠ-পর্ ডারলাচনা এবিং প্রবরেে িিংকলন। 

বইটি সবরে, সবরেষ করে বািংলারদরে, েবীন্দ্রনারেে 

অব্যাহত প্রািসঙ্গকতা তুরল ধরেরে। একটা পর্ ডারয় 

এরি বািংলাে বাইরে েবীন্দ্রনারেে খ্যাসত পরড় র্াওয়াে 

কােণ এখারন সচহ্নায়রনে রচো কো হরয়রে। বইটি 

প্রমাণ করে রর্ েবীন্দ্রনাে আমারদেই িমিামসয়ক 

এবিং একসবিংে েতাব্দী পসেভ্রমরণে অসনবার্ ড আশ্রয়। 

 

119 ১৩৬ 

 
Rabindranath Tagore: 

Wanderer between Worlds, 

Golam Abu Zakaria (Comp.& 

Ed.), Bangla Academy,  Price 

BDT 480.00        
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Rabindranath Tagore was a versatile 

genius—a master of many genres of art, 

music and literature. He was also a 

visionary, reformer, philosopher and 

educationist. Rabindranath’s influence on 

Indian sub-continent is enormous. He also 

had tremendous influence on cultures and 

literature outside India. He is the most 

widely translated writer and thinker from 

this part of the world. This book is the 

translation of an original German anthology 

of essays on different aspects of Tagore’s 

life written by German, Bengali and Indian 

authors. In Germany Rabindranath is 

known as a poet and philosopher. This book 

explores interesting new sides of the great 

writer of Bengal.        

 

               :             ই         

/               :           

        /          ড  /    ৪৮০ টাকা  

  

এক বহুমুখী প্রসতোে নাম েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুে, সর্সন 

সেল্প, িিংগীত এবিং িাসহরতুে অরনক ধাোে প্রবতডক 

সেরলন। সতসন একইিরঙ্গ একজন দূেদেী, িিংস্কােক, 

দাে ডসনক এবিং সেক্ষাসবদও সেরলন। োেতীয় 

উপমহারদরে েবীন্দ্রনারেে প্রোব অসনুঃরেষ। োেরতে 

বাইরেও িিংস্কৃসত ও িাসহরতু তাঁে অভূতপূব ড প্রোব 

সেল। সতসন োেতীয় উপমহারদে রেরক িব ডাসধক 

অনূসদত রলখক ও সচন্তাসবদ। বইটি েবীন্দ্র-জীবরনে 

সবসেন্ন সদক সনরয় জাম ডান, বাঙাসল এবিং োেতীয় 

রলখকরদে জাম ডাসন োষায় সলসখত িিংকলরনে 

অনুবাদ-গ্রন্থ। জাম ডাসনরত েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুে কসব এবিং 

দাে ডসনক সহিারব পসেসচত। এই বইটি বািংলা োষাে 

এই মহান রলখরকে অন্যান্য আকষ ডণীয় সদকগুরলা তুরল 

ধরেরে।  

 

120 ১৩৭ 

 
Social and Environmental Thinking 

of Rabindranath Tagore in the light 

of Post-Tagorian World 
Development,  Md. Anisur Rahman,  

Bangla Academy,  Price BDT 

130.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Bengali poet, novelist, essayist and 

playwright Rabindranath Tagore was not 

only the greatest writer of the last century 

but also an eminent educational, social, 

political and religious reformer. He brought 

East and West into receptive emotional and 

intellectual contact after winning the Nobel 

Prize for literature in 1913. He believed 

India was uniquely capable of synthesizing 

Eastern spirituality with Western 

practicality. This book is a contribution to 

understanding the social environmental 

thinking of Rabindranath Tagore, the 

myriad-minded poet and writer, and to 

exploring its relevance today.  

 

                                           

       ই      ই         -                 

 ড       /   .            /          ড  /    

১৩০      

 

বািংলা োষাে কসব, ঔপন্যাসিক, প্রাবসেক এবিং নাট্যকাে 

েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুে রকবল েতাব্দীে িব ডরশ্রষ্ঠ রলখকই সেরলন 

না, সতসন সবসেে সেক্ষাসবদ এবিং িমাজ, োজনীসত ও ধম ড 

িিংস্কােকও সেরলন। ১৯১৩ িারল সতসন িাসহরতু রনারবল 

পুেস্কাে অজডরনে পরে প্রাচু ও পািাতুরক গ্রহণরর্াগ্য 

িিংরবদনেীল ও রবৌসদ্ধক িিংিরে ড সনরয় এরিসেরলন। সতসন 

সবোি কেরতন, পািারতুে ব্যবহাসেক জ্ঞারনে িরঙ্গ 

প্রারচুে আধ্যাসত্মক প্রাজ্ঞতাে িমন্বয় ঘটারনাে িক্ষমতা 

োেরতে আরে। এই বইটি েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুরেে মরতা 

বহুমাসত্রক সৃজনপ্রসতোে কসব ও রলখরকে িামাসজক 

পসেরবেগত সচন্তাোবনা রবাঝাে এবিং আজ তাে প্রািসঙ্গকতা 

অনুধাবরন গুরুত্বপূণ ড ভূসমকা োখরত পারে।  
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121 ১৩৮ 

 
The Painter’s Palette  

Selina Hossain (Trans.),  

Bangla Academy, Price 

BDT 200.00    

bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Rabindranath Tagore, the most 

prominent poet, writer and 

thinker of Bengli Language, 

spent a fairly long time at 

Shelidah, Patisar and 

Shahjadpur to manage the 

affairs of the estate. The 

renowned novelist of 

contemporary Bangla language 

Selina Hossain has written this 

unparalleled novel based on the 

period. During this phase of his 

life, Tagore imbibed to his 

heart’s content the loveliness of 

the rural landscape of Bengal. 

In the novel Selina Hossain, 

choosing Rabindranath to be 

the central figure, brings him 

into intimate contract with 

different characters of the 

short-stories.   

 

    ই         /             /      

    ড  /     ২০০      

বািংলা োষাে িব ডাসধক পঠিত কসব, কোিাসহসতুক ও 

সচন্তাসবদ েবীন্দ্রনাে ঠাকুে জসমদাসে রদখাশুনাে জন্য 

জন্য সেলাইদহ, পসতিে ও োহজাদপুরে দীঘ ড িময় 

অসতবাসহত করেন। িমকালীন বািংলা োষাে 

খ্যাসতমান ঔপন্যাসিক রিসলনা রহারিন েবীন্দ্রনারেে 

রিই িমরয় অবলম্বন করে এই অতুলনীয় উপন্যািটি 

সলরখরেন। েবীন্দ্রনাে তাঁে জীবরনে এই পরব ড পসে 

বািংলাে সনিুপ প্রকৃসতে মারঝ ডুব সনরয় আত্মসুখ খু ুঁরজ 

রপরয়সেরলন। রিসলনা রহারিন এই উপন্যারি 

েবীন্দ্রনােরক রকন্দ্রীয় চসেরত্রে মরধ্যই িীমাবদ্ধ 

োরখনসন, সতসন তাঁরক তাঁে রোটগরল্পে সবসেন্ন চসেরত্রে 

মুরখামুসখ দাঁড় কসেরয়রেন।  

 

122 ১৩৯ 

 
The Bengali Book History of 

Printing and Bookmaking, 
Mofakhkhar Hassain Khan, Bangla 

Academy, Price BDT 200.00                                
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

In the first volume of The Bengali Book 

History of Printing and Bookmaking, 

written by Mofakhkhar Hussain Khan, 

presents a continuous history of the 

evolution of two hundred years of Bengali 

printing from 1617 to 1618. The second 

volume is a history of descriptive 

bibliography of two hundred years. From 

this description of the bibliography, one can 

know about the external, spiritual, physical, 

or material condition of a book. The 

importance of bibliography in finding a 

suitable book for two hundred years is 

great. 

 

          ক  হ                 

 ক   ক /             ই     /       

এক     /   ২০০   ক  

             ই                     ক  হ   

               ক   ক   ই           

   ক ১৬৬৭-১৮৬৬     প                     

          ক            হক ই  হ    প  প  

ক     ।        Ð                হ   ক 

       ক   প  ।   প             ক এক  

        হ ক,    ক,    হক  ক         ক 

        ক           ।             প   

 ই               প          প     ।  

 

123 ১৪০ 

 
Democracy in Bangladesh : 

Conflicting Issues an 

Conflict Resolution, jalal 

Firoj, Bangla Academy, Price 

BDT 280.00 

bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Bangladesh has a long history of practicing 

democracy. The role of democracy in 

establishing a society free from exploitation 

in any country is undeniable. This book is a 

refined version of the author’s PhD 

dissertation. In this book, the conflicting 

issues in the practice of democracy in 

Bangladesh during 1991-2001 have been 

objectively analyzed through various 

information, data, various proposals passed 

in the national assembly and statistics. The 

nine chapters included in the book discuss 

theoretical perspectives, background, 

demands, realities, disputes, debates 

concerning these issues in Parliament, ways 

of resolving disputes and the future of 

democracy in Bangladesh. 

 

 ড        ই          /            /      

    ড  /    ২৮০      
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                                       ক  
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                       ক       হ         , 
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124 ১৪১ 

 
Politics and Society in Bengal,  

Shawkat Ara Husain,  Bangla 
Academy,  Price BDT 150.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Politics and Society in Bengal analyzes the 

working of the Bengal Legislative Council 

from 1921 through 1936. Thematically 

divided in three sections, the first one 

presents the theoretical perspective. Using 

this theoretical framework the second 

section analyzes the working of the four 

councils during the twenties and early 

thirties. The final or third section unites 

various threads of analysis together. This 

book clearly shows how little the Council 

could do with socio-economic issues of the 

common people while the communal 

interests influenced the role of the members 

of the council. This book can be considered 

as a pioneer work in the study of 

parliamentary history of Bengal. 

 

                 ই  ই      /         

      /          ড  /   ১৫০      

      ই                   ১৯২১      

১৯৩৬                                       

                                    ই  ই  

        ।                              

              ই                          

             ।                        

                                         

                                    । 

                                       

         ।                             

                            ,            

          -                     ই       

                                       

          ।      

 

125 ১৪২ 

 
Bengali Muslim Public Opinion as 
Reflected in the Bengali Press 

1901-1930, Mustafa Nurul Islam, 

Bangla Academy, Price BDT160.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

This book presents the attitude of the 

Bengali Muslim community as reflected in 

the Bengali press from 1901 to 1930. 

Divided in eight chapters, the book deals 

with issues like relation of the Bengali 

Muslim community with the British and the 

Hindu in political matters, Hindu-Muslim 

problem in general and Muslim reaction to 

the Hindu-dominated literary, educational 

and economic condition prevailing in that 

period. This well-documented book gives a 

realistic picture of the first three decades of 

the last century while the Bengali Muslim 

society had been struggling hard to 

establish their own identity.  

 

                                      ড 

ই              ১৯০১-১৯৩০/           

ই    /          ড  /   ১৬০      

১৯০১      ১৯৩০                        
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                ।                  

                                  

                                  

    ,                                , 

                                 

                           ।        

                                  ই   

             ,        ই                 

  ই                                ।     

 

126 ১৪৩ 

 
Social Change and Folklore, 

Firoz Mahmud & Shahida 

Khatun (Ed.), Bangla Academy, 

Price BDT 850.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

This is a collection of essays presented by 

local and foreign scholars at the 4th 

International Folklore Conference 

organized by Bangla Academy. Eminent 

folklorists read various articles at this 

Conference. The problems and possibilities 

of folk culture in Bangladesh, the practice 

of Bengali Patuas, religious discipline, the 

celebration of Bengali New Year, the effort 

to change the society by Lalon, bamboo 

industry, pottery, cake festival, women's 

self-reliance, etc., have been reviewed and 

analyzed in this book. The importance of 

the book in understanding the changes in 

the folk art of Bangladesh is immense. 
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127 ১৪৪ 

 
Bengali Folklore Collections 

and Studies, Ashraf Siddiqui, 

Bangla Academy, Price BDT 

90.00                                  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

The book is divided into four chapters on 

the basis of time period. The first chapter 

discusses elaborately the influence of 

British rule on the history and culture of 

Bengal in the practice of Bengali folklore. 

The second chapter of the book deals with 

the collection and research of the folk 

culture of British government employees, 

western missionaries, and native saints. In 

the third and fourth chapters of this book, 

the author presents and analyzes the 

historical survey of the stories, songs, 

proverbs, riddles, magic, superstitions, and 

other conventional folklore practiced in this 

land during the British rule. 

 

         ক     ক   ক        
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128 ১৪৫ 

 
Folklore New Challenges, Firoz 

Mahmud & Shahida Khatun 

(Eds.), Bangla Academy,  Price 

BDT 100.00                 
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

This is a collection of essays presented by 

researchers from home and abroad who 

participated at the International Folklore 

Conference organized by Bangla Academy 

in 2016. The conference was attended by 

eminent folk culturists from Bangladesh, 

Estonia, France, Sweden, USA, and India. 

The book gives an in-depth analysis of the 

diversity of folk culture in Bangladesh, the 

problems and possibilities of folk culture 

museums and archives, the impact of 

globalization on folk culture, sufism in 

terms of folk culture, etc. A detailed review 

of various aspects of the folk culture of 

present day Bangladesh can be found in this 

book. 
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129 ১৪৬ 

 
Aspects of Material and Folk 

Culture in Bangladesh, Saifuddin 

Chowdhury, Bangla Academy,  
Price BDT 110.00     
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Bangladesh is rich in its folk tradition and 

heritage for centuries. One of the important 

aspects of Bengali folk culture is material 

folklore or folk art which includes 

terracotta work, clay work and images, 

metal works, etc. Along with the historical 

context and technique, Professor Saifuddin 

Chowdhury, in this brilliant work, presents 

some less recognized and unknown aspects 

of material and folk culture to the readers 

and researchers. It is an important addition 

to the study of material folklore of 

Bangladesh.  
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130 ১৪৭ 

 
Exhibition Catalogue of The Folk 

Heritage Museum of Bangla 

Academy, Shahida Kathun,  Firoz 

Mahmud,  Bangla Academy,  Price 

BDT 1500                       
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

The history of the Folk Heritage Museum is 

recorded in this exhibition catalogue. The 

objects displayed in the museum are 

presented in the catalogue. Different folk 

objects based on bamboo work, basketry, 

bead work, calligraphy, folk music 

instruments, jamdani weaving, jewelry, 

lekchitra, metal work are described here 

along with photographs. The specimens 

came from the different areas of 

Bangladesh. These objects of folk arts are 

directly collected from the practitioners, the 

very makers of the objects of Folk Heritage 

Museum. In this catalogue theoretical 

issues and contemporary approach to 

analysis based on folk art of Bangladesh are 

also included.  
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131 ১৪৯ 

 
Water and Culture in Bangladesh: 

Past and Present, Anwarul Karim, 
Murdhonno, Price BDT 700.00   
info@murdhonno.com 

 

Bangladesh is a country of diversified 

culture. This riverine country has been 

evolved on the banks of many rivers. 

Thus water as well as river plays a vital 

role in shaping the social, economic 

and cultural life of Bengali people. 

This book with an exceptional topic 

presents a detailed study on the water 

and cultural issues of Bangladesh from 

a historical perspective. Special 

attention has been given to the 

references of water in Bengali folk 

culture and folklore. It also focuses on 

the current problems regarding water 

issues like water crisis and arsenic 

contamination in ground water. 
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132 ১৫৩ 

 
Kazi Nazrul Islam: Life and 

Lyric, Dr. Gulshan Ara Kazi, 

Nazrul Institute, Price BDT 

200.00               
marazzaque85@gmail.com 

 

Dr. Gulshan Ara Kazi, the 

author of the book Kazi Nazrul 

Islam: Life and Lyric, has been 

researching on Kazi Nazrul 

Islam, the National Poet of 

Bangladesh, for 25 years. The 

content of this book provides the 

readers with a much deeper 

understanding of the life and the 

music of Kazi Nazrul Islam. 

This book is a wonderful attempt 

to spread the vision of justice 

and fairness of Nazrul to the 

people of the world. 
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133 ১৫৭ 

 

Prison Diaries, Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Bangla Academy, Price 

BDT 400.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Under the leadership of Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman, Bangladesh emerged as a 

sovereign and independent state on 16 December 

1971. For most of his life, he had to spend his 
days in prison where he wrote down his daily 

activities in notebooks supplied by his wife. The 

book Prison Diaries is the collection of those 
notebooks. The distinction that the Bengali 

nation has earned by being independent involved 

a lot of tears, pain, and bloodshed. Bangabandhu 
wanted to alter the fate of the people of Bengal. 

He wanted to liberate the subjugated and 

deprived people of Bengal from oppression and 
free them from poverty and hunger. Independent 

Bangladesh is the outcome of the immense 

hardship and sacrifices he had made throughout 
his life. Through reading these diaries, the people 

of the world will be able to discover the facts of 

independence of Bangladesh. 
had made throughout his life. Through reading 

these diaries, the people of the world will be able 

to discover the facts of independence of 
Bangladesh.  

                   /               /          ড  /   

৪০০      

সদনসিন জীবরনে আোম-আরয়ে তুাগ করে বঙ্গবন্ধু বািংলারদরেে 

মানুরষে অসধকাে অজডরনে জন্য সদনোত অসবোম কাজ করেরেন। 

তাঁে অনন্য রনতৃরত্ব পাসকস্তারনে সবরুরদ্ধ নর়্ে মারিে দীঘ ড 

মুসক্তিিংগ্রারমে পে  ১৯৭১ িারলে ১৬ই  সর্রিম্বে বািংলারদে একটি 

িাব ডরেৌম ও স্বাধীন োষ্ট্র        আত্মপ্রকাে করে। জীবরনে 

রবসেেোগ িময় তাঁরক কাোগারে কাটারত হরর়্েসেল আে রিখারন 

সতসন প্রসতসদরনে সক্রর়্োকলাপ সলরখ োখরতন। কাোগারেে 

রোজনামচা এই বইটি রিই          িিংকলন। োষা আরিালন 

রেরক স্বাধীনতাে সদরক অগ্রিে হরত রর্ কঠিন পদরক্ষপগুরলা পাে 

হরত হরর়্েসেল তাে সকছু ইসঙ্গত এই র্ারর়্েসেগুরলা রেরক অনুমান 

কো র্ার়্ে। বাঙাসল জাসতে এই অসজডত স্বাধীনতা প্রচুে অশ্রু, রবদনা ও 

েক্তপারতে     িম্পসকডত। সতসন বািংলাে মানুরষে োগ্য বদলারত 

রচরর়্েসেরলন। সতসন বািংলাে পোধীন ও বসঞ্চত জনগণরক সনপীর়্েন 

রেরক মুসক্ত সদরত রচরয়সেরলন। ক্ষুধা ও দাসেদ্র্ু রেরক মুক্ত কেরত 

রচরর়্েসেরলন। স্বাধীন বািংলারদে তাঁে িাোজীবরনে কে ও তুারগে 

েল। এই           পর়্োে মাধ্যরম সবরেে মানুষ বািংলারদরেে 

     স্বাধীনতাে                               

                    হরব ।                        

                       ই                   । 

134 ১৫৮ 

 

New China As I Saw , Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman, Bangla 

Academy, Price BDT 400.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Bangabandhu participated in the Asia and Pacific 

Rim Peace Conference held on 2-12 September 

1952 in Beijing, China. He wanted to know the 
Chinese condition by asking questions to a trader 

who was from Sindh province during his voyage 

to China. At that time he was very keen to know 
the people’s reaction to the newly formed 

communist China. Bangabanduhu's  anti-

imperialist attitude, non-communal ideology, and 
Bengali nationalist consciousness are deeply 

reflected in this book titled New China As I Saw. 

One can get informed of a young politician's 

thought, his deep patriotism, and his struggling 

conviction to build up his own country by 

reading this book. The readers will get the 
opportunity to know many more events of this 

great leader's life. In this book, he threw ideas in 

advance about the progress that China has made 
today. Many of his predictions on Chinese 

development became true. His comprehensive 

foresight and observation will amaze everyone, 
and the profoundness of these two qualities acted 

as a catalyst in his long political struggle to make 

Bangladesh emerge as an independent and 

sovereign country.  

                /               /          ড  /   

৪০০      

১৯৫২ িারলে ২-১২ই রিরেম্বে চীরনে রবইসজরঙ অনুসষ্ঠত Asia 

and Pacific Rim Peace Conference-এ 

বঙ্গবন্ধু অিংেগ্রহণ করেন। চীরনে অেুন্তরে ভ্রমরণে িময় সিন্ধু 

প্ররদে রেরক আগত এক ব্যবিার়্েীরক চীরনে অেুন্তেীণ অবস্থা িম্বরে 

সতসন প্রশ্ন করেসেরলন। রি িমর়্ে সতসন িদ্য গঠিত কসমউসনস্ট চীন 

িম্পরকড মানুরষে প্রসতসক্রয়া জানরত অতুন্ত আগ্রহী হরয়সেরলন এবিং 

এই লরক্ষু সতসন সবপ্লরবে আরগ ও পরে চীরনে অবস্থা িম্পরকড 

জানরত রগাপরন  রট্ররনে এক টিসকট রচকােরক সজজ্ঞািা করেসেরলন। 

িতু প্রকারেে পাোপাসে এই বইরয় সতসন চীরনে অেুন্তেীণ অবস্থা 

এবিং কসমউসনস্ট চীরনে প্রসত তাঁে মুগ্ধতাও িে করে বরলরেন এবিং 

িারে িারে সনসিডধায় চীনা িেকারেে িমারলাচনা করেরেন। তাঁে 

িাম্রাজুবাদসবরোধী মরনাোব, অিাম্প্রদাসয়ক আদে ড এবিং বাঙাসল 

জাতীর়্েতাবাদী রচতনা গেীেোরব প্রসতসবসম্বত হরর়্েরে আমাে রদখা 

নয়াচীন সেরোনারমে এই বইটিরত। এই বইটি পর়্েরল পাঠকো তাঁে 

মরতা একজন তরুণ োজনীসতরকে সচন্তাোবনা, গেীে রদেরপ্রম এবিং 

সনরজে রদে গর়্োে লর়্োইরয়ে দৃঢ়ে সবোি িম্পরকড অবসহত হরত 

পারেন। একই িরঙ্গ তাঁো এই মহান রনতাে জীবরনে আেও অরনক 

ঘটনা জানাে সুরর্াগ পারবন। তাঁো অরনক অজানা গরল্পে িরঙ্গ 

পসেসচত হরবন। এই বইরত সতসন চীন আজ রর্ অগ্রগসত করেরে রি 

িম্পরকড অসগ্রম ধােণা প্রকাে করেসেরলন। চীনা উন্নর়্েরনে সবষরয় 

তাঁে অরনক েসবষ্যিাণী িতু প্রমাসণত হরয়রে। তরুণ রেখ মুসজব্যে 

েহমারনে দূেদৃসে ও পর্ ডরবক্ষণ িবাইরক অবাক করে।  

135 ১৫৯(

 ) 

 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman Life and Politics, Part I, 

Monaim Sarkar & Others (Eds.), 
Bangla Academy, Price of Two 

Volumes BDT 1000.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

The book Bangabandhu: Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman Life and Politics published in two 

volumes edited by Monaim Sarkar, a devoted 

researcher and writer of Bangladesh, is an 
important work published by Bangla Academy. 

The first volume of the book traces the political 

history of the Indian subcontinent from 
Bangabandhu’s childhood to the present day. The 

involvement and leadership of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Father of the Bengali Nation, with the 
anti-British movement; partition of India; 

establishment of Awami League; Language 

Movement; United Front election; 6 points; Mass 
Uprising of 1979; election of 1970, the great 

Liberation War of Bangladesh; establishment of 

independent Bangladesh have been described in 
this volume. Discussion on Bangabandhu’s life 

of imprisonment in Pakistan's jail, his patriotism 

and his speeches in the Constituent Assembly of 
Pakistan is an important part of this book. It 

contains some rare photographs of Bangabandhu. 

The importance of this book in the study of 
Bangabandhu is immense. 
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136 ১৫৯(

 ) 

 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman: Life and Politics, Part II,  
Monaim Sarkar & Others (Eds.), 

Bangla Academy, Price of Two 

Volumes BDT 1000.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Monaim Sarkar is editor of  Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman Life and Politics, published in 
two volumes from Bangla Academy. This section 

details how Bangabandhu devotes himself to the 

formation of the country after giving state 
independence to the Bengalis.  

It describes the steps and programs taken for the 

return of Bangabandhu to his homeland and the 
golden Bengal of the dream of statesman 

Bangabandhu. The book discusses in detail 

Bangabandhu's Second Revolution in 
determining the system of government, 

formulation of constitution, five year plan, 

people oriented education policy, gaining world 
recognition as an independent country and 

ensuring liberal foreign policy, economic and 

social security. The book concludes with an 
analysis of the characteristics and political 

evolution of Bangabandhu, a leader and man in 

domestic and international realities, and his 
biography. The brutal massacre that took place 

on August 15, 1975 and the murder of four 

national leaders have been written in very 
touching language. The book contains the 

writings of Bangabandhu and the letters sent to 

him and the shadow copies of many historical 
documents. It is an essential textbook for the 

study of Bangabandhu and the study of 
Bangabandhu. 
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137 ১৬০ 

 
Hasina: Facts and Myths, Mohssen 

El-Arishie , Bangla Academy,  

Price BDT 400.00    
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Sheikh Hasina is the four-time Prime 

Minister of Bangladesh. At the same time, 

She is a living legend in world politics. 

Mohssen El-Arishie has written this book 

adding to it a different dimension based on 

the entire life of Sheikh Hasina. The author 

is a renowned journalist and writer of 

Egypt. Father of the Bengali Nation, 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

Bangladesh and Sheikh Hasina have 

reached the people of Arabic language 

through his book tittled Hasina: Facts and 

Myths. The book highlights Sheikh 

Hasina’s relentless struggle for the 

emancipation of the people of Bangladesh. 

In 2019, the book was published in Bengali 

by Bangla Academy. It was translated from 

the original Arabic by Izfandior Arion. 

           :                     /           

     /          ড  /   ৪০০      
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138 ১৬১ 

Bangabandhu's Second Revolution 

: What and Why, Harun-or-Rashid,  
Bangla Academy,  Price BDT. 

200.00  

bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

The government of Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Father of the 

Bengali Nation, adopted a program to 

bring about a radical change in the 

politics, economy and administration of 

the country in 1975. This program is 

known as the Second Revolution after 

the War of Liberation. The volume 

deals with various aspects of the 

Second Revolution. In seven chapters 

of this book the historical and 

philosophical backgrounds and the 

structure for the formation of the newly 

adopted program have been analyzed.  
 

বঙ্গবন্ধুি প্রিতীয় প্রবপ্লব কী ও ককন/হারুন-আি-িপ্রিদ/বাাংলা 

একাডডপ্রি/ মূল্য ২০০.০০ টাকা 

 

জাসতে সপতা বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমারনে িেকাে 

(১৯৭২-১৯৭৫) ১৯৭৫ িারল বািংলারদরেে োজনীসত, 

অে ডনীসত ও োষ্ট্রব্যবস্থায় আমূল পসেবতডরনে এক 

কম ডসূসচ গ্রহণ করে। এই কম ডসূসচ বািংলারদরেে 

মুসক্তযুরদ্ধে পে রদরেে সিতীয় সবপ্লব সহরিরব পসেসচত 

হয়। সিতীয় সবপ্লরবে এই কম ডসূসচে নানাসদক সনরয় এই 

গ্রন্থ েসচত হরয়রে। ৭টি অধ্যারয় সবেক্ত গ্ররন্থ এই 

কম ডসূসচ গ্রহরণে ঐসতহাসিক ও দাে ডসনক পটভূসম এবিং 

িািংগঠসনক কাঠারমা সনরয় সবরেষণ কো হরয়রে। এই 

সবষরয়ে ওপে এটি একটি গুরুত্বপূণ ড গরবষণামূলক গ্রন্থ। 
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139 ১৬২ 

Bangabandhu’s Strategy of 

Movements and Hartal, Ajoy 

Dasgupta, Bangla Academy, 

Price BTD 200.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Bangladesh emerged as an independent 

nation fighting against the repressive rule 

of Pakistani Occupation Forces. 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

architect of the Bengali nation, led the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh. With a view 

to gaining victory against the repressive 

rule of Pakistan, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

thought of suitable strategies many times 

and adopted some realistic strategies of 

movement. One of the most important 

strategies of movement adopted by him 

was to go on strike. The author has 

discussed different aspects of the 

systematic political struggles of Sheikh 

Mujib based on strategies of movements 

and Hartals adopted by him. The volume is 

significant in comprehending the 

characteristics of the revolution of 

Bangladesh. 

 

 

                          /        

  /           ড  /    ২০০      

পাসকস্তারনে ঔপ        োিরনে সবরুরদ্ধ িিংগ্রাম 

করে বািংলারদে স্বাধীনতা অজডন করে। বািংলারদরেে 

স্বাধীনতা িিংগ্রারম রনতৃত্ব রদন রদরেে স্থপসত বঙ্গবন্ধু 

রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান। ঔপসনরবসেক েসক্তে সবরুরদ্ধ 

সবজয় অজডরনে জন্য রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান খুব সচন্তা 

করে বাস্তবানুগ আরিালন-রকৌেল গ্রহণ করেন। তাঁে 

আরিালন-রকৌেরলে একটি গুরুত্বপূণ ড সদক সেল 

হেতাল পালন কো। এই গ্ররন্থ রলখক রেখ মুসজব 

কতৃডক গৃহীত আরিালন রকৌেল ও হেতালরক রকরন্দ্র 

রেরখ োজননসতক িিংগ্রারমে সবসেন্ন সদক সনরয় 

আরলাচনা করেরেন। বািংলারদে সবপ্লরবে সবসেেু 

অনুধাবরনে রক্ষরত্র এই গ্রন্থ খুব িহায়ক বরল সবরবসচত 

হরব।   

 

140 ১৬৩ 

 
Early Lessons in Politics: Sheikh 
Mujib’s Kolkata Days, Nuh-Ul-

Alam Lanin, Bangla Academy, 

Price BDT 180.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

The beginning of the political life of the 

founder of Bangladesh, Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, his life in Kolkata 

and afterwards his visits to Kolkata are 

discussed in the book. The book is divided 

into two parts. The first part focuses on the 

beginning of the political life of Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. The second part deals 

with Sheikh Mujib’s staying in Kolkata, his 

involvement in the organizational works 

and his participation in different 

movements. Two appendices and some rare 

pictures are included at the end of book. 
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141 ১৬৪ 

 
Heroic Stories of 

Bangabandhu, Syed Shamsul 

Haq, Bangla Academy, Price 

BTD 120.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Syed Shamsul Haq is one of the greatest 

poets of Bangladesh and Bengali literature. 

This prolific writer has written a biography 

of Father of the Nation Bangabandhu 

Sheihk Mujibur Rahman. This book, 

written in a plain and simple language, is 

mainly for children or very young readers at 

the age of ten or less. The author very 

skillfully presents the heroic deeds that 

Father of the Nation accomplishes in his 

glorious life. This book can be read aloud to 

the children, which will help them to 

acquaint with Bangabandhu, Bangladesh 

and the history of liberation.       

 

            /             /      

    ড  /   ১২০      

সিয়দ োমসুল হক বািংলারদে ও বািংলা োষাে 

একজন প্রধান কসব। সতসন িব্যিাচী রলখক সহরিরবও 

পসেসচত। সতসন সেশু-সকরোেরদে জন্য সলরখরেন 

বািংলারদরেে জাসতে সপতা বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে 

েহমারনে জীবনী। এই বই রোরটারদে জন্য, র্ারদে 

বয়ি দে বেরেে রবসে নয়। এরত রলখক খুব সুিে ও 

িহজ োষায় বঙ্গবন্ধুে জীবরনে অরনক েীেত্বগাো 

বণ ডনা করেরেন। বইটি এমনোরব রলখা হরয়রে র্ারত 

এটি পাঠ করেও সেশু-সকরোেরদে তাঁে জীবনকো 

জানারনা র্ায়। এই বই পাঠ করে বা বইরয়ে পাঠ শুরন 

অল্প বয়ি রেরক তাো বঙ্গবন্ধু, বািংলারদে ও 

স্বাধীনতাে িরঙ্গ পসেসচত হরয়  ঠরব।  
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142 ১৬৫ 

 
Bangabanodhu and Language 

Movement, M Abdul Alim, 

Bangla Academy, Price  BDT 

360.00         
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

In Pakistan Period, Bengali Nationalism 

rises through the Language Movements of 

1948 and 1952. Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman was a young leader at that 

time. At that period, his age was in between 

28 to 32 years. He played an important role 

in establishing Bengali as a state language 

by involving himself in the movement. But 

we find out the role that was played by 

Bangabandhu had not properly been 

analyzed by the researchers of that time. It 

did not take much time to reveal the truth of 

history. But the leading role that was played 

by Bangabandhu in the movement had been 

recognized with great importance in the 

recent researches and historical documents. 

The writer of the book had been researching 

on the regional history of Language 

Movement for a long time. This book is a 

valuable addition in case of researching on 

Bangabandhu and Language Movement.  

           -      /            /      

    ড  /    ৩৬০      

পাসকস্তারন ১৯৪৮ ও ১৯৫২ িারলে োষা-আরিালরনে 

মধ্যসদরয় বাঙাসল জাতীয়তাবারদে উরেষ ঘরট। 

বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান তখন তরুণ রনতা। বয়ি 

মাত্র ২৮ রেরক ৩২ বেে। বািংলা োষাে মর্ ডাদা 

প্রসতষ্ঠাে এই আরিালরন সতসন গুরুত্বপূণ ড ভূসমকা পালন 

করেন। সকন্তু োষা-আরিালরনে িনাতনী গরবষণায় 

বঙ্গবন্ধুে এই ভূসমকাে কো এসড়রয় র্াওয়াে রচো 

কো হরয়রে। সকন্তু ইসতহারিে িতু উরোসচত হরত 

িময় লারগসন। িাম্প্রসতক গরবষণা ও দসললপরত্র এই 

আরিালরন তাঁে ভূসমকাে নানামাসত্রকতা ও গুরুত্ব 

প্রমাসণত হরয়রে। এই গ্ররন্থে রলখক অরনক সদন রেরক 

োষা-আরিালরনে আঞ্চসলক ইসতহাি সনরয় গরবষণা 

কেরেন। এই গ্রন্থ োষা-আরিালন ও বঙ্গবন্ধুে 

গরবষণায় একটি মূল্যবান িিংরর্াজন।   

 

143 ১৬৬ 

 
Bangabandhu in Novels, Milton 

Biswas, Bangla Academy, Price 

BTD 240.00                       
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Bangabandhu in Novels is a book resulted 

from the deep research and inquiry, written 

by Milton Biswas. Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, the founder of the state of 

Bangladesh, is the most popular leader of 

the Bengalis. He is the Father of the Nation, 

the greatest Bengali, the great man, the 

hero. His rise as a political leader and his 

leadership in the liberation movement of 

the nation made him an adored man of the 

Bengalis. Bangabandhu’s tragic death in 

1975 made him greater and nobler. He 

became the subject and source of 

inspiration for the innumerable works and 

creations of Bengali-speaking poets and 

writers. Bangabandhu has been portrayed 

and explained as a subject in the novels of 

almost all talented Bengali novelists. In this 

book, the author has analyzed how 

Bangabandhu is being presented in the 

novels written in Bengali.  

           /          /          ড  / 

   ২৪০      

উপন্যারি বঙ্গবন্ধু সমল্টন সবোি েসচত একটি গেীে 

অনুিসেৎিা ও গরবষণাজাত গ্রন্থ। বািংলারদে োরষ্ট্রে 

প্রসতষ্ঠাতা বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান বাঙাসলে 

িবরচরয় জনসপ্রয় রনতা। সতসন জাসতে সপতা,         

বাঙাসল, মহামানব, বীে, নায়ক। োজননসতক রনতা 

সহরিরব তাঁে উত্থান এবিং জাসতে মুসক্ত আরিালরন 

রনতৃত্বদান তাঁরক বাঙাসলে আোধ্য পুরুরষ পসেণত 

করে। ১৯৭৫-এ বঙ্গবন্ধুে ট্রুাসজক মহাপ্রয়াণ তাঁরক 

আেও মহান, আেও মহৎ করে। বািংলাোষী ও অন্য 

োষাে সৃসেেীল কসব, সেল্পী ও িাসহসতুকরদে অিিংখ্য 

েচনা ও সৃসেকরম ডে সবষয় ও রপ্রেণাে উৎরি সতসন 

পসেণত হন। বািংলা োষাে প্রায় িকল প্রসতোবান 

কোসেল্পীে উপন্যারি বঙ্গবন্ধু সবষয় সহরিরব সচসত্রত ও 

ব্যাখ্যাত হরয়রেন। উপন্যারি বঙ্গবন্ধু কীোরব 

উপস্থাসপত হরয়রেন তা-ই সবরেষণ করেরেন সমল্টন 

সবোি এই গ্ররন্থ।  

144 ১৬৭ 

 
Prison-life of Bangabandhu, 
Dibyadyuti Sarker, Bangla 

Academy, Price BTD 170.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

spent almost thirteen years in prison during 

the 25 years of colonial rule of Pakistan. He 

was first imprisoned when he was still a 

school boy and Bengal was under British 

rule. During the Pakistani period he 

suffered imprisonment and torture, but did 

not deviate from the struggle for liberation 

of Bangali populace. Very few leaders of 

the world have suffered so cruelty for the 

liberation of their nation. This book 

discusses in detail the prison life of the 

nationalist leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

It also depicts his sacrifice and painful 

experiences of life for liberating the nation. 
 

              /             /       

    ড  /   ১৭০      

পঁসচে বেরেে পাসকস্তাসন ঔপসনরবসেক োিরন বঙ্গবন্ধু 

রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান রজল রখরটরেন প্রায় রত    বেে। 

সতসন প্রেম রজরল র্ান র্খন স্কুরলে োত্র এবিং বািংলা 

সব্রটিে োিনাধীন। পাসকস্তাসন আমরল সতসন বেরেে 

পে বেে রজল-সনর্ ডাতন রোগ করেরেন, সকন্তু বাঙাসলে 

জাতীয় মুসক্তে িিংগ্রাম রেরক সবচুুত হনসন। সবরেে খুব 

কম রনতাই জাসতে মুসক্তে জন্য এ-েকম সনম ডমতাে 

সেকাে হরয়রেন। এই গ্ররন্থ জাতীয়তাবাদী রনতা রেখ 

মুসজব্যে েহমারনে রজল-জীবরনে ওপে সবস্তাসেত 

আরলাচনা কো হরয়রে। জাসতে জন্য ব্যসক্ত মুসজরবে 

তুাগ ও র্ন্ত্রণাকে জীবরনে সচত্র অিংসকত হরয়রে এই 

গ্ররন্থ।  
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145 ১৬৮ 

A Biography of Bangabandhu 

for the Juvenile, Asad 

Chowdhury, Bangla Academy, 

Price BTD 160.00     
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is 

not only the founding father of Bangladesh 

but also a great figure and legendary hero. 

He struggled for a long time for the sake of 

freeing the Bengali nation from Pakistani 

colonial rule. He suffered torture but never 

compromised. The book is written for 

children and juveniles with a view to 

presenting the biography of this great leader 

to them. The writer is one of the great poets 

of Bangladesh. The language he uses in it is 

lucid and the style of his writing is 

impressive. One can learn a lot about the 

emergence of Bangladesh as a nation state 

and about the life and ideal of the Father of 

Bangladesh. 

 

                /           /      

    ড  /   ১৬০      

বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান রকবল বািংলারদে োরষ্ট্রে 

স্রো নন, সতসন একজন মহৎ ব্যসক্তত্ব ও অনুকেণীয় 

নায়কও। বাঙাসল জাসতরক পাসকস্তাসনরদে হাত রেরক 

মুক্ত কোে জন্য সতসন দীঘ ডসদন িিংগ্রাম করেরেন। এই 

িিংগ্রারমে িময় সনর্ ডাতন রোগ করেরেন, সকন্তু কখনও 

আদে ড রেরক সবচুুত হনসন। এই মহান রনতাে 

জীবনকো সেশু ও সকরোেরদে কারে তুরল ধোে জন্য 

এই গ্রন্থটি েসচত হরয়রে। গ্ররন্থে েচসয়তা বািংলারদরেে 

একজন প্রধান কসব। তাঁে োষা িহজ ও েচনানেলী 

আকষ ডণীয়। এই বই রেরক বািংলারদরেে জে ও 

বািংলারদরেে জনরকে জীবন ও আদে ড িম্পরকড অরনক 

সকছু জানা র্ারব।  

146 ১৬৯ 

 
Father of the Nation 

Bangabandhu, Shahjahan 

Kibria, Bangla Academy, Price 

BTD 140.00       
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

After a long struggle for the independence 

of the Bengali nation, Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman appeared to be a glorious leader 

esteemed by the people of the country. The 

people of Bangladesh recognized him 

firstly as Bangabandhu and later as Father 

of the Nation. The struggling life of Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman is depicted in this book in 

simple and lucid language. It is a book 

written especially for children and 

teenagers. The volume containing some 

rare photographs is thought to be useful in 

presenting the architect of Bangladesh.  

 

               /                /      

    ড  /   ১৪০      

রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান বাঙাসল জাসতে মুসক্তে জন্য 

দীঘ ডসদন িিংগ্রাম করে রদরেে মানুরষে সপ্রয় রনতায় 

পসেণত হন। বািংলারদরেে মানুষ তাঁরক প্রেরম 

‘বঙ্গবন্ধু’ ও পরে ‘জাসতে সপতা’ সহরিরব স্বীকৃসত 

রদয়। রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমারনে িিংগ্রামী জীবরনে কো 

এই গ্ররন্থ িহজ, িেল ও প্রােল োষায় রলখা হরয়রে। 

এটি মূলত সেশু-সকরোেরদে উপরর্াগী গ্রন্থ। এই গ্ররন্থ 

সকছু মূল্যবান েসব েরয়রে। সেশু-সকরোেরদে কারে 

বািংলারদরেে স্থপসতরক উপস্থাপন কেরত এই বই খুব 

িহায়ক হরব। 

 

147 ১৭০ 

 
Bangabandhu on Postage Stamps 

and Coins and Notes, Mohammad 

Ali Khan, Bangla Academy, Price 
BTD 300.00       
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

An interesting book of Bangla 
Academy’s  ’Father of the Nation Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Birth Centenary Books’ 

is Bangabandhu on Stamps and Coins. Collecting 

stamps is a hobby of many people. In this book, 

the author mainly shows how Bangabandhu has 

been presented in postage, stamps and coins of 
Bangladesh. Through this a different presentation 

of the national history of Bangladesh has been 
made centering on Bangabandhu. Which is the 

first postage stamp of Bangladesh? Which 

picture of Bangabandhu was used in it? Who was 
the designer of the ticket? How was the first 

postcard? Which one is the first note with 

Bangabandhu’s picture? Which one is the 
printing company of it? Answer to many such 

questions can be found in this book. Not only 

postage stamps and currencies of Bangladesh, but 
also theoretical discussions on the history of 

postage stamps and currencies from a global 

perspective are included in this book. 

 

ড                  /               /      

    ড  /   ৩০০.০০      

বািংলা একারর্সমে ‘জাসতে সপতা বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে 

েহমান জেেতবষ ড গ্রন্থমালা’ে একটি আকষ ডণীয় গ্রন্থ 

র্াকটিসকট ও মুদ্র্ায় বঙ্গবন্ধু। র্াকটিসকট িিংগ্রহ কো 

অরনরকে েখ। আে এই েখরক বলা হয় ‘সকিং অব হসব’ বা 

েরখে োজা। এ গ্ররন্থ রলখক প্রধানত বািংলারদরেে 

র্াকটিসকট ও মুদ্র্ায় বঙ্গবন্ধু কীোরব উপস্থাসপত হরয়রেন তা 

রদসখরয়রেন। এ উপস্থাপনাে মাধ্যরম বঙ্গবন্ধুরক রকন্দ্র করে 

বািংলারদরেে জাতীয় ইসতহারিে একটি সেন্ন েকম 

উপস্থাপনা হরয়রে। বািংলারদরেে প্রেম র্াকটিসকট রকানটি? 

এরত বঙ্গবন্ধুে রকান েসব ব্যবহৃত হরয়সেল? রক সেরলন এ 

টিসকরটে নকোসবদ? প্রেম রপাস্টকার্ ডটি রকমন সেল? 

বঙ্গবন্ধুে েসব-িহ প্রেম রনাট রকানটি? এটিে মুদ্র্াকে সেল 

রকান রকাম্পাসন? এ-েকম অরনক প্ররশ্নে উিে পাওয়া র্ারব 

বইটিরত। রকবল বািংলারদরেে র্াকটিসকট ও মুদ্র্া নয়, 

সবসেক পসেরপ্রসক্ষরত র্াকটিসকট ও মুদ্র্াে ইসতহাি িম্পসকডত 

তাসিক আরলাচনাও আরে এরত।  
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148 ১৭১ 

 
Bangabandhu and Cinema, 

Anupam Hayat, Bangla 

Academy, Price BTD 140.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

As Prime Minister and President of 

Bangladesh, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman played an epoch-making role in 

developing the art of cinema in a new born 

Bangladesh nation-state. In 1957 he 

established East Pakistan Cinema 

Development Board in Dhaka when he was 

dynamically working as the then Minister 

of Industry and Commerce. During the term 

of his government formed by him after the 

Independence, a lot of infrastructural 

developments were made in the field of 

cinema. Many films and documentaries 

were produced on various aspects of 

Bangabandhu’s life and contribution. The 

book consisting of four chapters and three 

appendices discusses many aspects of the 

life of Bangabandhu as the architect of 

Bangladesh with special reference to 

cinema. 

 

            /          /      

    ড  /   ১৪০      

বািংলারদরেে োষ্ট্রপসত ও প্রধানমন্ত্রী সহরিরব বঙ্গবন্ধু 

রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান রদরেে চলসিরত্রে উন্নয়রন 

যুগান্তকােী ভূসমকা পালন করেন। ১৯৫৭ িারল সতসন 

পূব ড পাসকস্তারনে সেল্প ও বাসণজুমন্ত্রী োকাকারল 

ঢাকায় ‘পূব ড পাসকস্তান চলসিত্র উন্নয়ন িিংস্থা’ গঠন 

করেন। রদে স্বাধীন হওয়াে পে বঙ্গবন্ধুে রনতৃত্বাধীন 

িেকারেে আমরল রদরেে চলসিত্র অঙ্গরন 

অবকাঠারমাগত অরনক উন্নসত িাসধত হয়। বঙ্গবন্ধুরক 

সবষয় করে অরনক তথ্যসচত্র/ প্রামাণ্য সচত্র ও কাসহসন 

সচত্র সনসম ডত হয়। চােটি অধ্যায় ও সতনটি পসেসেে 

সনরয় সবন্যস্ত এই গ্ররন্থ চলসিত্ররক রকন্দ্ররক বািংলারদে 

োরষ্ট্রে স্থপসতে জীবরনে নানাসদক আরলাসচত হরয়রে।    

 

149 ১৭২ 

 
Bangabandhu, Constitutional 

Assembly and the Constitution, 

Jalal Firoj, Bangla Academy,  

Price BDT. 300.00    
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the 

Founding Father of Bangladesh nation-

state, had been in jail during the War of 

Liberation in 1971. He turned back from 

Pakistan to his country on 10 January 1972. 

He immediately started preparing and 

producing a constitution for the new nation. 

The constitutional Assembly was formed. 

After a long discussion and debate in the 

constitutional Assembly the new 

Constitution was accepted. How 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

Father of the Nation, led the process for 

preparation and production of the 

constitution of Bangladesh has been 

analyzed in this research work.  

 

 

                    /            /      

    ড  /    ৩০০.০০      

বািংলারদরে র্খন ১৯৭১-এে মুসক্তযুদ্ধ চলসেল তখন 

বািংলারদে োরষ্ট্রে প্রসতষ্ঠাতা রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান 

পাসকস্তারনে কাোগারে বসি সেরলন। সতসন ১৯৭২ 

িারলে ১০ই জানুয়াসে রদরে সেরে আরিন। রদরে 

সেরেই সতসন নতুন রদরেে িিংসবধান প্রণয়রনে কাজ 

শুরু করেন। গণপসেষদ গঠিত হয়। গণপসেষরদ 

সবস্তাসেত আরলাচনা ও সবতরকডে পে িিংসবধান গৃহীত 

হয়। বািংলারদরেে িিংসবধান প্রণয়ন প্রসক্রয়ায় 

বািংলারদে োরষ্ট্রে জনক কীোরব রনতৃত্ব রদন তা-ই 

সবরেসষত হরয়রে এই গরবষণামূলক গ্ররন্থ।  

 

150 ১৭৩ 

 
Liberation War, Bangabandhu and 

Bangla Academy, Pias Majid, Price 
BDT 225.00     

bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Bangla Academy is the symbol of Bengali 

Nationalism and intellectual excellence. In 1952, 

the movement to establish Bengali as one of the 
state languages of the then East Pakistan gave 

birth to Bangla Academy. Bangla Academy 

played an important role in the Liberation War of 
Bangladesh in 1971. The Father of the Nation 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was 

closely associated with Bangla Academy in the 
course of these two great national movements 

and struggles. He expressed his commitment to 

Bengali language, literature and culture in his 
speeches given to this institution in 1971 and 

1974. In this book of Pias Majid, the 

interrelationship between Liberation War, 
Bangabandhu and Bangla Academy has been 

explained in the light of information and 

analysis. Relevant memoirs have been compiled 
and some rare and historical photographs have 

been added to it. This book can easily be 

considered as an authentic document of the 
intellectual and cultural history of Bangladesh.  

 

                       ড  /          /      

    ড  /   ২২৫      

 

          ড                                    

           । ১৯৫২                          
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151 ১৭৪ 

 
Sheikh Mujib: A Red Rose, 

Minar Monsur and Delwar 

Chowdhury, Bangla Academy, 

Price BTD 180.00    
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

After the tragic death of Father of the 

Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman in 1975, the first anthology was 

published in his memory from Chittagong 

in 1979. It was edited by two young writers, 

studying at the university. The following 

year, they published a special bulletin 

entitled, “I shall go to war again.Ó The 

reprinted version of these two collections 

and bulletin is Sheikh Mujib: A Red Rose. 

The literary and historic value of this book 

is immense. Poems, evaluations and 

reactions of Bangali poets, thoughtful 

writers and eminent persons have been 

compiled in it. 
 

         :               /             

               (      )/          ড  /   

১৮০      

১৯৭৫ িারল বািংলারদরেে জাসতে সপতা বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ 

মুসজব্যে েহমারনে মম ডাসন্তক মৃতুুে পে তাঁে স্মেরণ 

প্রেম িিংকলনগ্রন্থ প্রকাসেত হয় ১৯৭৯ িারল চট্টগ্রাম 

রেরক। এটি িম্পাদনা করেন সবেসবদ্যালরয় 

অধ্যয়নেত দুই তরুণ িাসহতুকমী। পরেে বেে তাঁো 

‘আবাে যুরদ্ধ র্ারবা’ সেরোনারম একটি সবরেষ ব্যরলটিন 

প্রকাে করেন। এই দুই িিংকলন ও ব্যরলটিরনে 

পুনুঃপ্রকাসেত রূপ ‘রেখ মুসজব : একটি লাল রগালাপ’ 

গ্রন্থটি। এই গ্ররন্থে িাসহসতুক ও ঐসতহাসিক মূল্য 

অপসেিীম। বািংলা োষাে প্রখ্যাত কসব, মননেীল 

রলখক ও সবসেে ব্যসক্তরদে কসবতা, মূল্যায়ন ও 

প্রসতসক্রয়া এরত িিংকসলত হরয়রে।  

152 ১৭৫ 

 
7th March Address—Why It is a 
World Heritage Document: 

Bangabandhu War of Liberation 

Bangladesh, Harun-or-Rashid, 
Bangla Academy, Price BTD 

180.00                               
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

delivered a speech in front of more than one 

million people on March 7, 1971 at the 

Racecourse Ground in Dhaka. In this 

speech, he called for a final fight against 

Pakistan for independence. His call 

prepared and inspired the whole Bengali 

nation to take part in the Liberation War. 

The 7th March speech is recognized by 

UNESCO as a ‘World Heritage Document’ 

in 2017. In this book, the author gives an 

explanation of the significance of 

Bangabandhu’s 7th March speech along 

with the reason of its being recognized as a 

document by UNESCO. He also provides 

an objective analysis of Bangabandhu’s 

life, political philosophy, thoughts about the 

state, etc.   

 

৭ই                    -          :      

              /    -  -    /      

    ড  /   ১৮০      

বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান ১৯৭১ িারলে ৭ই মাচ ড 

ঢাকাে রেিরকাি ড ময়দারন ১০ লারখেও রবসে মানুরষে 

িামরন এক োষণ প্রদান করেন। এই োষরণ সতসন 

স্বাধীনতাে লরক্ষু পাসকস্তারনে সবরুরদ্ধ চূড়ান্ত পরব ডে 

লড়াইরয়ে আহ্বান জানান। তাঁে আহ্বান বাঙাসল 

জাসতরক িেস্ত্র মুসক্তযুরদ্ধ অিংে সনরত প্রস্তুত ও উিুদ্ধ 

করে। বঙ্গবন্ধুে োষণরক ইউরনরস্কা ২০১৭ িারল 

‘সবে-ঐসতহু দসলল’ সহরিরব স্বীকৃসত রদয়। গ্ররন্থ 

রলখক বঙ্গবন্ধুে ৭ই মারচ ডে োষরণে তাৎপর্ ড, 

ইউরনরস্কা কতৃডক রকন এই োষণ ঐসতহু দসলল 

সহরিরব স্বীকৃত হরলা তাে ব্যাখ্যা এবিং বঙ্গবন্ধুে 

জীবন, োজননসতক দে ডন, োষ্ট্রসচন্তা ইতুাসদ সবষরয় 

বস্তুসনষ্ঠ সবরেষণ উত্থাপন করেরেন। 

153 ১৭৬ 

 

Bangabandhu and Tea 

Industries, Abul Kasem, 

Bangla Academy, Price 

BTD 200.00               
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Tea was the second most important export 

product after jute during the Pakistan 

period. Pakistan Tea Board was responsible 

for the development of this important 

product. In 1957, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

was appointed chairman of the Tea-Board. 

As chairman, he took many necessary steps 

for the development of tea industry. After 

the independence of Bangladesh he 

emphasized on long-term planning for the 

development of the tea industry as the 

President, Prime Minister and Head of the 

Planning Commission. Following his 

advices many initiatives were taken and the 

allocation of money was increased. This 

research-based book consisting of ten 

chapters reflects on multidimensional 

decisions and programs of the tea-industry 

taken up by Bangabandhu and his 

government. 

 

 

         -   /         /      

    ড  /   ২০০       

পাসকস্তান আমরল চা সেল পারটে পে িবরচরয় 

গুরুত্বপূণ ড েেতাসন পণ্য। এই গুরুত্বপূণ ড পরণ্যে উন্নয়রনে 

দাসয়ত্ব সেল পাসকস্তান চা-রবারর্ ডে। রেখ মুসজব্যে 

েহমান ১৯৫৭ িারল চা-রবারর্ ডে রচয়ােম্যান সনযুক্ত 

হন। রচয়ােম্যান সহরিরব সতসন চা-সেরল্পে উন্নয়রন 

অরনক গুরুত্বপূণ ড পদরক্ষপ গ্রহণ করেন। বািংলারদে 

স্বাধীন হওয়াে পে রদরেে োষ্ট্রপসত, প্রধানমন্ত্রী ও 

পসেকল্পনা কসমেরনে প্রধান সহরিরব সতসন চা-সেরল্পে 

স্বারে ড দীঘ ডরময়াসদ পসেকল্পনাে ওপে রজাে রদন। তাঁে 

পোমরে ড অরনক নতুন কম ডসূসচ গৃহীত ও অে ড বোে 

বৃসদ্ধ পায়। দেটি অধ্যারয় সবন্যস্ত এই গরবষণামূলক 

গ্ররন্থ চা-সেরল্পে জন্য বঙ্গবন্ধু ও তাঁে িেকারেে 

বহুমাসত্রক সিদ্ধান্ত ও কার্ ডক্ররমে ওপে আরলাকপাত 

কো হরয়রে। 
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154 ১৭৭ 

 
The 7th March Speech: A Multi 
Dimentional Analysis, 

Shamsuzzaman Khan (Ed.),  Bangla 

Academy, Price  
BDT 300.00                 
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman’s historic speech 

that was delivered by him on 7th March 

1971 in Dhaka was a turning point in the 

struggle of independence of Bangladesh. 

Through this speech, he directed the 

Bengalee people to join in the final stage of 

the struggle for independence. Many 

organizations are working on the 

importance and significance of the speech. 

`Father of the Nation Bangabandhu 

Memorial Trust’ organizes seminar on the 

occasion of the 7th March Speech every 

year. This book is the compilation of the 

articles that were presented at the seminars 

organized by the Trust from 2004 to 2019. 

Besides, the Trust has preserved the English 

and Bengali texts of Bangabandhu’s 

speech. The book is edited by famous 

writer and Bangabandhu-Professor 

Shamsuzzaman Khan. This book is a must 

read for understanding the significance of 

7th March Speech. 

 

      ৭ই             :         

      /              (      )/      

    ড  /   ৩০০      

বািংলারদরেে স্বাধীনতা িিংগ্রারমে একটি রমাড় 

পসেবতডনকােী ঘটনা ১৯৭১-এে ৭ই মাচ ড ঢাকায় রেখ 

মুসজব্যে েহমান কতৃডক প্রদি ঐসতহাসিক োষণ। এই 

োষরণ সতসন বাঙাসলরদে স্বাধীনতা িিংগ্রারমে চূড়ান্ত 

পরব ড অিং  সনরত আহ্বান জানান। এই োষরণে গুরুত্ব ও 

তাৎপর্ ড সনরয় অরনক প্রসতষ্ঠান কাজ কেরে। ‘জাসতে 

জনক বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান রমরমাসেয়াল ট্রাস্ট’ 

প্রসত বেে ৭ই মাচ ড উপলরক্ষু রিসমনারেে আরয়াজন 

করে। ২০০৪ রেরক ২০১৯-এে মরধ্য ট্রাস্ট আরয়াসজত 

রিসমনারে উপস্থাসপত প্রবেগুরলাে িিংকলন এই গ্রন্থ। 

এোড়া আরে, বঙ্গবন্ধুে বক্তৃতাে বািংলা ও ইিংরেসজ 

পাঠ। িম্পাদনা করেরেন প্রখ্যাত রলখক ও বঙ্গবন্ধু-

অধ্যাপক োমসুজ্জামান খান। ৭ই মারচ ডে তাৎপর্ ড 

অনুধাবরন এটি একটি অবশ্যপাঠ্য গ্রন্থ। 

155 ১৭৮ 

 
Bangabandhu at the Road to 
Independence: The 1970 Election 

Perspective, Murshida Binte 

Rahman, Bangla Academy, Price 
BTD 340.00  

bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

The election of 1970 is a milestone in the 

long journey of Bangabandhu’s 

independence struggle. With an absolute 

victory in this election, Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman became the sole 

and legitimate voice of the people of 

Bengal. But with what tactics did 

Bangabandhu pass the election? He 

addressed many public meetings in East 

and West Pakistan on the occasion of the 

election. What was his main message in 

these speeches? What did he emphasize on 

in order to get the mandate of the people? 

This book contains many answers to such 

questions. It is an important research-

oriented book on the 1970 election and its 

aftermath. 
 

                  :          ১৯৭০-   

       /                  /          ড  /   

৩৪০      

বািংলারদরেে স্বাধীনতা িিংগ্রারমে দীঘ ড পরে ১৯৭০ 

িারলে সনব ডাচন একটি মাইলেলক ঘটনা। এই 

সনব ডাচরন সনেিংকুে সবজয় অজডন করে বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ 

মুসজব্যে েহমান বািংলাে মানুরষে একক ও সবধ 

কণ্ঠস্বরে পসেণত হন। সকন্তু বঙ্গবন্ধু কী রকৌেরল এই 

সনব ডাচসন লড়াইরয় উিীণ ড হরয়সেরলন? সতসন সনব ডাচন  
       পূব ড ও পসিম পাসকস্তারনে অরনক জনিোয় 

োষণ সদরয়সেরলন। এিব োষরণ তাঁে মূল বক্তব্য কী 

সেল? জনতাে ম্যারন্ডট পাওয়াে জন্য সতসন রকান 

রকান সবষরয় গুরুত্ব আরোপ করেসেরলন? এ-েকম 

অিিংখ্য প্ররশ্নে উিে েরয়রে এই গ্ররন্থ। ১৯৭০ িারলে 

সনব ডাচন ও রিই িমরয়ে ওপে এটি একটি গুরুত্বপূণ ড 

গরবষণামূলক গ্রন্থ। 

156 ১৭৯ 

 
Life and Politics of 

Bangabandhu in Writings of 

Devotee Poets, Saymon 

Zakaria, Bangla Academy, 

Price BTD 350.00            

bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

dedicated his political career for the welfare 

of common people. That is why he became 

a beloved leader of all classes of people. 

The influence of Sufis, Bauls and Saints of 

this country on the society and culture of 

Bengal is wide-ranging and well-

established. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the 

eternal voice of Bangali people against the 

Pakistani rules, deeply influenced the 

Bauls, Sufis and Saints, the bearer of the 

traditional culture of Bengal. Their 

innumerable Puthis, Jari songs and 

folksongs, concerning the life and politics 

of Bangabandhu, have been composed and 

sung by the Bauls and Saints of Bengal. 

This book describes and analyzes how 

deeply and successfully the life and politics 

of Bangabandhu have been presented in the 

works of the Sufi saints of Bangladesh. 

 

                               

       /  ই           /          ড  /   

৩৫০      

বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান তাঁে মৃসিকা-      

োজনীসতে কােরণ িমারজে িকল স্তরেে মানুরষে 

প্রাণসপ্রয় রনতায় পসেণত হন। বািংলাে িমাজ ও 

িিংস্কৃসতরত এরদরেে সুসে, বাউল ও িাধকরদে প্রোব 

িব ডসবস্তৃত ও সুরপ্রাসেত। পাসকস্তাসন োিকরদে সবরুরদ্ধ 

বািংলাে মানুরষে        কণ্ঠ রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান 

বািংলাে সচোয়ত িিংস্কৃসতে ধােক বাউল-সুসে-

িাধকরদে গেীেোরব প্রোসবত করেন। তাঁরদে 

অিিংখ্য পুসে, রলাকায়ত জাসে ও গান বঙ্গবন্ধুে জীবন 

ও োজনীসতরক রকন্দ্র করে েসচত ও গীত হরয়রে। এই 

গ্ররন্থ বািংলারদরেে সুসে-িাধকরদে েচনায় কত গেীে 

ও িাে ডকোরব বঙ্গবন্ধুে জীবন ও োজনীসতে কো 

ব্যক্ত হরয়রে তা বসণ ডত ও সবরেসষত হরয়রে।  
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157 ১৮০ 

 
Subrata Barua,  Biography of 

Bangabandhu, Bangla Academy, 

Price BDT 120.00    
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Bangabandhu is the undisputed leader of 

Bengali people. He had to fight, struggle 

and sacrifice for long duration. Under his 

supreme leadership Bangladesh achieved 

Independence. Many true stories and 

incidents of Bangabandhu are told here in 

an aesthetically enriched language. The 

book has asserted the hypnotic voice of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman who 

united and prepared the Bangalee people 

for the Independence and directed to the 

path of achieving it. The book also reflects 

the dynamic leadership of Bangabandhu 

that led Bangladesh to her freedom.   

 

             /      –  /      

    ড  /   ১২০.০০      

 

                                       

     ।                   ই-               

                                    । 

                                    

                                  ।     

                                      

                                      

                     ।  

 

158 ১৮১ 

 
Samir Kumar Biswas, Thinking of 

Bangabandhu about Co-operatives, 
Bangla Academy, Price BDT 

180.00                        
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

‘Books on Birth Centenary Celebration of  

Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur’ is an outstanding collection of 

Bangla Academy. On the ideology of 

secularism, democracy and secularism, the 

foundation of sovereign and independent 

Bangladesh was the vital achievement of 

Bangabandhu’s life. He took cooperative 

policies in the holistic development plan of 

the country. The book objectively illustrates 

the contributions of the government led by 

Sheikh Hasina to the respective issues of 

Bangladesh. 

 

           -     /               /      

    ড  /   ১৮০.০০      

 

                                        

      ’                    ড          । 

         ,                               -

                 -                       

                  ।                   

                                   । 

               -     ,                , 

                                         

                                     ।  

 

159 ১৮২ 

 
Quamrul Haq, Bangladesh and 

Newspapers, Bangla Academy, 
Price BDT 260.00      
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

announced the ‘Six Points’ as the charter of 

independence for the Pakistani Bengali 

people in the Sixth Decade of the Twentieth 

Century. In the ‘Six Points’, Awami League 

demanded the autonomy of East Pakistan. 

By seeing the popularity and people’s 

participation in this movement, the 

Pakistani rulers proved to be timid and they 

sued a conspiracy case named ‘Agartala 

Conspiracy Case’ against Bangabandhu 

along with many Bengali politicians.  

Consequently, the Six Points Movement 

was transformed into a mass uprising. The 

book has narrated the background of Six 

Points programme, Agartala Conspiracy 

Case and the pivotal role of the newspapers 

in mass uprising of 1969.  

 

              /        /      

    ড  /   ২৬০.০০      

 

                                   

                                     

                  ।                      

                              ।  ই 

                                        

                                    

                           ।    

                                  

                ।                        

                  ,                     

                                  

                         ।  
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160 ১৮৩ 

 
Shamsuzzaman Khan (Ed.), The 

Multi-facets of Bangabandhu, 

Bangla Academy, Price BDT. 
280.00               
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

The life of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, the architect of the Independence 

of Bangladesh is multi-colored. After 

achieving the Independence, he took 

several steps towards reforming the 

country, preparing and producing the 

constitution and leading the country 

towards progress and development. The 

book consists of two parts along with seven 

chapters where the different aspects of the 

diverse life of Bangabandhu have been 

illustrated in details. In the part of 

‘Biography and Evaluation’, the authors 

have analyzed the multi-faceted life of 

Bangabandhu objectively. Rhymes, poems, 

songs and stories revolving around 

Bangabandhu have been sketched in the last 

part of the book. 

 

                         /              

(   .)/          ড  /   ২৮০.০০      

                                       

                           ।         

                         ,                

                                  ।   

                                    

                            ।      

‘               ’                      

                                     

             ।                ,      ,     

                                   ।  

 

161 ১৮৪ 

 
Abul Kashem, Bangabandhu’s 

Strategy for Economic 
Development: Nationalization 

Policy and Five Year Plan , Bangla 

Academy, Price BDT 280.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

The greatest embodiment of the Bengali 

people’s struggle for independence was 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

Father of the Bengali Nation. With a view 

to establishing a society free from 

exploitations in independent Bangladesh, 

Bangabandhu adopted nationalization 

policies and the First Five Year Plan. The 

objective of his nationalization policy was 

to eliminate the economic and social 

discrimination. To ensure the productivity 

of public resources and the just allocation 

of wealth was the salient motto of his ideal. 

This book has interpreted the importance of 

Bangabandhu’s nationalization policy and 

the First Five Year Plan on the basis of 

primary information and sources. 

 

                                     

                        /    

     /          ড  /   ২৮০.০০      

 

                                       

                    ।            

                                  

                                        

    ।                            

                              ,       

                                ।     

         -                    

                                  

                             ।  

 

162 ১৮৫ 

 
Selected Poems, Habibullah Sirajee, 

Bangla Academy, Price BDT 200.00                              
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Habibullah Sirajee is a leading poet of 

Bangladesh. The journey with his poetry 

dates back to the middle of the last century. 

In his long journey with poetry, he has 

rebuilt as much as established solidarity 

with his poetry. In the poems of this book, 

he handles the context of the salt pot, and 

the flow of love. Homeland, social 

attachment and worldview are the main 

themes of his poetry. The characteristics of 

this book is consciousness, domestic life, 

green fire of nature. The poems in the book 

fascinate the readers with different 

blossoming glooms, or the whirlpool of 

getting lost in the shore. 

 

         ক     / হ      হ       /       এক      

/   ২০০.০০   ক  

হ      হ                        ক  ।     

ক                     ক              ক।      
     প       ক                 প  ক      

  হ        ক               ও।          ক     

 ই    ক          ক      প              

এ     ,   প     এ                  ও।     , 

         এ      ̂     হ      হ         ক      

         ।              হ           

        ,                এ            ক   । 

     ক                          ,  ক        

হ                      প  ক       ক       । ক   

হ      হ        ক         ,          ,        

         এই  ই প       । 
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163 ১৮৬ 

 
From Gangariddhi to Bangladesh, 

Muhammad Habibur Rahman, 

Bangla Academy, Price BDT 
280.00                          
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

Former Chief Justice of Bangladesh 

Muhammad Habibur Rahman was the Chief 

Adviser to the caretaker government. One 

of his valuable books is From Gangariddhi 

to Bangladesh. In ancient times the name of 

independent Bangladesh was Gangariddhi. 

Bangladesh gained independence in 1971 

by defeating the Pakistani aggressors in the 

War of Liberation. The book explores the 

nature of ancient and modern Bengal. From 

the point of viewing Bangladesh as a 

whole, the book From Gangariddhi to 

Bangladesh is a resource book. 

 

          ক         / হ    হ       হ   /      

এক     /   ২৬০.০০   ক  

               ক           প    হ    হ      

 হ            ক   ক           প          । 

    এক         ই           ক         । 

     ক                                   । 
ক             এ   ই  হ            হক            

প                 এ           ।             

১৯৭১             প  ক     হ          হ   ক 

প      ক                ক    ।  ই       

     ক           ও                   প      ক   

হ    ।      ক            প                

   ক           ই   ক   । 

 

164 ১৮৭ 

 
 Martyrs of the Language 

Movement, Edited by: 

Shamsuzzaman Khan and 

Others, Published by Bangla 

Academy, Price BDT 300.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

 

  

Immediately after the partition of India, a 

mass movement began in the eastern part of 

Pakistan demanding Bengali as the state 

language. The language movement that 

took place in this part during the period 

1948-52 aroused nationalist consciousness 

among the Bengali people. This book is an 

anthology of the state language movement 

published and edited by Bangla Academy. 

In the final stage of the Language 

Movement (1952), the students and people 

of the region came across many strikes, 

rallies and demonstrations. Abul Barkat, 

Rafiquddin Ahmed, Shafiur Rahman, 

Abdus Salam, Abdul Jabbar and many 

others were martyred in the police firing. 

The book contains rich information about 

these 5 language martyrs, Diary of 21st 

February, the construction of Shahid Minar 

and about its architect.  
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165 ১৮৮ 

 
Trends of Institutional Oriental Art 
of Bengal,  Malay Bala,  Bangla 

Academy, Price BDT 800.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Malay Bala is professor in the Department 

of Oriental Arts at the University of Dhaka. 

The book is an academic treatise. The 

author explores the uniqueness of the 

practice of painting in Bangladesh and in 

the Bengali-speaking regions of western 

India. It presents comparisons with 

chronological descriptions of oriental art. 

The book contains the necessary number of 

illustrations to help the readers understand 

the uniqueness of the paintings practiced in 

this region since historical times. This 

research book is important for 

understanding the history of Bengali 

painting and its differences with Western 

paintings. 
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166 ১৮৯ 

 
Fifty Years of Six-Point,  Harun-or-

Rashid,  Bangla Academy, Price 

BDT 200.00   
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

The 6-point movement raised by 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was 

the right for the survival of the Bengali 

people. The 6-points quickly created a 

nationalist consciousness among the 

Bengalis in Pakistan. Following this, the 

independent state of Bangladesh was 

established through the War of Liberation 

under the leadership of Bangabandhu. In 

this book, the background, perspective, 

significance and philosophy of the 6-point 

program have been objectively analyzed. 

This book is written by Harun-ur-Rashid, 

one of the leading political scientists of 

Bangladesh. The book is arranged in 6 

chapters and 12 appendices. Written on the 

occasion of the 50th anniversary of the 6-

point movement, this work is an important 

addition to the study of history of 

Bangladesh. 
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167 ১৯০ 

 
New Year, the Bangladeshi 

Festival, Edited by Mubarak 

Hossain, Published by: Bangla 

Academy, Price BDT 300.00  
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

The celebration Pahela Boishakh is a 

universal festivity in the long cherished 

cultural tradition of Bangladesh. The  book 

deals with various aspects of the New Year, 

namely, the Bengali Calendar and its 

tradition, the eternal heritages of Baishakhi, 

the day of auspices and expectation and the 

New Year celebration of the small ethnic 

communities. The general people are 

keenly interested to know about the New 

Year and the festival of Bengali life. With 

this in view, the eminent fiction writers, 

essayists and thinkers of Bangladesh have 

attempted to make their own analyses about 

the New Year in this book published and 

edited by Bangla Academy.  
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168 ১৯১ 

 
Government of  Bangladesh 

1971,  Writer: HT Imam, 

Published by: Bangla Academy,  

Price BDT. 660.00    
bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

The book schemes to give a detailed 

account of the constitutional structure of the 

Mujibnagar government during the nine-

month armed war against Pakistani 

Occupation Forces in Bangladesh in 1971 

and the multifaceted activities of various 

ministries, departments and directorates. 

Since the author served as the Cabinet 

Secretary of this government during the 

Bangladesh War of Liberation, an 

enlightening and impartial analysis of the 

overall activities has been attempted in this 

book. In addition, the photographs attached 

to the appendix of the book and copies of 

various decisions, minutes and events taken 

by the then government may be considered 

as important materials for studying the 

history of the Liberation War in Bangladesh 

and abroad. 
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169 ১৯২ 

 
About Culture, Motaher Hossain 
Chowdhury, Bangla Academy, 

Price BDT 200.00   

bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

Motaher Hossain Chowdhury is one of the 

leading writers of the twentieth century 

Bengal. The present book by him is 

particularly popular among the best essays 

written in the Bengali language. There are 

thirty articles in the book. Although 

different in subject matter, there is an 

underlying unity in the essays. The book 

presents an in-depth analyses of the Bengali 

language and culture and its dynamic 

nature. Rabindranath Tagore, Kazi Nazrul 

Islam, the national poet of Bangladesh, the 

trend of Bengali poetry written in different 

eras and the Bengal Renaissance in the 

nineteenth century have also been dealt 

with.  The book is expected to delight the 

thoughtful readers.  
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170 ১৯৩ 

 
Indiology of Al Beruni, Original 

Alberuni, Translated by Abu 
Mohamed Habibullah, Bangla 

Academy, Price BDT 260  

bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

The present title is one of the most 

important books in Oriental Studies. 

Alberuni, a famous Iranian-born medieval 

educator and researcher, traveled to India in 

1017 as a ‘prisoner’ of Sultan Mahmud. In 

this book, the writer who possesses 

outstanding scholarship in all branches of 

knowledge discovered the Middle India in 

detail about the science, geography, history, 

religion, ethics, nature and environment of 

the land. The book is relevant for the 

readers of this time to be acquainted with 

various aspects of ancient India. The book 

was top-listed among the most favorite 

books of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, the father of the Bengali nation. 
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171 ১৯৪ 

 

Six Points Programme: 

Bangabandhu’s Journey 

Towards Independence, 

Muntassir Mamoon, Mowla 

Brothers,  Price BDT 650.00  
mowlabrothers@gmail.com 

 

In the present book written by eminent 

historian Professor Muntassir Mamoon, 

a detailed discussion has been 

presented about the 6-point movement 

for the liberation of the Bengalis, its 

development and consequences. The 

book is divided into two parts, the first 

one is for the original essays, the 

second part is compiled by dividing all 

the news reports in the 6-point 

periodicals into 14 parts. They are 

priceless as a 6-point document. In the 

part of original essays, Muntassir 

Mamoon tried to explain the 6-point 

program of Bangabandhu, its historical 

basis and significance, the reasons and 

nature of its expansion, etc. Thus the 

book shows how the 6-Point 

Movement turned into the Bangladesh 

movement, resulting into the 

emergence of an independent and 

sovereign country, Bangladesh. 
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172 ১৯৬ 

 
Introspecting Bangabandhu: The 

Life,  Editor: Muhammad Joshim 

Uddin, Panjeree Publications, Price 

BDT 1475.00     
iftekhar.ahmed@panjeree.net 

 

The life of Father of the Bengali Nation 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, his 

works and politics are mainly focused in 

this book. The book is divided into eight 

chapters. The book has a compilation of 98 

articles. It mainly describes how 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

became the undisputed leader of the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh.  
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173 ১৯৭ 

 
More than a Father, Minar 

Monsur, Panjeree Publications 

Ltd.,  Price 400.00   
iftekhar.ahmed@panjeree.net 

 

The book of Minar Mansur are divided into 

two parts. Some essays have been written 

on Bangabandhu and the others are written 

on some intellectuals of Bangladesh. Poet 

Minar Mansur was a brave young man. In 

1979, he edited the first collection of poetry 

protesting against the assassination of 

Bangabandhu, under the title 'Sheikh Mujib 

is a Red Rose'. He was one of the few 

people who risked their lives to uphold 

Bangabandhu's ideals at that difficult time. 

His consciousness to protest is strongly 

expressed in the present collection of 

essays. The themes of these essays contains 

Bangabandhu's life, his ideals, his work 

style, and the author's protest against his 

assassination. In the second chapter, the 

identity of the intellectual world and 

intellect of Bangladesh have been 

highlighted by remembering Dhirendranath 

Dutt, Ranesh Dasgupta, politician Abdur 

Razzak, and others. 
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174 ১৯৮ 

 
Bangabandhu: The Architect of 

Bangladesh, Syed Abul Hossain, 
Parijat Prakashani,  Price BDT 

1500.00                    
parijat1999@gmail.com 

In this book 118 articles are included 

based on the celebrated political career 

of the first President of Bangladesh, 

Father of the Bengali Nation, 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

This book contains 15 articles written 

in English. The views of the world 

leaders on Bangabandhu, his life and 

works are discussed in the articles. 

Some rare pictures of Bangabandhu are 

included at the end of the book.  
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175 ১৯৯ 

 
Padma Bridge : The Victory of 

Honesty and Faith, Mosharraf 
Hossain Bhuiyan, Biddya Prokash, 

Price BDT 500.00    
biddyaprokash_bangladesh@yahoo.
com 

 

The Padma Bridge is the bridge of dreams 

and pride to the people of Bangladesh. A 

group of egoists put an allegation of 

corruption to the integrity section of World 

Bank at the very beginning of the planning 

of the bridge. As a result of the alleged 

corruption, the World Bank refused to 

sanction the proposed loan. The 

construction of the Padma Bridge started 

with self-finance of Bangladesh because of 

the Honorable Prime Minister Sheikh 

Hasina's brave and self-confident decision. 

In this book the recruitment of project 

design adviser, the contract signing 

between the World Bank and Japan, 

structural construction, legal cases, 

conspiracy within the country and outside 

the country, etc., are presented in the 

present title.  
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176 ২০০ 

 
Collection of poems, Kamal 

Chowdhury, Biddyaprokash, Price 

550.00   

biddyaprokash_bangladesh@yahoo.
com 

Kamal Chowdhury is a prominent poet of 

Bangladesh. The poems, written and 

composed by him from 1976 to 2018, are 

included in this collection. His first book of 

poetry titled Michiler Seman Boyesi was 

published in 1981. In this collection, poems 

have been selected from his eleven books. 

The combination of time and experience 

simultaneously changes poetry. There was 

no exception in the case of this poet. His 

poetry has been changed successively. The 

emotions and excitement of his early poems 

have been well-maintained into the poems 

of his later books. The poet's job is to 

transcend himself constantly. Kamal 

Chowdhury has touched the pinnacle of that 

consciousness with individuality and 

uniqueness. 
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177 ২০১ 

 
Bangabandhu A synonym for 

Bangladesh, Atiur Pahman, 

Shahittya Prokash, Price BDT 

200.00   shahityap@gmail.com 

 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is 

the one who dreamt of Bangladesh and 

turned it into reality. He has established the  

nation-state of Bangladesh through long 

journeys and struggles with political 

acumen and wisdom. He wanted to build 

Bangladesh with the ideals of nationalism, 

democracy, socialism and secularism. He 

lost his life at the hands of enemy forces 

while he was moving forward in rebuilding 

the war-torn country. Bangladesh and 

Bangabandhu are inseparable entities. The 

author has prepared this informative book 

in a simple style with the aim of presenting 

the life and sensitivity of Bangabandhu to 

the younger generation. Undoubtedly, the 

historical role and contribution of 

Bangabandhu in the rise of Bangladesh 

made the new generation interested in 

knowing history objectively. 
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178 ২০২ 

 
The Captive Days of Sheikh Mujib 
in the Jail of Pakistan, Shahittya 

Prokash, Price BDT 200.00       

shahityap@gmail.com 

 

At the beginning of the War of Liberation 

Pakistani forces arrested Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman and took him to Pakistan. There 

they conspired to hang Bangabandhu. The 

current book by Pakistani writer and poet Ahmed 
Saleem deals with the arrest of Sheikh Mujib, his 

detention in various prisons in West Pakistan, 

mock trials and his release by Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto 
in January 1972. The image of Bangabandhu 

imprisoned in Pakistan at that time has come up 

in the present text. Ahmed Salim, an outspoken 
opponent of indiscriminate genocide in 

Bangladesh, has collected data from various 

sources, printed statements and presented a 
reliable picture of Bangabandhu's imprisonment. 

The book has become a unique document as a 

result of the researcher's indifferent attitude. 
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179 ২০৩ 

 
Genocide in Sylhet, Tajul 
Mohammad, Shahitya Prakash, 

Price BDT 750.00        
shahityap@gmail.com 

In 1971, the Pakistani military and its allies 

carried out a brutal genocide mission all 

over Bangladesh. Sylhet district is one of 

the most suffered areas of this genocide 

mission. Renowned writer Tajul Islam has 

been researching on various aspects of the 

Liberation War in Sylhet for a long time. 

The author has used various field-level 

information to record the details of the 

genocide carried out by the Pakistani 

aggressors and anti-independence forces in 

the Slyhet region. This book is one of the 

proofs of the cruelty of the Pakistani 

aggressors in Bangladesh. 

 

প্রিডলডট গণহতযা/তাজুল কিাহাম্মদ/িাপ্রহতয 

িকাি/ মূল্য ৪০০.০০ টাকা 
১৯৭১ িারল পাসকস্তাসন িামসেক বাসহনী ও তারদে 

রদািেো বািংলারদরেে িব ডত্র সনম ডম গণহতুা িিংঘটিত 

করে। রদরেে রর্িব এলাকা িবরচরয় রবসে গণহতুাে 

সেকাে হয় রিগুরলাে একটি বৃহিে সিরলট রজলা। 

সিরলরট মুসক্তযুরদ্ধে সবসেন্ন সদক সনরয় অরনক সদন 

রেরক গরবষণা কেরেন প্রখ্যাত রলখক তাজুল ইিলাম। 

এই গ্ররন্থ সতসন মাঠ পর্ ডারয়ে তথ্য ও অনুিোনজাত 

উপাি ব্যবহাে করে সিরলট অঞ্চরল পাসকস্তাসন 

হানাদাে বাসহনী ও স্বাধীনতাসবরোধীরদে িাো 

পসেচাসলত গণহতুাে সববেণ সলসপবদ্ধ করেরেন। 

বািংলারদরে পাসকস্তাসন হানাদাে বাসহনীে সনষু্ঠেতাে 

অন্যতম প্রমাণক এই গ্রন্থ।   

180 ২০৪ 

 
People’s Liberation War, Atiur 

Rahman, Shahitya Prakash,  

Price BDT 1000.00    
shahityap@gmail.com 

 

Dr. Atiur Rahman is a renowned 

economist and socio-cultural analyst of 

Bangladesh. This is a compilation of 

his three acclaimed books—Days of 

Non-Cooperation, People of Liberation 

War, Dreams of Liberation War and 

Liberation War People’s War. The 

author has come up with the neglected 

sides of the Liberation War in a 

thorough analysis in the book. The 

book deals with the preparations for the 

War of Liberation and the struggles of 

the common people in the War. This 

book is an important addition to the 

history of Liberation War. 
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181 ২০৫ 

 

Seventy One is my Best 

Time, Shahittya Prokash, 

Price BDT 500.00    
shahityap@gmail.com 

 

It is a book by the freedom fighter and 

diplomat Anwar-ul-Alam 

commemorating the martyrs of 1971. 

The elaboration of the author's 

experiences as a leading freedom 

fighter during the Liberation War of 

Bangladesh and all the historical events 

of the nation that he experienced are 

placed together into the boook. The 

author was associated with the national 

Liberation Struggle in the second half 

of the sixties. When the War of 

Liberation started, he took the 

responsibility of regional resistance in 

Tangail and faught his resistance across 

huge free areas. The author narrates his 

life story in detail about those 

struggling days. As a result, the book 

has become an epic of the nation's 

resistance and faithful memoir of the 

Liberation War. 
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182 ২০৬ 

 
1971: Horrible Experiences, Edited 
by: Rashid Haider, Sahitya Prokash, 

Price BDT400.00     
shahityap@gmail.com 

    

This book is a brief account of the horrific 

experience faced by the people of this 

country during the War of Liberation in 

1971. Fifty eyewitnesses testify to the 

horrific experiences of the War. Collected 

and edited by eminent fiction writer Rashid 

Haider, ‘1971: Horrible Experiences’ is an 

unforgettable and heart-touching document 

of the brutal atrocities of the Pakistani 

aggressors and razakars in the Liberation 

War of Bangladesh. 
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183 ২০৭ 

 
Expatriate Bengalis in the War of 
Liberation,  United Kingdom,  

Abdul Matin,  Shahitya Prakash,  

Price BDT 200.00       
shahityap@gmail.com 

Seven and a half crore Bengalis took part in 

the war against the Pakistani Occupation 

Forces in 1971. The Bengalis, who lived 

abroad, also contributed in the Liberation 

War in their own ways. Specially, the 

Bengali immigrants, living in England, 

played a legendary role during that period. 

Prominent journalist Abdul Matin, an 

immigrant in England during the Liberation 

War, was also connected with the War 

through his activities. This very book, 

written by Abdul Matin, gives a realistic 

picture of the initiatives the Bengali 

immigrants took to support the Liberation 

War. The rare pictures, included in the 

book, increase the significance of this 

authentic documentation of the activities of 

Bengali immigrants in Britain. 
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184 ২০৮ 

 
My Nineteen Seventy One,  

Published: September 2019,  

Venue: Dhaka,  Publishing 

Company: Sahitya Prakash,  

Price BDT 400.00     
shahityap@gmail.com 

 

Anisuzzaman is recognized as a renowned 

scholar of the Bengali language. During the 

War of Liberation, he was working as 

Professor in Chittagong University. 

Anisuzzaman, a professor of language and 

literature, got deeply involved in the War of 

Liberation that began after Bangladesh was 

invaded by Pakistani forces. He fled with 

his wife and children, first to Tripura in 

India and then to West Bengal. There he 

formed a teachers’ association to build 

public opinion in favor of the Liberation 

War. He went to Delhi and met the then 

Prime Minister of India, Indira Gandhi, to 

discuss the War and the refugee situation. 

During this time he also served as a 

member of the Planning Commission of the 

Expatriate Government of Bangladesh. In 

the book he has recorded these memories. 

This is an important memoirs written by a 

prominent personality on the crucial days of 

1971. 
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185 ২০৯ 

 
Chopped off Head on the Pulm of 

Seventy One,  Ekattar Kartale 

Chhinnamatha,  Hasan Azizul 
Haque, Sahitya Prakash,  Price 

BDT 250.00                   
shahityap@gmail.com 

 

Hasan Azizul Haque is one of the leading 

fiction writers of Bangladesh. His 

experience is based on various events and 

memories of the Liberation War of 1971. 

Although the writings are done at different 

times, as the Liberation War is the main 

subject, there are also responses of a 

sensitive mind of the writer in these works. 

The author narrates each incident by 

combining his personal experiences and 

memories. It is an exceptional one in the 

multitude of books written on the theme of 

the Liberation War. 

 

                    /             

  /           /   ২৫০      
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 ই                         ।    

 

186 ২১০ 

 
The country of my love, 

Annadashankar Roy, Shahitya 

Prakash, Price BDT 300.00   
shahityap@gmail.com 

 

Eminent litterateur Annadashankar Roy—

whose essays, novels and rhymes endeared 

him to Bengali readers since pre-

independence period—is considered to be 

the last intellectual of the Bengali 

renaissance tradition of the nineteenth 

century. He was a bitter opponent of the 

partition of 1947 and criticized it in his 

several writings. Annadashankar Roy’s 

association with Bangladesh is emotional 

and spiritual. He has been observing 

historical struggles and achievement of 

Bangladesh for a long time. That realization 

has been expressed in many of his writings. 

This book contains a selective part of those 

writings. 

 

আমাে োরলাবািাে রদে/ অন্নদােিে োয়/ িাসহতু 

প্রকাে/ মূল্য ৩০০ টাকা 

 

খ্যাসতমান িাসহসতুক অন্নদােিে োয়—র্াঁে প্রবে, 

উপন্যাি এবিং ের়্ো স্বাধীনতাে পূব ড রেরকই বাঙাসল 

পাঠকরদে কারে িমাদৃত হয়—উসনে েতরকে বাঙাসল 

রেরনিাঁ-ঐসতরহুে রেষ ব্যসদ্ধজীবী সহিারব সবরবসচত 

হন। সতসন ১৯৪৭ িারলে রদেসবোরগে তীব্র সবরোধী 

সেরলন এবিং এই ঘটনাে িমারলাচনা করেরেন তাঁে 

সবসেন্ন রলখায়। বািংলারদরেে িরঙ্গ অন্নদােিে 

োরয়ে রর্াগ মানসিক ও আসত্মক। বািংলারদরেে 

ঐসতহাসিক িিংগ্রাম ও অজডরনে ইসতহাি সতসন 

অবরলাকন করেরেন দীঘ ডসদন রেরক। তাঁে রলখায় রিই 

উপলসি প্রকাে রপরয়রে। রিই েচনািম্ভারেে সনব ডাসচত 

অিংে সনরয় এই বই।   
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187 ২১২ 

 
 

Bangladesh: Emergence of a 

Nation, Abul Maal Abdul 

Muhit, Shahityo Prokash, Price 

BDT 750.00     
shahityap@gmail.com 

 

This book analyzes the history of the 

emergence of Bangladesh as an 

independent nation. The author of the book 

is a renowned researcher and scholar. The 

development of Bengali Muslim society in 

British India, the Pakistan movement and 

the political and economic inequality 

between the two parts of the country after 

the creation of Pakistan laid the foundation 

for the birth of Bangladesh. The book 

contains detailed information and analysis 

on things like Bengali political movement 

in Pakistan throughout two decades, 

election of 1970, declaration of 

independence by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

the architect of the Bengali Nation, 

genocide by Pakistani invaders, formation 

of Expatriate Government, support of 

international community for the Liberation 

War and various diplomatic part played by 

Yahya government, Multidimensional 

polarization in the UN on Bangladesh 

question and finally the victory of Bengalis 

against Pakistanis. This is a unique writing 

on the nation of Bangladesh.  
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188 ২১৩ 

 
The Pursuit of Bengalis and the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh, 
Salahuddin Ahmad, Shahitya 

Prokash,  Price BDT 300.00   
shahityap@gmail.com 

The Liberation War of 1971 is the greatest 

event in the history of Bengalis, and the 

golden crop of this Liberation War is 

independent and sovereign Bangladesh. In 

this book, the historian Professor 

Salahuddin Ahmed has brought up the 

consequences of the long-term 

introspection, movement and infallible 

process of history of the Bengalis.This 

author has the far-reaching and profound 

insights and wisdom that we need to 

reconcile history with the distant past. This 

is an incomparable book in understanding 

the nature of Bengali nationalism and the 

Liberation War. 

 

                                 / 

             /           /         

     

                      ই                  । 

    ই                               
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189 ২১৫ 

 
Bangabandhu’s Life : From 

Jail to Jail (1950-1953), 

Muntassir Mamoon, Anannya, 

Price BDT 300.00  

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

 

Serious research on the life and works of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman has 

not yet been done, and even an authentic 

biography of him has not yet been written. 

However, the number of books containing 

erroneous use of the same information is 

not insufficient. Due to this lack of 

knowledge, Professor Muntassir Mamoon 

started writing essays on Bangabandhu. The 

present piece is the second part of the 

biography. The period between 1950-1955 

was basically Bangabandhu's prison life. 

The author has tried to reconstruct 

Bangabandhu's biography with the help of 

Bangabandhu's autobiography, intelligence 

documents and other information, has 

cleared up many misconceptions, 

introduced new interpretations and 

meanings of many pieces of information. 

Thus the author has prepared an 

introductory biography of Bangabandhu's 

life and his multi-dimensional role. 

 

           :               (১৯৫০-১৯৫৫) 
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190 ২১৬ 

 

Liberation War 1971, 

Muntassir Mamoon, 

Anannya,  Price BDT 

300.00                      
anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

When one goes on to review the society, 

economy and politics of Bangladesh, 

everything that comes up naturally to him is 

the War of Liberation, because the people 

of Bangladesh had immense expectations to 

the War of Liberation. Professor Muntassir 

Mamoon has explored reasonable replies to 

those questions through his writings on the 

Liberation War. In the present text, 10 

essays written on the War of Liberation 

have been compiled. There is also unity and 

continuity in the narration of the articles. 

The background of the War of Liberation, 

the historic speech of Bangabandhu on 

March 7, the wireless message of March 26, 

etc., are important questions of the War of 

Liberation. Moreover, the books on the 

Liberation War, the Liberation War in the 

eyes of the leftists, the interview of General 

Jacob etc., are helpful to understand the 

Liberation War in a new way. The contexts 

are extremely important in understanding 

the huge background the Liberation War.  
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191 ২১৭ 

 
Albadar: 1971,  Muntassir 

Mamoon,  Anannya, Price BDT 

500.00  

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

Jamaat-e-Islami's ally, the Islami Chhatra 

Sangha, was transformed into the Al-Badr 

Bahini. The Al-Badrs fought side by side 

with the Pakistani forces against the 

freedom fighters. They actively participated 

in genocide and rape. Their main goal was 

to kill Bengali professionals. Their 

misdeeds culminated in the first two weeks 

of December 1971. The history of the Al-

Badrs has so far been mysterious and little 

known. Muntassir Mamoon has given a 

detailed account of the rise and atrocity of 

the Al-Badrs through this book. The book 

contains the history of Al-Badr, the mind of 

Al-Badr and a collection of reports on Al-

Badr published in newspapers. Thus the 

overall picture of Al-Badr has come to light 

in the present text.  

      ১৯৭১/             /    /   ৫০০ 
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192 ২১৮ 

 
The Complete Works on the 
Razakars, Muntasir Mamoon, 

Ananya,  Price BDT 550.00 

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

Professor Muntasir Mamoon is a leading 

writer and historian of Bangladesh. He is 

the leading historian who has been working 

tirelessly for four decades to imprint history 

in the minds of the people. He has a unique 

role in the struggle to establish civil society 

in Bangladesh. He is a popular political 

commentator and thoughtful essayist. Over 

the last two decades, he has written 

extensively in various newspapers about the 

Razakars and their associates. The selected 

collection of those works is ‘The Complete 

Works on the Razakars’. Although the 

works are isolated, they contain a 

continuous history of the rise of the 

Razakars in Bangladesh over the last two 

decades. This book is an impeccable 

collection for the readers of the Liberation 

War. 
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193 ২১৯ 

 
Homecoming of Sheikh Hasina,  

Suvash Sing Ray, Ananya,  Price 
BDT 350.00          

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

 

Bangabandhu’s daughter Sheikh Hasina 

survived as she was out of the country on 

15th August. She returned to her beloved 

homeland on 16th May 1971 amidst many 

obstacles and difficulties with the 

heartbreaking death of her family members. 

Her return to her homeland, including the 

struggle against dictatorship, politics and 

the trial of the killing of Bangabandhu, etc. 

are major topics in this book. Besides, the 

picture of her unceasing political struggle 

and patriotism against various adversities 

has also come up in this book. Writer and 

journalist Subhash Singh Roy has shed light 

on these issues in a very sensitive language. 
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194 ২২০ 

 
Self-memoirs 1975, Mohadev 

Saha, Ananya, Price BDT 

350.00             

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

Mahadev Saha is one of the leading poets 

of Bangladesh. As a literary person, he is 

very sensitive in cases of his dealing with 

his prose and poetic writings. On 15 August 

1975, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, the architect and President of 

Bangladesh, was brutally killed along with 

his family members. This murder is the 

darkest chapter in the history of 

Bangladesh. In this book, Mahadev Saha 

has narrated the killing of Bangabandhu 

and his memoirs of this period in a very 

touching language. The book provides the 

readers with an important chapter in the 

political history of Bangladesh and the 

killing of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Father of the Bengali Nation. 
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195 ২২১ 

 

 History of the Liberation War 

of Bangladesh,  Mohammed 

Hannan, Anannya, Price BDT 

1000.00       

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

 

The book is an in-depth analysis of the long 

political history of Bangladesh. The 

ultimate event in the history of the Bengali 

Nation is the Liberation War. The armed 

war did not start overnight in 1971. A long 

history of political struggle, armed 

preparation and the dreams of many 

accomplished personalities and 

organizations have created the backdrop for 

the birth of Bangladesh. One of the features 

of this book is the search for facts and 

information based on history and tradition. 

The sequence of traditions related to the 

Liberation War has been recalled along 

with the relevant sources related to 

‘Bengal’ in ancient and medieval periods. 

The events starting from the conflict 

between the Aryan and non-Aryan to the 

mass uprising in 1969 before the Liberation 

War have been emphasized in this book. 

The history of struggles of the Bengal and 

the Bengalis has constituted all the five 

chapters in the book. 
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196 ২২২ 

 
Liberation War of Bangladesh 

in the Eyes of Foreign 

Journalists,  translated by 

Mahbub Kamal, Ananya, Price 

BDT 150.00                

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

 

The victory of Bangladesh in the War 

of Liberation against Pakistan in 1971 

is the biggest event in the thousand 

years history of the Bangalis. This 

glorious history continues shaping the 

protesting mindset of Bangladeshi 

people until present day. This 

bloodstained historical event has 

constructed Bangladeshi sense of 

nationalism. The exuberant Bangladesh 

we see today is essentially the fruit of 

the Liberation War of 1971. In this 

book, the way the Liberation War was 

captured in the eyes of foreign 

journalists has been depicted in detail.  
 

সবরদসে িািংবাসদকরদে দৃসেরত বািংলারদরেে মুসক্তযুদ্ধ/ 

মাহব্যব কামাল অনূসদত/ অনন্যা/ মূল্য ১৫০টাকা 

 

পাসকস্তারনে সবরুরদ্ধ ১৯৭১ িারল বািংলারদরেে 

মুসক্তযুরদ্ধে জয়লাে বাঙাসলে হাজাে বেরেে ইসতহারি 

িবরচরয় বরড়া ঘটনা। আজও এই রগৌেবময় ইসতহাি 

বািংলারদসে মানুরষে প্রসতবাদী িিারক জাসগরয় 

রতারল। এই েক্তক্ষয়ী ঐসতহাসিক ঘটনাে মধ্য সদরয় 

বািংলারদসে জাতীর়্েতারবাধ সতসে হরয়রে। আমো আজ 

রর্ িমৃদ্ধ বািংলারদে রপরয়সে তা মূলত একািরেে 

মুসক্তযুরদ্ধে েিল। এই বইরয় সবরদসে িািংবাসদকরদে 

রচারখ মুসক্তযুদ্ধ রর্োরব ধো পরড়সেল রিটি িসবস্তারে 

তুরল ধো হরয়রে।  

 

197 ২২৩ 

 
Pakistanis’ War Crimes in 
Bangladesh and Liabilities of 

President Nixon and Dr. Kissinger, 

Dr. Nurun Nabi, Ananya, Price: 
BDT 225.00                    

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

 

Dr. Nurun Nabi was a heroic freedom 

fighter of 1971. In his personal life he is a 

renowned scientist. He lived in the United 

States for a long time. The brutal genocide, 

rape and war crimes of the Pakistani 

aggressors in Bangladesh during the 

Liberation War of 1971, especially the 

negative part played by US President Nixon 

and his national adviser Dr. Henry 

Kissinger are detailed in this book by the 

writer and researcher Nurun Nabi. This 

book, written in the light of the author’s 

personal memories and experiences, is an 

important supplement to collection of books 

about the Liberation War of Bangladesh. 
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198 ২২৪ 

 
I Wanted to kill a Hawk, 

Sheikh Taslima Moon, 

Ananya,  Price BDT 250.00  

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

The year 1971 is a milestone in the history 

of the Bengali nation. This book, I Wanted 

to Kill a Hawk, is a document of the 

memories and experiences of a six-year-old 

child in the Liberation War of 1971. This 

child is none other than the author of the 

book herself. Coming to adulthood, the 

writer has expressed her feelings, emotions 

and experiences of the War in his childhood 

in a very flawless language. The book is 

considered as a unique journal of the 

author’s touching memories of 1971. 
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199 ২২৫ 

 
The Complete Novels based on 

Liberation War,  Rabeya 

Khaton, Ananya, Price BDT 

700.00                      

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

Rabeya Khatun is one of the most prolific 

and versatile writers of Bangladesh. She is 

the first woman writer who intoduced 

modernity in the prose literature of 

Bangladesh. Some of her books have 

gained the status of Bengali classics. In her 

writings, the life of the people of 

Bangladesh has been revealed in details. 

Her works are a moving account of the 

contemporary social and political crises and 

conflicts as well as the recurrent cycles of 

the life of the struggling masses. Rabeya 

Khatun has authored more than fifty novels. 

The novels based on the War of 

Independence of Bangladesh have been 

compiled in this book. 

 

মুসক্তযুরদ্ধে উপন্যাি িমগ্র/ োরবয়া খাতুন/অনন্যা/    

৭০০ টাকা 

 

বািংলারদরেে অন্যতম প্রধান ও বহুমাসত্রক 

কোিাসহসতুক োরবয়া খাতুন। বািংলারদরেে 

গদ্যিাসহরতু আধুসনকতাে স্বাক্ষে োখা প্রেম নােী 

রলখক সতসন। তাঁে করয়কটি বই ধ্রুপসদ িাসহরতুে 

মর্ ডাদা রপরয়রে। তাঁে রলখায় বািংলাে মানুরষে জীবন 

ফুরট উরঠরে পুঙ্খানুপুঙ্খোরব। িমকালীন িামাসজক ও 

োজননসতক িিট এবিং িিংঘারতে পাোপাসে 

িিংগ্রামেত জনজীবরনে চক্রাকাে সববেণ উরঠ এরিরে 

সনরম ডাহোরব। োরবয়া খাতুন উপন্যাি সলরখরেন 

পঞ্চােটিেও রবসে। এে মরধ্য বািংলারদরেে 

স্বাধীনতাযুদ্ধসেসিক উপন্যািগুরলা একিরঙ্গ িিংকসলত 

হরয়রে এই গ্ররন্থ।  

 

200 ২২৬ 

 
The Complete Novels based on 

Liberation War,  Imdadul Haq 

Milon,  Ananya,  Price BDT 

600.00                      

anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

In his literary voyage spanning more than 

five decades, Imdadul Haq Milon, one of 

the most popular novelists of Bangladesh, 

has written numerous novels, stories and 

plays. Milon is primarily a novelist and has 

already published over 200 novels. He has 

given this genre a new life, a new 

dimension. With diverse topics, varied style 

and the use of simple language, his novels 

have established him as one of the popular 

fiction writers in the Bengali language. He 

has written some remarkable novels about 

the War of Liberation of Bangladesh which 

have been compiled in this book. The book 

can be considered as a unique document of 

war literature. 

 

মুসক্তযুরদ্ধে উপন্যাি িমগ্র/ ইমদাদুল হক সমলন/ 

অনন্যা/ মূল্য ৬০০ টাকা 

 

পাঁচদেরকে রবসে িমর়্ে ধরে বািংলারদরেে অন্যতম 

জনসপ্রয় কোিাসহসতুক ইমদাদুল হক সমলন সলরখরেন 

অিিংখ্য উপন্যাি, গল্প ও নাটক। সমলন মূলত 

ঔপন্যাসিক এবিং ইরতামরধ্য দুরোটিেও রবসে উপন্যাি 

সলরখরেন। সতসন বািংলা উপন্যারি নতুন জীবন ও নতুন 

মাত্রা সদরর়্েরেন। সবসেন্ন সবষয়, সবসচত্রুময় সেলী এবিং 

িহজ োষাে ব্যবহারে েসচত উপন্যািগুসল তাঁরক 

বািংলা োষাে অন্যতম জনসপ্রয় রলখরকে রখতাব 

সদরয়রে।  বািংলারদরেে মুসক্তযুদ্ধ সনরয় অিাধােণ সকছু 

উপন্যাি সতসন সলরখরেন র্া এই গ্ররন্থ অন্তর্ভ ডক্ত হরয়রে। 

সবরেে যুদ্ধিাসহরতুে অনন্য দসলল সহরিরব সবরবসচত 

হরত পারে এই গ্রন্থ। 

 

201 ২২৭ 

 
Sheikh Mujib My Father,  

Published: June 2020, Venue: 

Dhaka,  Publishing Company: 

Agami Publication 

Publications,  Price BDT 

250.00,  

agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

Sheikh Hasina, one of the wisest politicians 

in today’s world, is a well-known writer in 

Bangladesh. She has produced more than 

twenty books in Bengali and English. This 

book is a compilation of autobiographical 

essays based on memoirs. Apart from a 

close look at the life and politics of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

Father of the Bengali Nation, the writer 

Sheikh Hasina as a daughter of 

Bangabandhu places here excellent 

descriptions of various aspects of her 

family life. In August 1975, Father of the 

Bengali Nation was killed in the face of 

domestic and international conspiracies. 

Sheikh Hasina survived because she lived 

with her husband in Germany. The book 

contains a reliable historical narrative of the 

long democratic struggle and the building 

of a self-reliant Bangladesh. 
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202 ২২৮ 

 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib, 

Mazharul Islam, Agamee 

Prakashani, Price BDT 

1200.00, 

agameebooksbd@gmail.co

m 

Although thousands of books have been 

published on Father of the Nation 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

there is a great lack of authentic biography 

of him. This huge biography was written 

during Bangabandhu's lifetime. The author 

handed over the book to Bangabandhu on 

17th March, 1974, his 55th birthday. 

Bangabandhu's contributions and roles in 

the society and politics of Bengal have been 

highlighted in ten chapters. Keeping in 

view the overall struggle of the people, the 

life of the pioneer of the struggle 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib and the 

political, cultural, economic and social 

events of his time have been presented in a 

collection of huge information. The full 

picture of Bangabandhu's struggling life, 

the characteristics of his personality and the 

originality of his life, and philosophy have 

been described in detail in this book. 

              /        ই    /      

      /    ১২০০      

                                        

              ই                           

  ই     ।                               

                    । ১৯৭৪       ১৭ই      

                                     

   ই              ।               

                                       

                            ।        

                                         

                                 

        ,        ,         ,         

                                        । 

                      ,                   

           ,    -                  

    -                                  

     । 

 

203 ২২৯ 

 
21

st
 February and 

Shaheed Minar,  Rafiqul 

Islam, Agamee Prakashani, 

Price BDT 225.00 

agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

Rafiqul Islam is a prominent thinker, 

linguist and Nazrul scholar in Bangladesh. 

He has been teaching and researching on 

Kazi Nazrul Islam, the national poet of 

Bangladesh, at the University of Dhaka 

since 1958. Currently he is the National 

Professor of Bangladesh. He actively took 

part in the State Language Movement of 

1952 and the Liberation War of 1971. This 

book gives a brief but authentic history of 

the State Language Movement from 1948 

to 1952, Ekushey February 1952, Martyrs 

of Language Movement, Shahid Minar; and 

poems, songs, plays, stories and novels on 

Ekushey; and the recognition of Ekushey 

February from Martyr’s Day to 

International Mother Language Day. It is a 

comprehensive book on the Language 

Movement and relevant issues in 

Bangladesh. 

 

                      /       ই    / 

            /   ২২৫      
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204 ২৩০ 

 

Guenter Grass Discovers 

Dhaka, Nasir Ali Mamun, 

Agamee Prakashani, Price 

BDT 1000.00      
agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

In December 1986, Nobel Laureate German 

writer Guenter Grass visited Dhaka, the 

capital of Bangladesh, with his wife Ute. It 

was his seven-day private visit. During 

Grass’s visit to Dhaka, Poet Belal 

Chowdhury was with him as his constant 

companion. Nasir Ali Mamun, a 

photographer known as the ‘poet of the 

camera’, was with them also to capture the 

moments of Geunter Grass’s discovery of 

Dhaka. The present book is an illustrated 

document of Grass’s visit to the capital of 

Bangladesh. The first part of the book 

contains a pleasant account of Grass’s visit. 

Then there are photographs of his tour. 

Nasir Ali Mamun’s creative and 

experimental photographs have captured 

the rare moments of Guenter Grass’s visit 

to Dhaka. 

 

¸¨›Uvi MÖv‡mi XvKv Avwe®‹vi/bvwmi Avjx gvgyb/ 

AvMvgx cÖKvkbx/g~j¨ 1000   ক  

†bv‡ejweRqx Rvgv©b †jLK ¸¨›Uvi MÖvm 1986 

mv‡ji wW‡m¤̂‡i ¯¿x D‡Umn evsjv‡`‡ki ivRavbx 

XvKv md‡i Av‡mb| GwU wQj mvZw`‡bi GK 

e¨w³MZ mdi| MÖv‡mi XvKv mdiKv‡j mve©ÿwYK 

m½x wQ‡jb Kwe †ejvj †PŠayix| Avi ¸¨›Uvi MÖv‡mi 

XvKv Avwe®‹v‡ii „̀k¨¸‡jv aviY Ki‡Z Zvu‡`i m‡½ 

wQ‡jb ÔK¨v‡givi KweÕ wn‡m‡e L¨vZ Av‡jvKwPÎx 

bvwmi Avjx gvgyb| eZ©gvb MÖš’wU G Avwe®‹v‡ii 

mwPÎ `wjj| MÖ‡š’i cÖ_‡g i‡q‡Q MÖv‡mi XvKv 

md‡ii g‡bvÁ weeiY| Zvici i‡q‡Q †mB 

mdimsµvšÍ Av‡jvKwPÎ| bvwmi Avjx gvgy‡bi 

m„wókxj I wbixÿvag©x Av‡jvKwP‡Îi gva¨‡g D‡V 

G‡m‡Q ¸¨›Uvi MÖv‡mi XvKv md‡ii `viæ  GK wPÎ| 
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205 ২৩১ 

 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib 

and his Family, Baby Moudud, 

Published by: Anindya Prakash, 

Price BDT 160.00    

anindya.prokash@yahoo.com 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman coming of a 

prestigious Muslim family at 

Tungipara village of Bangladesh had to 

overcome many obstacles. The writer, 

Baby Moudud has got the 

opportunity experienced to come 

into closer contact with Bangabandhu’s 

family. She is one of the witnesses of 

various memories of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman and his family matters. These 

informative and truthful essays by her 

can be considered as a significant 

element in getting to know about 

various historical aspects of 

Bangabandhu’s life and his ancestral 

herritage. 
 

                           /     

    /          /   ১৬০      

                                         

                                     -
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                       ।                 

                       -                
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                              ।  

 

206 ২৩৩ 

 
Muktijuddher Itihas Charcha, Syed 
Anwar Hossain, , Anupam 

Prakashani, Price BDT. 180.00 
milannath52@gmail.com 

ÔPractising History of the Liberation 

War’ is a valuable book on our 

Liberation War. The main purpose of 

the book is to know about the 

procedure of practising history on 

Liberation War. It is very important to 

be aware of and also having 

experiences about relevant procedures 

for writing history. Practicing history 

following the traditional methods is the 

urgent message of the book. The book 

includes articles on the methods and 

procedures of writing history on War 

of Liberation.  

        ই           /              

      /           /    ১৮০      

        ই                                

                            ই           

            ।  ই                  
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                                , 
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          ,         ই          :      

     ই                           ।  

 

207 ২৩৪ 

 
Killing-spots and Mass-Graves 

of Bangladesh’s Liberation 

War in 1971, Sukumar Biswas, 

Anupam Prakashani, Price BDT 

700.00                             

milannath52@gmail.com 

 

In the War of Liberation, the Pakistani aggressors 

and their allies Razakar, Al-Badr and Al-Shams 
carried out massacre and torture in Bangladesh. 

Basically, the whole of Bangladesh turned into 

mass graves and slaughterhouses and those 
places were not saved for various reasons. 

Immediately after the War of Liberation, the 

news reports of genocide and mass graves were 
published in various newspapers and 

journals.The importance of this information in 

the study and preservation of the history of the 
War of Liberation is immense. The first part of 

the present book introduces the large district-

based slaughterhouses and mass-graves of 
Bangladesh. News and interviews published in 

the newspapers and journals have been included 

in the second part, which will be especially 
helpful in writing a complete history of the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh. News and 

photographs of the massacre, mass-grave-centric 
memorials and Shahid Minars have also been 

added. As a result, the book has become a 

necessary document of the history of the 
Liberation War of Bangladesh. 
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208 ২৩৫ 

 
Bangabandhu Awami League 

Sheikh Hasina, Subhash Singha 

Roy, Anupam,  Price BDT 

150.00 

milannath52@gmail.com 

 

Bangladesh Awami League was the 

leading political party in the War of 

Liberation. The creation of this party is 

the political history of the emergence 

of a new nation-state. Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Father of the 

Bengali Nation, used to dream that 

Awami League would always be a 

people's party. The party will ensure 

Bengali nationalism, democracy, 

secularism, freedom of all religions and 

non-communal politics, and it will also 

secure socialism and a society free 

from exploitation, and injustice. In this 

context, the book contains a 

comparative picture of the leadership 

of Sheikh Hasina and Bangabandhu 

with a detail analysis. 
 

                          /          

   /    /   : ১৫০      
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209 ২৩৬ 

 
Muktijuddher Bachhai Golpa 

(Selected Stories of Liberation 

War), Selina Hossain, 

Anyaprokash, Price BDT 

225.00                  

islam1966@gmail.com 

 

Selina Hossain is one of the most 

celebrated novelists of the Bengali 

language. Contemporary political crisis 

and the source and context of the 

conflict have found a new dimension in 

her writings. The Language Movement 

of 1952 and the Liberation War of 

1971 are the dominating themes of her 

novels and short stories. This book 

contains nine selected stories based on 

the Liberation War of Bangladesh with 

the aim of conveying the Great War to 

the generations to come. This selected 

collection of short stories reveals that 

the essence of truth is the basis of her 

Liberation War stories.  
 

            ই   /       

      /      /   : ২২৫      
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210 ২৩৭ 

 
Poems of Liberation War,  

Translated by Kabir Chowdhury, 

Edited by Saifullah Mahmud Dulal, 
Anyaprokash,  Price BDT 175.00                        

islam1966@gmail.com 

 

The Liberation War of Bangladesh in 1971 

adds a new dimension in literary and 

cultural arena of Bangladesh. Poems of 

Liberation War is a bi-lingual volume 

containing poems written on the theme of 

Liberation War by the prominent poets of 

Bangladesh. Besides the period of 

Liberation War itself, these important 

poems reflect  the Pre and Post Liberation 

War periods as well. This bi-lingual volume 

of poetry will represent the history of the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh in the world. 
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211 ২৩৮ 

 
Selected Writings on Bangabandhu: 
Compilation of Essays Related to 

Bangabandhu,  Monayem Sarker, 

Anyaprokash, Price BDT 400.00                        

islam1966@gmail.com 

The present book is a collection of 15 

essays on the life and thought of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. He 

became the unique freedom fighter of 

Bengals through his lifelong struggle. 

Fighting against the hostile forces through 

immense suffering, oppression and 

imprisonment, the independent and 

sovereign state of Bangladesh emerged in 

1971 under his great leadership. After 

gaining independence, he put forward the 

mission of rebuilding the country with 

much foresight, drafting the constitution 

and ruling the country. Bangabandhu’s 

correspondence, his role in the Language 

Movement, his role in the development of 

Bengali nationalism, his return to his 

homeland, his characteristic features, his 

being killed on 15th August and the protests 

against his brutal killing—these all have 

been discussed in this book. 
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212 ২৩৯ 

 
From the Village of Tungipara, 

Kamal Chowdhury, Anyaprokash,  
Price BDT 300.00                  

islam1966@gmail.com 

After the brutal killing of Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman, the architect of independent 

and sovereign Bangladesh on 15 August 1975, 
Bengali poets came out as protesters. The poetry 

of Kamal Chowdhury, then a young poet and 

student of Dhaka University, became a sharp 
weapon of protest in those difficult times. His 

poem ‘A Nationalistic Death’, published in the 

collection ‘Jayadhwani’ in 1986, was the poem 
published first as a tool for protest. In an article 

published about this poem in‘Samakal’, he was 

called the ‘Bird of the Dawn’ in the seventy-fifth 

protest poem. He also publicly protested against 

the killing of Bangabandhu at a function of 

Adamji Jute Mill on March 26, 1977 
Independence Day. He also wrote many poems 

about Bangabandhu. The present book is a 

collection of those poems. At the same time, the 
trend of contemporary literature has also been 

expressed in poems protesting against the killing 

of Bangabandhu and the poems dedicated to him.  

                /            /      /   ৩০০ 
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213 ২৪০ 

 
Bangabandhu Liberation 

War and Other Details,  

Obaidul Quader, Annesha 

Publication, Price BDT 

480.00                       

annesha2005@gmail.com 

 

Obaidul Quader, a politician, who was 

once a journalist, is a renowned writer 

of Bangladesh. Apart from his writings 

on society and politics, he has also 

produced stories and novels. The 

present volume is a collection of 

columns and memoirs written in 

newspapers at different times. 

Although written at different times, the 

articles compiled here, have the tone of 

chronological unity. The essays in the 

book on various aspects of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

Father of the Bengali nation; 

Independence Movement of 

Bangladesh, the post-Bangabandhu 

military rule, resurgence of the 

reactionary clique, debate on the 

Independence Movement, the War of 

Liberation, conflicting politics of 

Bangladesh etc. will help readers 

understand the dynamics of 

Bangladeshi politics. 
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214 ২৪১ 

 
Bangabandhu: The Statesman , 

Kabir Chowdhury (Ed.), 

Annesha, Price BDT 600.00  

annesha2005@gmail.com 

 

The greatest Bengali of thousands of years, 

Bangabandhu Shiekh Mujibur Rahman by 

crossing the path of long struggle and 

overcoming all the obstacles establishes 

Bangladesh as a sovereign and independent 

state. This book presents his gradual 

progress from the leader of the people to 

the leader of the state. In this compiled 

work, the life and works of Bangabandhu 

have been analyzed from various 

perspectives. While the 21 authors have 

emphasized on his qualities as the leader of 

the people, the other 32 authors emphasis 

on his wisdom as the leader of the state. 

This book is a wonderful addition to the 

study of life and works of Father of the 

Nation.       

 

     :      ক    ক       ক/ক    
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215 ২৪২ 

 
Muktijuddher Galpo,  Abul Hasnat, 

Abosar, Price  BDT 450.00                
protikbooks@yahoo.com 

The Bengali nation achieved its socio-

economic, political and cultural 

independence through a bloody war 

that lasted for nine months. In this 

context, the War of Liberation has 

become inevitable in our art and 

literature. This book is a complete and 

representative compilation of the 

stories of those difficult times which 

were immersed in the mixture of 

achievements and deprivations, 

receipts and non-receipts of the 

Liberation War and tears and laughter. 

Besides, the paintings of eminent 

artists based on the Liberation War of 

the country have also added a new 

dimension to the book. 
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216 ২৪৩ 

 
A Collection of Poems of the 

Liberation War, Abul Hasnat, 

Abosar Prokashana Sangstha,  

Price BDT 350.00 

protikbooks@yahoo.com 

 

The independence of the Bengalis was 

achieved in 1971 through armed and 

bloody struggle. Three million people 

had to sacrifice themselves for this 

cause. The book is the compilation of 

poems on War of Liberation. During 

the War of Liberation, the poems of 

Rabindranath, Nazrul, Jibanananda and 

Sukanta have inspired the freedom 

fighters and all Bengalis.  
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217 ২৪৪ 

 
Bangladesh India and Pakistan 

1969-75: Secret Documents of US 
State Department, Jaglul Alam, 

Abosar, Price BDT 375.00              

protikbooks@yahoo.com 

 

The book is based on declassified 

documents of the us state Department on 

the course of events in Bangladesh, India 

and Pakistan from 1979 to 1975. It reflects 

mainly the attitude of other countries, 

including USA, regarding the Liberation 

War of Bangladesh. In ten chapters of the 

book, Jaglul Alam describes the US 

response to the fall of Ayub Khan and the 

rise of Yahya Khan, US policy in Pakistan 

and India, India-USA and China-USA 

relationships, India-Pakistan crisis in 1971, 

US role in Bangladesh's War of 

Independence, foreign aid to post-War 

Bangladesh and the rise of Zia after the 

killing of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, etc. The book is rich in valuable 

information about the role and observation 

of the United States in the Liberation War 

of Bangladesh. 
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218 ২৪৭ 

 
Unpublished Letters of 

Bangabandhu, Sunil 

Kanti Dey, Ankur 

Prakashani, Price BDT 

500.00                      

ankurprakashanibd@gmail.com 

The book is a collection of six letters 

written by Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, Father of the Bengali 

nation, at different time, together with 

18 other letters written to him by 

various people. Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman passed a significant 

period of his life in prison. The letters 

from the jail did not always reach their 

recipients properly, as they had to face 

the surveillance of the Pakistani 

exploiters. Most of the letters he wrote 

to his political colleagues, journalists, 

and government officials, stamped with 

the clearance of the intelligence 

agency, were in English. On the other 

hand, the language of the letters 

addressed to his family members is 

Bengali. Considered as a very 

significant document in the political 

history of Bangladesh, these letters will 

mark Bangabandhu’s sincerity and 

intellectuality along with his 

psychological traits.  
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219 ২৪৮ 

 
Looking Back, Salahuddin Ahmed, 
Adorn Publication, Price BDT 

500.00                       

adornbooks1@gmail.com 

National Professor Salahuddin Ahmed, 

Fellow of Kyoto University, 

Pennsylvania, is a historian of 

Bangladesh. The present book is an 

autobiography by him. Born in the state 

of Bihar (then Bengal) in colonial India, 

this historian recounts the most 

important events of the life he lived.  

He presents almost every chapter of the 

book from the point of view of a 

historian, and includes in it the 

initiation of leftist politics in his 

adolescence, involvement in the labor 

movement, his return to his homeland, 

and his support for the nationalist 

movement in Bangladesh. The book 

contains a fascinating analysis of 

historical characters from Mahatma 

Gandhi to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

Father of the Bengali nation. This 

highly readable volume will provide 

food for thoughts of anyone who is 

interested in history. 
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220 ২৫১ 

 
Who Killed Mujib, A. L. Khatib,  

Abishkar,  Price BDT 400.00  
absd.dhaka@gmail.com 

 

Poet and journalist A.L. Khatib, though not 

a Bengali, has witnessed the political 

developments in Bangladesh very closely. 

He had a close relationship with political 

personalities and with art and literature of 

Bangladesh. He wrote the book in the light 

of his experiences as a journalist.It covers 

the history of the establishment of Pakistan, 

the Liberation War through a long 23-year 

struggle, and its aftermath, the killing of 

Bangabandhu, return of Sheikh Hasina to 

her homeland and taking over the 

leadership of Awami League. This book is 

a Bengali translation from English. The 

book is an authentic document of the 

political events in Bangladesh. 
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221 ২৫২ 

 
Ekattorer Shahid Dr. Alim 

Chaudhury, Shyamali Nasreen 

Chaudhury, Aloghar, Price  

BDT 330.00 

aloprokashana@aloghar.org 

Dr. Alim Chowdhury was a pioneer among 

those who had struggled to establish the 

Bengali nationalist consciousness. On the 

afternoon of December 15, 1971, at the 

closing stages of the victory in the great 

Liberation War, the members of Al-Badr 

brutally killed Alim Chowdhury. His dead 

body along with other bright children of the 

nation was found in the slaughter-ground. 

In the book Dr. Alim Chowdhury's overall 

life and work is presented aesthetically 

along with some rare photographs. Above 

all, this is a valuable book for the next 

generation inspired by the spirit of the 

Liberation War. 
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222 ২৫৩ 

 
Juvenile Novels for the 

Liberation War (Volume 1), 

Selina Hossain, Aloghar, Price 

BDT 700.00             

aloprokashana@aloghar.org 

 

Selina Hossain is a popular writer of 

Bangladesh whose brave words are still 

unceasingly speaking about the 

Liberation War, history and tradition. 

The War of Liberation in 1971 has 

always appeared in a new dimension in 

her novels. This edited book compiles 

eight selected stories of the Liberation 

War with the aim of conveying the 

history of the great Liberation War to 

the next generation. The indomitable 

courage and maturity of the young 

freedom fighters has been reflected in 

this book. In fact, the main goal of this 

initiative is to inform the children and 

young generation about the glorious 

story of the Liberation War of 

Bangladesh. 
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223 ২৫৪ 

 
Juvenile Novels for the Liberation 
War (Volume 2)/Selina Hossain, 

Aloghar, Price BDT 650.00            

aloprokashana@aloghar.org 

The writings of Selina Hossain, a popular 

novelist and writer of Bangladesh, are 

rooted in the consciousness of the great 

Liberation War of Bangladesh. Starting 

from the Liberation War of 1971, the 

contemporary political crisis and many 

other important issues have found a 

wonderful expression in her novels. She 

edited this book with eight selected stories 

of the Liberation War with the aim of 

enabling children and young readers to 

embrace the history of the great Liberation 

War within them and live with patriotism 

and Bengali identity. These novels, written 

on the context of happiness, sorrow, joy, 

pain, heroism and sacrifice will create a 

lasting effect of patriotism in the minds of 

children and teenagers. 
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224 ২৫৫ 

 
Battle-field of 1971, Shamsul 

Huda chowdhury, Ahmed 

publishing House, Price BDT 

1000.00            

info@ahmedph.com 

The history of a nation is not the 

history of a particular group or region, 

but the overall history of that nation. 

The history of the Bengali nation is a 

history of survival for a thousand of 

years. The book is divided into 14 

chapters. Various issues of formation 

of independent Bangladesh have been 

discussed in this book. The book 

contains description of different 

battlefields of the Liberation War. It 

will be considered as an interesting 

book for the avid reader of history. 
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225 ২৫৬ 

 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman and Emergence of 

Bangladesh, Dr. Mohammad 
Habibur Rahman, Ahmed 

Publishing House,  Price BDT 

400.00                

info@ahmedph.com 

In the essays of the book, the rise of 

Bangladesh under the charismatic 

leadership of Father of the Bengali Nation 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is 

presented informatively and subjectively. 

The rise of Bangladesh in 1971, the 

Language Movement of 1952, the colonial 

rule of Pakistan, the six point movement, 

the `Agartala conspiracy', the election of 

1970, the struggle for liberation, the role of 

other nation during the Liberation War of 

Bangladesh, the contribution of the national 

hero Sheikh Mujib in independent 

Bangladesh are depicted. 16 appendices are 

included at the end of the book based on 

Bangabandhu and the rise of Bangladesh.  
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226 ২৫৭ 

 
Women in the district of 

Chittagong during the 

Liberation War,  Begum 

Mushtari Shafi,  Ittadi Grantho 

Prokash,  Price BDT 220.00  

ittadisutrapat@gmail.com 

The district of Chittagong is the major trade 

centre of Bangladesh where the main 

seaport of the country is situated. The 

history of Chittagong is deeply integrated 

with the entire history of ancient Bengal. It 

is the land of heroes. The inhabitants of this 

district played an essential role in the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh in 1971. The 

women of Chittagong, like the others in 

different areas of the country, showed their 

valor in the warfare. They carried on their 

struggle even after losing their husbands 

and children during the War. Begum 

Mushtari Shafi interviewed many of those 

courageous women from Chittagong and 

compiled their experiences in this book. It 

is an important addition to the history of the 

Bengalis’ Liberation War.  
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227 ২৫৯ 

 
White Coffin and the Freedom 

Fighters, Bipradash Barua, 

Ekushey Bangla Prakashan, 

Price BDT 450.00    

ekusheyb@gmail.com 

Bipradash Barua is one of the fiction 

writers of the 60s in Bangladesh. The book 

entitled White Coffin and the Freedom 

Fighters is a collection of his selected 

stories. In this book, there is a hint of the 

author’s early period of writings. The 

stories like ‘Blue Youth, Blue Death’, 

‘From the Diary of a Dead Man’, etc are 

clear evidence of this fact. According to the 

author, the stories have been rewritten and 

then compiled in this book. The story '1970: 

Before the Storm' depicts the Liberation 

War and the transformation of individuals. 

In almost all the stories, it seems, 'I' plays 

the leading role. The metaphors, allegories 

and imageries have found wonderful 

expression in these stories of the early 

period of the writer Bipradash Barua. 
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228 ২৬০ 

 
Mother Tongue is the State 

Language and International 

Language, Jatin Sarker,  

Ekushey Bangla Prakashan, 

Price BDT 400.00    

ekusheyb@gmail.com 

Jatin Sarker is a leading contemporary 

thinker of Bangladesh. This powerful writer 

judges various issues such as language, 

literature, society and culture in the light of 

dialectical materialist philosophy. His 

intelligent analysis reveals to the reader a 

widely open window of free thought. 

Therefore, reading Jatin Sarker's essay is an 

invaluable experience for the readers. This 

book is a selected collection of thirteen 

articles by the author. Various subjects like 

language, literature, culture, society, 

politics, religion and philosophy have come 

up in these articles. Needless to say, this 

book will provide valuable information to 

the thoughtful readers. 
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229 ২৬১ 

 
Dr. Syed Anwar Hossain, 

Bangabandhu and Today’s 

Bangladesh,  Ekushey Bangla 

Publication,  Price BDT 

200.00                      

ekusheyb@gmail.com 

Syed Anwar Hossain is one of the 

leading historians of Bangladesh. 

The author has tried in the book to 

build up the theoretical foundation 

of the political activities of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Father of the Bengali 

nation. He has analyzed the 

historical argument and 

background of Bangabandhu’s 

steps taken for restructuring 

administration as the 

administrative Head of 

independent Bangladesh for a 

short time. The book also notes 

some of the frustrations about 

Bangladesh at the time when he 

wrote the book. 
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230 ২৬২ 

 

Bangabandhur Jibonalekka, 

Dr. Anu Mahmud, Asia, 

Price  BDT 1500.00     
asia.publication@yahoo.com 

 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

the founder of Independent 

Bangladesh, has established the 

Bengali Nationalism. Breaking through 

all the hindrances he has enlightened 

the lives of all Bengalis in his own 

glow of light. This book deals with his 

entire life of struggle and success. It 

covers each and every stages of his 

political activities which lead to the 

creation of Bengali identity. This book 

is an important addition to the study of 

Bangabandhu and his glorious life 

which will guide the young people to 

become real patriots. 
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231 ২৬৩ 

 

Joybangla, Anu Islam 

(Comp.), Oitijjhya, Price 

BDT 3,700.00     

bdoitijjhya@gmail.com 

 

Prominent journalist and writer Anu Islam 

has compiled Joybangla, a historical 

magazine on Liberation War of 

Bangladesh. The Pakistani ruling class had 

already made a blueprint for newspapers. 

Hence, the pre-independence did not have a 

chance to play a role without the support of 

them. At that critical time, regional 

newspapers from different parts of the 

country came forward with an 

uncompromising attitude. These 

newspapers played an important role in 

shaping public opinion, boosting the morale 

of the freedom fighters, propagating torture 

and genocide of the invading forces, 

warning the people, and demanding help 

from outside. Joybangla was published 

from Kolkata. It was the weekly 

mouthpiece of the Bangladesh Awami 

League. This compilation includes the 

issues published from 11 May to 24 

December 1971. 
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232 ২৬৫ 

 
Jay Bangla Balare Bhai (Say 

Jay Bangla, Oh Brothers!) 

Habibullah Sirajee,  Oitijjhya, 

Price BDT 150.00  
kathaprokash@gmail.com 

Habibullah Sirajee is an eminent poet of the 

sixties in Bangladesh. He is different from 

his contemporary poets in his poetic 

dictions, ideas and language. Poems of this 

poet, with a Bachelor’s degree in 

engineering, demand readers’ attention. 

With deep attachment with our homeland 

and society, the poet observes the incidents 

and happenings of the world with profound 

insight. The compilation of poems ‘Jay 

Bangla Balare Bhai’ is a reminiscent of the 

poet’s deep patriotism and thinking for his 

homeland. 
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233 ২৬৬ 

 
Journals of the Liberation War, 

Muntassir Mamoon & Hasina 

Ahmed (Eds.), Kathaprokash, 

Price BDT 1600.00                  

kathaprokash@gmail.com 

Journals of the Liberation War is a 

reference book in the research of the 

Liberation War. For want of preservation, 

the necessary documents, even all the 

important newspapers were destroyed or 

lost in the conspiracy of the anti-Liberation 

elements. Since the enemy power of the 

Liberation War had long been in the state 

power, they destroyed them on purpose. 

With this in view, all the reports on the War 

of Liberation published in 7 national dailies 

during 1971-1975 have been divided into 

36 parts. This book will not only alleviate 

the efforts of the Liberation War 

researchers, it will also provide a unique 

picture of the information and data of the 

Liberation War. The significance and depth 

of the Liberation War will also be realized 

from the headlines of various reports in 

newspapers.  
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234 ২৬৭ 

 

The Mass Killing on the 

Nortn 1971, Manik 

Mohammad Razzaq, 

Kathaprakash, Price BDT 

700.00          
kathaprokash@gmail.com 

During the War of Liberation, Pakistani 

forces carried out ruthless genocide and 

destruction in cities, ports and villages with 

a terrible mission to wipe out the freedom-

loving Bengalis of Bangladesh. They also 

tortured women brutally. Mass killing and 

destruction continued throughout the nine 

months of the War. Due to the presence of a 

large number of Biharis in the Northern 

districts of Bangladesh, the level of 

humanitarian catastrophe including killing, 

destruction and looting was also high. At 

that time, with the coordination, 

cooperation and fuelling of Bihari and local 

brokers, the Pakistani forces tortured and 

killed hundreds of Bengalis. In the present 

text the details of the genocide in the 

districts of Kurigram, Gaibandha, 

Thakurgaon, Dinajpur, Nilphamari, 

Panchagarh, Rangpur and Lalmonirhat have 

been placed. There is also a list of martyrs. 

The book is important in the history of 

genocide and torture.  
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235 ২৬৮ 

 
The Night the Leader was Killed, 

Imdadul Haq Milon  Kotha 

Prokash, Price BDT 250.00                      

kathaprokash@gmail.com 

 

Imdadul Haq Milon is a renowned fiction 

writer of the Bengali Language. ‘The Night 

the Leader was Killed’ is one of his 

acclaimed short story collections. The title 

story of the book has been written on the 

great architect of Bangladesh, the greatest 

Bangali of a thousand years and Father of 

the Bengali Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. This story is a testament 

on how a common man loves his leader 

dearly. These stories stir patriotism—

sometimes with metaphors, sometimes 

directly. Most of the settings of the stories 

are timeline of the Liberation War and post-

war periods. ‘The Night the Leader was 

killed’ is a masterpiece in War literature. 
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236 ২৬৯ 

 
7th  March Speech of 

Bangabandhu: A Roundtable 

Discussion, Shamsuzzaman 

Khan (Ed.), Kotha Prokash,  

Price BDT 100.00      
kathaprokash@gmail.com 

The speech on March 7, 1971 by Father of 

the Nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman is a landmark speech in the context 

of Bangladesh and world history. In 2016, 

UNESCO recognized this historic speech as 

a World Documentary Heritage. On March 

7, 1999, the Bangladesh National Museum 

organized a roundtable discussion entitled 

‘Bangabandhu’s Historical Speech on 

March 7: An Intensive Discussion 

Meeting’. Prominent politicians, political 

scientists, diplomats, journalists, 

economists, historians, researchers, writers 

and other eminent personalities of the 

country discussed Bangabandhu’s political 

wisdom including the context of the speech, 

its content, language, syntax, implicit 

meaning of the speech etc. The present 

book is a written document of the 

roundtable discussion. 
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237 ২৭১ 

 

Bangabandhu, Sheikh 

Russel and Fairy Tales Of 

Flowers, Rafiqur Rashid, 

Danguli, Price  BDT 70.00     
koliprokashoni@yahoo.com 

The author of this book, Rafiqur Rashid, 

presents colorful childhood of the Father of 

the Nation, the proud of Bengali people and 

the founder of Independent Bangladesh. In 

a very sober tone and simple language the 

author has expressed the story of 

Bangabandhu’s generosity and freedom 

loving spirit reflected brightly from the 

very beginning of his life. This book also 

deals with the childhood events of Sheikh 

Russel, the son of Bangabandhu, who was 

assassinated along with the other family 

members of Bangabandhu on 15 August 

1975. This book, enriched with color of 

imagination, makes a great appeal in the 

minds of the young readers.  
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238 ২৭২ 

 
Complete Writing on Liberation 

War,  Humayun Ahmed, Kakoli 

Prokashani, Price BDT 1000.00  
kakali_prakashani@yahoo.com 

Humayun Ahmed is considered the most 

popular writer of the Bengali language. 

Author of more than two hundred short 

stories and novels, the writer has also 

produced a number of short fictions and 

novels on various aspects of Bengalee’s 

struggle for independence and War of 

Liberation in Bangladesh in 1971. The 

volume is prepared as a compilation of 

those widely acclaimed works. It contains 9 

novels and 5 stories based on the War of 

Liberation. One of the dominant aspects of 

Humayun Ahmed's writing is its lucidity 

and humour. 
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239 ২৭৩ 

 
My Friend Rashed,  

Muhammad Zafar Iqbal, Kakoli 

Prokashani,  Price BDT 185.00  
kakali_prakashani@yahoo.com  

 

Muhammad Zafar Iqbal, professor of 

science by profession, is a very popular 

novelist in Bangladesh. ‘My friend Rashed’ 

is a widely read novel to the Bangladeshi 

readers. The War of Liberation in 1971 

affected all parts of Banglsdesh and almost 

all the people of the territory.  

Shortly after being attacked, many people 

capable of fighting took up arms to rescue 

the country from the enemy’s agression. In 

the storyline Rashed comes up as a teenager 

from Bogura, a district on the northern part 

of Bangladesh. Inattentive to his studies, 

this teenager mainly carries the arms and 

ammunition to the freedom fighters. At one 

stage, he took part in a direct battle to bring 

a wounded freedom fighter out of the 

hospital. In the end, Rashed was caught by 

the Razakars, a local accomplice of the 

Pakistan military. Rashed, who sacrificed 

himself in the Razakars’ firing, is a 

character effective in awakening the 

feelings of patriotism in the mind of 

juvenile readers. 
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240 ২৭৪ 

 
The Best Novel of the 

Liberation War, Anisul Haque,   

Kakoli Prokasani, Price BDT 

800.00                         
kakali_prakashani@yahoo.com 

A collection of 6 novels written by Anisul 

Haque on War of Indepence in 1971. It 

contains ‘In Search of Bir Pratik’, ‘Why 

Chiari or Budu Orao Left the Country’, 

‘Maya’, ‘Janani Sahsini 1971’ and ‘Swapna 

(Dream)’. The appeal of the novel ‘Ma 

(Mother)’, written about the true story of 

the life of a heroic freedom fighter Shahid 

Azad and his mother, is touching. This is 

especially significant among the novels. 

The collection of novels depicts true 

pictures of War of Liberation of 

Bangladesh. 
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241 ২৭৫ 

 
History of the War of 

Liberation, Major Rafiqul Islam 

PSC, Kakoli Publication, Price 

BDT 1000.00              

kakali_prakashani@yahoo.com 

The achievement of independence 

through the Liberation War of 1971 is 

the final outcome of long struggle of 

Bengali people. In the book, under the 

title History of the War of Liberation 

the author describers elaborately the 

political movement and struggle for 

gaining rights for the Bengali people 

and course of events of the Liberation 

of 1971. The author Major Rafiqul 

Islam PSC is a freedom fighter and was 

active as a commander of a subsector 

in the War of Liberation. He was, 

therefore, concerned with the planning 

to combat and observed various events 

from vicinity. As many realistic events 

of the War are contained in this book, 

this is a very important one concerning 

the history of the Liberation War of 

Bangladesh. 

 

        ই     /            ই     

      /             /    : ১,০০০      
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                             -
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242 ২৭৬ 

 
Bangladesher Guerrilla 

Juddha, Major Rafiqul Islam 

PSC,(Guerrilla warfare in 

Bangladesh), Kakali 

Prakashani, Price BDT 200.00  
kakali_prakashani@yahoo.com 

Major Rafiqul Islam PSC in his work 

Guerrilla Warfare in Bangladesh discusses 

the roles that the Guerrilla soldiers played 

in the Liberation War of Bangladesh. 

Majority of the guerrillas who joined the 

Liberation War were politically conscious 

students and youths. This well-documented 

book focuses on the training of the freedom 

fighters and guerrillas, their  campaign and 

face-to-face encounters with the Pakistani 

military in a very simple language. 

 

                   /           ই    , 

      /            /   : ২০০.০০      

 

           ই    ,              

                                   

                                        

     ।       ই                       

                          ,             

                                      । 

                                      , 

                                        

                      ই              

                        ।  

 

243 ২৭৭ 

 
Introducing Bengali Identity,  

Published: June 2019,  Location: 

Dhaka,  Publishing Company: 
Kakali Publishing,  Price BDT 

300.00     

kakali_prakashani@yahoo.com 

Zillur Rahman Siddiqui is a Bangladeshi 

educationist, professor of English literature, 

author and compiler of dictionaries. The 

present volume is a collection of essays on 

independence movement of Bangladesh, 

society and literature, the post-

independence political crisis and its 

solution. The book provides them with an 

opportunity to observe the excellence of 

contemporary Bengali language. The 

author’s 19 essays on the nature of Bengali 

people,  the rise of communalism in 

independent Bangladesh as a result of 

military rule, the Bengali language, etc., 

and nine academic lectures given by him 

have been compiled in the book. The book 

is especially helpful to know about 

Bengalee people, Bangladesh, and the 

Bengali language. 
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244 ২৭৮ 

 
Bangabandhu as an Author and 
Other Articles, Published: February 

2019, Venue: Dhaka, Publishing 

Company: Kakli Publishing,  Price 
BDT 250.00  

kakali_prakashani@yahoo.com 

Shamsuzzaman Khan is one of the 

leading intellectuals in Bangladesh 

who is also a renowned personality in 

the area of Folklore. He is one of the 

editors of the valuable works of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

Father of the Bengali Nation. In the 

book he has analyzed the skills of 

Bangabandhu as a writer and his view 

on art and literature.  Apart from 

Bangabandhu, Father of the Bengali 

Nation, other historical characters have 

been dealt with in the essays.  

                /              /       

      /    ২৫০      

                                             । 

                               -               

                                            

                   ।                        
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                               ।  ই  ই    

                                 -       

                                            ই 
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                            -                । 

১৩৬       ই                      ১২। 

 

245 ২৮০ 

 
Victory is Yours, 

Bangabandhu,  Rafiqur Rashid,  

Chandradip, Price BDT 150.00  
chandradip14@gmail.com 

Jai Bangabandhu (Victory is Yours, 

Bangabandhu) means the victory of Bengal 

and the Bengali people. Bangla, Bengali 

and Bangladesh—these three entities are 

combined in a single personality that is 

Bangabandhu. Rafiqur Rashid, a renowned 

litterateur of Bangladesh, has written many 

stories based on the eventful and glorious 

life of Bangabandhu. Eleven of such stories 

are compiled in this book which is filled 

with vividness and lucidity 

 

       /           /      /    ১৫০      
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                            ।          

 ই                         ।          
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         ই                          

       ,   ই                          

          ।              ই। 

 

246 ২৮২ 

 

Bangabandhu O Bangladesh, 

A K Abdul Momen, 

Chandrabati Academy, Price 

BDT 600.00 
chandrabatiacademy@yahoo.com 

This book is written by Foreign Minister of 

Bangladesh, A. K Abdul Momen. This 

book has three parts— Bangabandhu and 

Sheikh Hasina; Independence, Language 

Movement and Liberation War and also 

Literature and Culture. This book gives a 

descriptive and valid information regarding 

Movement for autonomy, Language 

Movement and the Great Liberation 

struggle. It also consists many unknown 

facts and stories of Bangabandhu  along 

with many literary and cultural information 

associated with many great historical 

figures like Rabindranath, Nazrul, Lalon 

and Hason Raja. 

 

               /               /       
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247 ২৮৩ 

 
The Artists Community in 

Bangladesh’s Liberation War, 

Biren Some,  Chandrabati 

Academy, Price BDT 1200.00  
chandrabatiacademy@yahoo.com 

 

Biren Some is one of the leading figures in 

the art of painting in Bangladesh. The 

present volume by him reflects on the 

historical part played by painters in the 

Bengali’s struggle for freedom and the War 

of Independence. In the liberation 

movement, the artist community played 

their part not only in the practice of 

painting and writing but also in the struggle 

for liberation together with the people on 

War. Some played their heroic part equally 

in guerrilla warfare with weapons.  

                                 /       

    /            ড  /    ১২০০      
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248 ২৮৪ 

 
My Bangladesh, A K M 

Shahnawaz, Chandrabati 

Academy, Price BDT 400.00  
chandrabatiacademy@yahoo.com 

The book contains the history from the 

British period till the Independence of 

Bangladesh. This book portrays the 

historical figures like Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Huseyn 

Shahid Suhrawardy, Sir William 

Carey, Raza Rammohan Ray, Pritilata 

and such others. The writer has added 

relevant pictures of mesmerizing 

history and antiquities of Bangladesh. 

It is a researchable book. 
 

                      /        

         /           ড  /   ৪০০.০০      

 

‘             ’  ই    ই             
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                   ।                  
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                       ই    । 

 

249 ২৮৫ 

 
Robert Payne 

Translation: Obaidul 

Quader, Bangabandhu 

in Pakistan Prison,  

Charulipi Prokashon, 

Price BDT 250.00 

charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.com 

 

During his lifetime, British 

military-journalist Robert 

Payne became famous as a 

biographer of Mahatma 

Gandhi, Lenin, Mao Zedong and 

some other world-famous 

politicians. The central 

character of this novel is 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Father of the Bengali 

nation. Many of the Pakistan 

junta clique are presented as 

side characters in the novel. 

Although the events described 

in the novel do not follow the 

historical chronicles, this novel 

by Robert Payne, a professor of 

poetry and literature, will 

satisfy the lovers of literature.  
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250 ২৮৬ 

 
In the Time of Nineteen 

Seventy One, Published: 

August 2020, Venue: Dhaka, 

Publishing Company: Charulipi 

Publishing, Price BDT 350.00 
charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.com 

 

Jahanara Imam, the author, is well-

acclaimed in Bangladesh with the title of 

'Shaheed Janani'. She was conferred this 

title in recognition of her and her family's 

endless sacrifice and misery in the War of 

Liberation in 1971. The book is prepared in 

the pattern of a diary. The central character 

of it is Shahid Shafi Imam (Rumi) 

Birbikram, one of the fighters (the eldest 

son of the authoress) of the guerrilla 

warfare against the occupying forces of 

1971 in Dhaka city. The text sketches out 

an authentic picture of the besieged Dhaka, 

the activities of the Pakistani aggressors 

and their allies, guerrilla warfare, and the 

plight of the common man. Jahanara Imam 

formed a mass movement in the early 

nineties demanding the trial of war crimes 

in Bangladesh. She was also one of the 

inspirations for the 'Shahbag Mass 

Upheaval' taking place in 2013. 
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251 ২৮৭ 

 
Independence of 

Bangladesh; Expectation and 

Achivement,  A K Abdul 

Momen, Charulipi 

Prokashan, Price BDT 350.00 

charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.com   

The main themes of this book are 

history, tradition, culture and 

development of Bangladesh. Besides, 

the author unveils the evil elements 

that conspire to halt the progress and 

push the country backward. The book, 

enriched with information and 

analytical explanation of the author, 

presents the economic and political 

situation of Bangladesh in a very 

skillful manner for the understanding 

of all types of readers.     
 

                   :              /     

          /             /   ৩৫০.০০      
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252 ২৮৮ 

 
Collection of Liberation War 

Essays,  Published: December 

2012,  Location: Dhaka, 

Publishing Company: Churulipi 

Publishing,  Price BDT 265.00 
charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.com 

Hasan Azizul Haque is a noted 

Bengali novelist. Significant parts 

of his work have been translated 

into several languages, including 

English. This book is a compilation 

of those works edited by Abul 

Hasnat, a Bangladeshi writer. The 

stories compiled in the present 

volume depict how and to what 

extent the lives of the common 

people were affected by the brutal 

war imposed by the Pakistani 

forces.  
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253 ২৮৯ 

 
Bangladesh Kotha Koi, Abdul 

Gaffar Chowdhury, Charulipi  

Prokashon,  Price BDT 200.00 
charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.com 

Abdul Gaffar Chowdhury is a famous 

journalist and writer. He is the creator 

of timeless poem ‘Amar Bhaiyer 

Rakte...’based on the Language 

Movement of 1952. Later on, the poem 

was given a fine tuning and it became a 

classic song over the decades. In 

‘Bangladesh Katha Kai’, the stories of 

some young and aged writers portray 

characteristics of a documentary film, 

some stories are expression of 

relentless struggle of our contemporary 

time, there is hope in some stories, 

others raise strong voice of hope and 

despair side by side. 
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254 ২৯০ 

 
The Killing of Bangabandhu : Facts 

and Documents,  Professor Abu 
Sayed, Charulipi Prokashon,  

Price BDT 600.00            

charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.com 

The justice to the brutal killing of Father of 

the Bengali nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman and the conspiracy against 

the execution of the judgment are the main 

themes of the book. Beside these, the 

involvement of the CIA (American 

Intelligence Agency) in making the 

blueprint of the genocide of 1971 in 

Bangladesh along with the interview of the 

researcher Lawrence Lifschultz are 

included here. The description of the 

blueprint of making Bangladesh a failed 

state by the anti-Independence group is also 

reflected in the book. The book consisting 

of eleven chapters providing information on 

the killing of Bangabandhu is an important 

historical document.  
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255 ২৯১ 

 
Bangabandhu’s Ideals Goals 

and Struggles, Churulipi 

Prokashon, Price BDT 265.00   
charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.com 

 

 

As a leader of the leftist student movement, 

Nurul Islam Nahid, has proved to be 

faithful to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Father of the Bengali Nation. He 

later served as Education Minister of 

Bangladesh for a decade. The writer, 

experienced in active politics, has written 

about the struggling life of Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Father of the 

Nation, his ideals and the action plan 

adopted by him for an independent 

Bangladesh. As to the writings compiled in 

the book, the author has shed light on the 

current context and relevance of 

Bangabandhu's politics and ideology. The 

more-than-three-hundred-page book 

containing several historical documents of 

the independence movement and the 

liberation period of Bangladesh can be 

helpful in understanding the political 

history of Bangladesh. 
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256 ২৯২ 

 
Lt. Col. (retd.) Osman Chowdhury, 

Our Struggle is the Struggle for 

Independence, Charulipi, Price 
BDT 600.00     
charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.com 

Through the bloody war of 1971 we 

emerged in the world and gained 

recognition as a nation. The present book 

gives a detailed analysis of the steel-hard 

unity and morale of the Bengali nation, 

irrespective of party affiliation, which 

stands against injustice and oppression for 

the sake of its independence. This is an 

invaluable book for those who want to 

know the details of the armed Liberation 

War of Bangladesh. Apart from this, the 

history of the War and rebellion of the 

fearless people of Bengal has also been 

narrated in the anthology along with the 

discriminatory behavior of the Pakistanis 

and the exploitation and humiliation they 

did from the period 1947 to 1971. 
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257 ২৯৩ 

 
Life and War of 1971, 

Shyamshundor Sikder, Charulipi 

Prokashon, Price BDT 300.00  
charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.com 

 

The writer narrated a story of a brave 

boy named Shanu who participated in 

the Liberation War of Bangladesh in 

1971. Shanu took formal training to 

join the War. Because of the objection 

of the family, he couldn't play active 

role in the battle field but still he 

helped the freedom fighters putting his 

life at a greater risk. The story portrays 

Shanu's happiness and sorrows in lucid 

language. In the appendix of the book, 

the historical speech of 7
th

 March and 

the list of the freedom fighters of 

Faridpur district of Bangladesh are 

included.  
 

এক           ও   /       
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258 ২৯৪ 

 
All about Nuruldin’s Lifetime,  

Published: August 2013,  

Location: Dhaka, Publishing 

Company: Charulipi, Price 

BDT 185.00              
charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.com 

 

Syed Shamsul Haque is a prolific writer of 

the Bengali language. The play is set in the 

context of the historic peasant revolt in 

colonial Bengal. The play depicts the 

struggle and self-sacrifice of Nuruldin, the 

leader of the 19th century rebellion in the 

Rangpur region of Bangladesh. After the 

killing of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Father 

of the Bengali Nation, the values of the 

independence movement were distorted. In 

this reality, the resurrection of Father of the 

Bengali Nation has been symbolized by 

bringing Nuruldin back on the stage. 
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259 ২৯৫ 

 
Sound of Footsteps,  Published: 
February 2020, Venue: Dhaka,  

Publishing Company: Charulipi 

Publishing, Price BDT 135.00  
charulipi_prokashon@yahoo.com 

 

The volume is a poetic drama 

authored by Syed Shamsul Haque, 

a prolific writer of the Bengali 

language. The play reflects the 

horrors of the Liberation War of 

Bangladesh as well as the 

helplessness of Bengali women 

during the War. 
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260 ২৯৭ 

 
Bangabandhu O Bangladesher 

Orthoniti, Md. Shahadat Hossain, 

Chitra, Price BDT 160.00                  
chitraprokashoni@gmail.com 

Through the nine months struggle of 

Liberation War, Bangladesh emerges as an 

independent nation by the help of the 

farsighted leadership and bravery of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

Bangabandhu took revolutionary steps to 

reconstruct the war-affected country and 

successfully reform the economic condition 

of post-war Bangladesh. The author in-

detail discusses the measures taken by the 

Father of the Nation after the liberation war 

to enhance the agricultural and industrial 

production and equal distribution of wealth 

to make the lives of people happy and 

comfortable. The authentic history of the 

postwar Bangladesh has been presented in 

this book along with necessary data and 

references.        
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261 ২৯৮ 

 
Immortal Sheikh Mujib, 

Conpiled and Edited by Kabir 

Chowdhury, Prothoma Prakash,  

Price BDT 450.00    

janataprakash@gmail.com 

 

The greatest Bangali of all time, 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is a 

pioneer of the freedom struggles of 

Bangladesh, an architect of independent 

Bangladesh and an undisputed leader of the 

Bengali Nation. Bangabandhu was such a 

multifaceted leader that he has become 

greater than his creation. In this book, the 

leading thinkers, writers and historians of 

the country have shed light on various 

aspects of Bangabandhu’s political life. 

 

সচেেীব রেখ মুসজব/ িিংকলন ও িম্পাদনা কবীে 

রচৌধুেী/ প্রেমা       / মূল্য ৪৫০টাকা 

 

িব ডকারলে িব ডরশ্রষ্ঠ বাঙাসল বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে 

েহমান। সতসন বািংলারদরেে স্বাধীনতা িিংগ্রারমে 

পসেকৃৎ, স্বাধীন িাব ডরেৌম বািংলারদরেে স্থপসত এবিং 

বাঙাসল জাসতে এক অসবিিংবাসদত রনতা। বািংলাে 

স্বাধীনতা, োষা, িমাজ ও িিংস্কৃসতে মরধ্য সতসন 

সচেকারলে জন্য সচে জাগ্রত। বঙ্গবন্ধু এমন বহুমুখী 

রনতা সেরলন রর্ সতসন তাঁে সৃসেরকও োসপরয় রগরেন। 

এই গ্ররন্থ বঙ্গবন্ধুে োজননসতক জীবরনে নানা সদরক 

আরলা রেরলরেন রদরেে অন্যতম প্রধান সচন্তক, রলখক 

ও ইসতহািসবরদো।   
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262 ২৯৯ 

 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman: The Greatest Bangali 

of a Thousand Years,  Edited 

by Dr Abdus Shobhan, Janata 

Prakash, Price BDT 650.00  

janataprakash@gmail.com 

Father of the Nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman is the pioneer of the 

freedom struggles of Bangladesh and an 

undisputed leader of the Bengali Nation. He 

is not just a mere individual. He is an 

institution. A movement. A revolution. An 

upsurge of a Nation-state. He has made an 

outstanding contribution towards attaining 

rights of the people of the country and the 

establishment of an independent 

Bangladesh. The book deals with the 

personality, struggling life and works of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. It 

contains articles on those topics written by 

famous writers, scholars and historians of 

the land. 

  

 

হাজাে বেরেে রশ্রষ্ঠ বাঙাসল : বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে 

েহামান/ র্. আবদুি রিাবহান রগালাপ িম্পাসদত/ 

জনতা প্রকাে/ মূল্য ৬৫০ টাকা 

 

বািংলারদরেে স্বাধীনতা িিংগ্রারমে পসেকৃৎ এবিং 

বাঙাসল জাসতে এক অসবিিংবাসদত রনতা জাসতে সপতা 

বঙ্গবন্ধু রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান।  

সতসন রকবল ব্যসক্ত নন। সতসন একটি প্রসতষ্ঠান। একটি 

আরিালন। একটি সবপ্লব। এবিং একটি জাসতোরষ্ট্রে 

উত্থান। সতসন বাঙাসল জাসতে অসধকাে এবিং স্বাধীন 

বািংলারদে প্রসতষ্ঠায় অিামান্য অবদান োরখন। বঙ্গবন্ধু 

রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমারনে ব্যসক্তত্ব, িিংগ্রামী জীবন ও কম ড 

সনরয় গ্রন্থটি েসচত। এরত সলরখরেন বািংলা োষাে 

খ্যাসতমান রলখক, পসণ্ডত ও ইসতহািসবরদো।   

 

263 ৩০০ 

 
The Political Philosophy of 

Bangabandhu, Abir Ahad, 

Janata Prokash, Price BDT 

300.00    

janataprakash@gmail.com   

The book analyzes the political philosophy 

of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

the architect of Bangladesh, in the light of 

Islam and Marxist communism. The main 

subjects of Bangabandhu’s political thought 

were democracy, socialism, nationalism 

and secularism. Bangabandhu’s political 

philosophy has been analyzed in this book 

in the light of the theoretical and scientific 

perspectives. 

 

ই                                     

             /         /         /   

৩০০.০০      

 

                                   

                              ই       

                                         

     ।                              

    ,       ,                         । 

ই                                -

                                       

                            ই     

             । 

264 ৩০২ 

 
Baby Moudud,  Sheikh 

Mujib's Childhood,  Jagriti 

Prakashani, Price BDT 

200.00    

raziarahman1973@gmail.com 

 

Baby Moudud, being an intimate 

friend of Sheikh Hasian, daughter 

of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, experienced to know a lot 

about the childhood of the Father 

of the Nation. The book designed 

particularly for the juvenile 

readers is basically a story of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman’s days of his childhood and 

adolescence. Since the book uses 

lucid language, it will help readers 

learn about and understand the 

early phases of Bangabandhu’s life  

 

                   /         /      

      /    ২০০      

                                 

                                     

                                

                         ।  ই      

                                    

                                  

    ।                        ই  

                                

                      । 
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265 ৩০৪ 

 

 

Begum Sheikh Fazilatunnesa 

Mujib, Neelima Ibrahim, 

Jagriti,  Price BDT 180.00  
raziarahman1973@gmail.com 

The book titled Begum Sheikh 

Fazilatunnesa Mujib by Nilima Ibrahim, a 

noted writer of Bengali Language, shares 

her views on Begum Mujib who was source 

of inspiration not only for her husband but 

also for the entire Nation. Though she was a 

housewife, she was  politically  very 

conscious. Sheikh Fazilatunnesa Mujib, 

Mother of Bengal, wife and lifelong 

companion of Father of the Bengali Nation, 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

accompanied him in his journey through the 

tumultuous path of political career 

including the foundation of Bangladesh. In 

this book, Dr. Neelima Ibrahim, renowned 

educationist, litterateur and social worker of 

Bangladesh, illustrates the outstanding 

patience and sacrifices of the Mother of 

Bengal during the War of Liberation, 

Sheikh Fazilatunnesa Mujib, the greatest 

Bengali woman, is a unique personality in 

the history of Bangladesh.  

                        /       

ই     /     /    ১৮০.০০      

                                 

                        ।                  

                                  

                                          

                ।    ই                  

                                    

                 ।  ই               

                          ড.        ই      

             ই,                     

    ।     ,                   ।          

                  ।                      

                                     , 

                       ,             

                       ।                  

                                            

         ।                            

              ই                        

           ।  ই  ই                  

                                        

          ,                    ।   

266 ৩০৬ 

 
Birth and Death of Pakistan-Its 

Philosophy, Jatin Sarker, Jatiya 

Sahitya Prakash, Price BDT 650.00    

js.prakash0057@gmail.com 

Jatin Sarker, a leftist Bengali intellectual, 

researcher, and the biographer of 

Bangladesh, has witnessed the Partition of 

of Bengal and its consequences. This book, 

written in an ordinary and easily accessible 

language, is a detailed description of those 

memorable and critical political events that 

he has personally experienced during his 

lifetime. Thus this book reaches the height 

of a historical testament of this region.  

               -    /          /              

    /   ৬৫০.০০       

                                           

     ।                              ।     

                                             

               ।                           । 

                                          

                      ।    ই                  

                          : ‘          

     -    ’।                             ই    

                       ,                  

             ।  ই                         

   -      ,  ই            ই        

        । ই                               

                            ই।  ই       

                 ।               -         

 ই  ই         ।  

267 ৩০৭ 

 
That Indomitable Teenager 

from Tungipara, Subrata Barua, 

Jatiya Sahitya Prakash,  Price 

BDT 150.00     
js.prakash0057@gmail.com 

The life of Father of the Bengali Nation 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is 

splendidly great. He was born in the village 

of Tungipara under Gopalganj sub-division 

(currently district) in the district of 

Faridpur. In this book, Subrata Barua, 

renowned writer and researcher of 

Bangladesh, focuses on Bangabadhu's 

childhood to teen age. The author skilfully 

depicts the courageous attitude of 

Bangabandhu which is typical from the 

very early stage of his incredible life. The 

photographs of Bangabandhu, incorporated 

in this work, are the constant reminder of 

this great leader of Bengali people.  

           ই           /        /      

           /   ১৫০.০০      

                                       

      , ই       ।               ১৭ই      

১৯২০        ই             ,              

                            ।         

                          ড            

             ।                     

                                       

  ই                ।  ই                  

                                       

    ।             ই                 ,    

ই       ,                            । 

                                   ই 

  ।  
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268 ৩০৮ 

 

Muntassir Mamoon, 1971: 

Genocide and Torture,  

Journeyman Books,  Price 

BDT 800.00          
tariksujat@i-infomedia.com 

 

The main features of the Liberation 

War of Bangladesh are genocide and 

torture. But for various reasons this 

aspect has been neglected in the study 

of the history of the Liberation War. In 

this book Muntassir Mamoon has 

revealed the true nature of the genocide 

and torture in 1971 by presenting its 

overall history along with photographs 

and works of art. Such a huge 

collection of rare works of art in a 

single book is fascinating. That is why 

the book is interesting. The history 

related to genocide and torture can 

easily be understood through 

photographs and arts. The authentic 

picture and brutal nature of genocide 

and torture have been revealed in this 

book.   
 

১৯৭১ :   হ    ও        /        

    /          ক /   ১২০০   ক  

                      হ    ও        ।  ক  

     ক             ই  হ         এ   ক  

  প    হ    ।                           

এক       হ   -              প  ই         

    এ        প        ক     । এ      

   হ         ক    ও    ক  । এক    এ  

        ক        হ      ও    । এ ক    ই 

 ই   ক     ।   হ   -              

    ক    ও    ক               ই ই  হ   

 হ  ই       ক      ।   হ   -          

    ও             -            -         

          এ    ।  
 

269 ৩১০ 

 
Atiur Rahman, 

Bangabandhu: A Simple 

Reading, Journeyman 

Books, Price BDT 300.00  
tariksujat@i-infomedia.com 

 

Professor Atiur Rahman, a 

researcher in development 

economics, has served as the 

Governor of the Bangladesh Bank 

(Central Bank of Bangladesh). In 

the book, the author has briefly 

presented a chapter-by-chapter 

account of the life of Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Father of 

the Bengali nation from his birth in 

East Bengal of colonial India to the 

emergence of independent 

Bangladesh and the breakthrough 

in the reconstruction of the war-

torn country in a short period of 

time. The author has tried to 

analyze all those things dividing 

them into a total of 63 chapters. 

This book deserves special 

attention among the books written 

about Bangabandhu by different 

authors. 

 

           /           /         

   /   ৩০০      

 

                                      

                (                     ) 

                              ।        

                                        

ই                                    ।  ই 

 ই                                    

                                    

                             । 

                                    

                                   

                                      

                                         

৬৩                                    

    ।                                 

 ই  ই                          । 

270 ৩১১ 

 

Independence and 

Bangabandhu: Relevant 

Thinking, H T Imam, 

Journeyman Books, Price 

BDT 800.00         
tariksujat@i-infomedia.com 

H T Imam has closely observed the 

emergence of Bangladesh. The 

confirmation of that intensive observation 

has been expressed in this book. Every 

essay of the book contains the evidence of 

the course of history and the formation of 

its route that the author has witnessed. The 

book deals with the freedom struggle, the 

War of Liberation, its political leadership, 

its military structure and many other 

aspects in a derogatory and objective 

manner. Each of the twenty one essays in 

the book contains information unknown to 

the common people. Each essay has its own 

individual features and composition style. 

Above all, the book presents unknown 

information and truth about the Liberation 

War and its overall history.  

 

        ও      :      ক      /এই    

ই   /          ক /    ৮০০.০০   ক  

এই    ই                                 

ক      ক।   ই       প         প        

হ                 প    প   । ই  হ     

        ও প -প           প           

ক         ই প                         । 

                   ,      , এ         ক 

    ,      ক ক       এ   এ         ক       হ 

ও               এ    ।      এ          

                                   , 

                    ক        ও    । 

     প         ও এ      প  ই  হ           

   ও                      । 
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271 ৩১২ 

 
Bangabandhu belonging to the 

Bengalis, Kamal Chowdhury, 

Journeyman Books, Price BDT 

180.00                        
tariksujat@i-infomedia.com 

Bengalis, Bangabandhu and Bangladesh are 

bound together as a whole, as a single 

entity. Poet Kamal Chowdhury’s speech 

‘Bangabandhu belonging to the Bengalis’, 

delivered in 2017, is a historical record of 

that entity. This book, containing enormous 

information, throws ample light on the 

glorious life of Father of the Bengali 

Nation. The author, with his insightful 

analysis and skillful explanation, focuses on 

the means by which Bangabandhu 

overcomes all the barriers towards 

liberating his beloved country. This book is 

a brilliant testimony of the fact that 

Bangladesh belongs to Bangabandhu. 

            /             /             /    

১৮০      

          ড                                 

                 ‘            ’                

                       ই               । 

      -     ,                          

                                                

                                          

      ।                                      

                                               

                                   ,        

              ই                            

                                                

       ।                -                

                                           

   । 

 

272 ৩১৩ 

 
Selected 100 Speeches by Sheikh 

Hasina, Genius Publications,  Price 
BDT 750.00           
geniuspublicationsmail@gmail.com 

In this book the speeches of Honorable 

Prime Minister of Bangladesh, who has 

been elected as Prime Minister for four 

times and third time in a row, have been 

compiled. The remarkable speeches 

delivered by Sheikh Hasina during 2014 to 

2017, bestowed with the title 'Mother of 

Humanity’, are included here. In this book 

the speeches which reflect the outlook of 

the Prime Minister of Bangladesh on the 

development thought, political and 

economic ideas and projects taken for the 

welfare of the people are compiled.  

 

         ১০০     /    হ     /        

প     ক  /   ৭৫০.০০   ক  

                   এ                  

                           হ           

                       ও                

   ক     ই ক   ১০০           ক   এ    

Ô          হ      ’     Ô            ’ 

 হ             হ                      ও   

২০১৪    ক ২০১৭     প                  

                 হ    । এ   ক             

                                        , 

       ক ও        ক      এ     ক       

ক         প  ক     প     প ও       ।   

 

273 ৩১৪ 

 
Bangabandhu O Desher Katha, 

Obaidul Quader, Genius 

Publications, Price  BDT 

300.00                
geniuspublicationsmail@gmail.com 

 

This book reflects on the eventful life of 

Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. The historical 

significance of his 7th March speech and the 

brutal killing along with most of his family 

on 15th August 1975 are also analyzed. The 

author Obaidul Quader, General Secretary 

of Bangladesh Awami League and the 

Minister of Road Transport and Bridges, 

presents different aspects of the glorious 

life of Father of the Bengali Nation. 

Bangabandhu and Bangladesh are 

inseparable one. Thus, various political and 

cultural issues of Bangladesh are also 

discussed in this book.  

 

     ও       ক  /ও      ক    /        

প     ক  /   ৩০০   ক  

                হ   -এ  ৭ই             ও 

       হ   ক    ,                   

    , ১৫ই       প                 হ   ক Ð 

ই      এই                       হ    । 

 ও                      ক ও   ক প   হ  

ও         হ                              

       ক          ।      ও          এক ও 

    ।   ই এই                       -
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274 ৩১৫ 

 
The Life of Bangabandhu for 
Children, Md. Zakir Hossain, 

Genius Publications, Price BDT 

480.00                     
geniuspublicationsmail@gmail.com 

 

The life of the visionary of Bangladesh 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, his 

works, ideals and politics are discussed in 

the book. The early life of Bangabandhu 

and little incidents of his long political life 

alongwith his great contribution for the 

people of Bangladesh are depicted in the 

book. Bangabandhu in London, his return 

to homeland, rebuilding of the independent 

country, brutal killing of Bangabandhu, his 

brief life sketch and his family genealogy 

are included in the book. 

 

            /        ক   হ    /        

প     ক  /   ৪৮০   ক  

                                  

 হ          , ক  ,      ও         এ      

              ।        ক    ক   ও      

       ক                    এ          

                         হ        

 প   প  হ     এ    । এ              , 

                   ,                   , 

     হ   ক Ð,                 প   এ   

          প              ই   । 

 

275 ৩১৯ 

 
Nazrul Islam,  Sheikh Hasina for 
Children,  Genius Publications,  

Price BDT 250.00                        
geniuspublicationsmail@gmail.com 

 

Sheikh Hasina is a successful statesman of 

the contemporary world. The book is 

arranged with detail information and rare 

pictures of Sheikh Hasina's childhood, 

adolescence, student life and colorful career 

in company with the constant struggles of 

Bangabandhu's daughter to realize Father of 

the Bengali Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman’s dream of ‘golden 

Bengal’. The book upholds our progress in 

the fields of electricity, food, education, 

agriculture, garment sector and trade under 

the leadership of the Prime Minister as well 

as the story of her becoming a nature loving 

and humanist figure in a prose easy to 

understand.   

                    /     ই    /        

         /   : ২৫০      

                                   

      ।                 ,       ,         

                                          

                                       

                                       

                                          । 

                    ,    ,     ,    ,      

                -                        

                                          

                                         

                   । 

 

276 ৩২০ 

 
Sheikh Hafizur Rahman, Context of 

the Emergence of Bangladesh,    
Jonaki, Price BDT 400.00           

jonakiprokashoni@yahoo.com 

 

After going through many ups and 

downs of history, finally in 1971, under 

the visionary leadership of Father of 

the Bengali Nation Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, an 

independent and sovereign Bangladesh 

emerged through a nine-month long 

War of Liberation. In fact, the author 

has recorded here an analytical account 

of the unprecedented evolution of the 

Bengalis’ political thought in the last 

five or six decades. The author 

combines an informative discussion of 

how the people of this land, especially 

the Bengali Muslims, through the 

course of historical events, broke the 

barrier of medieval religion-based 

Pakistani nationalism and got attracted 

to modern secular Bengali nationalism 

with some rare pictures. 
 

                         /           

     /               /   ৪০০      

ই                ই-    ই               
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277 ৩২১ 

 
Harun-or-Rashid, Bangabandhu’s 

Unfinished Memories Revisited, 

The University Press Limited, Price 
BTD 300.00               

jonakiprokashoni@yahoo.com 

 

Dr. Harun-ur-Rashid is currently the Vice-

Chancellor of the National University, 

Bangladesh. The book Bangabandhu’s 

Unfinished Memories Revisited is one of his 

evaluative works. The Unfinished 

Memories, an autobiographical book by 

Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, is considered as a 

seminal work of national politics of 

Bangladesh. In addition to the various 

events described in Bangabandhu’s 

memoirs, Harun-ur-Rashid has very rightly 

analyzed Bangabandhu’s political mindset, 

policy, ideology, leadership and political 

philosophy, his role in the establishment of 

Chhatra League and Awami League, the 

then political leaders, imprisonment, etc. in 

the book.  

 

                          /    -  -

    /ই                    ড/   : ৩০০.০০ 
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                         । ‘            
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              ‘             ’            

                        ।       

                                     

             -   ,     -    -         
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     ,         ই                 ড.     -
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278 ৩২২ 

 
Gaziul Haque, The Struggle 

this time is the Struggle for our 

Emancipation, Jonaki 

Prokashoni,  Price  BDT 275.00  
jonakiprokashoni@yahoo.com 

Gaziul Haque is a leading figure in the 

State Language Movement of Bangladesh. 

This brave man, the bearer and practitioner 

of Bangali nationality, also played a vital 

role in the Liberation War of 1971. His 

book The Struggle this time is the Struggle 

for our Emancipation was done during the 

liberation War and is considered as the first 

important document about the War. The 

book revels, on the one hand, the history of 

various deprivations of East Pakistan during 

the Pakistan period, and on the other hand, 

the context of the freedom struggles along 

the path of Independence. This book 

contains the birth story of the independent 

and sovereign state of Bangladesh achieved 

under the leadership of Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

 

                           /       

  /              /   : ২৭৫.০০      
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 ই                                  

                      ।          ‘       

                    ’  ই                 
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279 ৩২৫ 

 
Prison-life of Bangabandhu, 

Dibyadyuti Sarker, Bangla 
Academy, Price BTD 170.00  

jonakiprokashoni@yahoo.com 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

passed about thirteen years in prison during 

twenty five years of oppression by 

Pakistani occupation forces. When Bangla 

was under British rule and Sheikh Mubibur 

Rahman was a school-going student, he had 

to go to jail for the first time, and later on 

he suffered the torture in prisons years after 

years. But he never deviated from the 

struggle for freedom of the Bengali Nation. 

Very few leaders of the world suffered from 

such cruelty for the sake of their nations. 

The book presents a detailed discussion on 

the prison life of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

Mujib's personal sacrifice and pain of life 

for the sake of the nation have also been 

depicted in this book. 

 

              /             /      

    ড  /   ১৭০      

পঁসচে বেরেে পাসকস্তাসন ঔপসনরবসেক োিরন বঙ্গবন্ধু 

রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমান রজল রখরটরেন প্রায়       বেে। 

সতসন প্রেম রজরল র্ান র্খন স্কুরলে োত্র এবিং বািংলা 

সব্রটিে োিনাধীন। পাসকস্তাসন আমরল সতসন বেরেে 

পে বেে রজল-সনর্ ডাতন রোগ করেরেন, সকন্তু বাঙাসলে 

জাতীয় মুসক্তে িিংগ্রাম রেরক সবচুুত হনসন। সবরেে খুব 

কম রনতাই জাসতে মুসক্তে জন্য এ-েকম সনম ডমতাে 

সেকাে হরয়রেন। এই গ্ররন্থ জাতীয়তাবাদী রনতা রেখ 

মুসজব্যে েহমারনে রজল-জীবরনে ওপে সবস্তাসেত 

আরলাচনা কো হরয়রে। জাসতে জন্য ব্যসক্ত মুসজরবে 

তুাগ ও র্ন্ত্রণাকে জীবরনে সচত্র অিংসকত হরয়রে এই 

গ্ররন্থ।  
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280 ৩২৬ 

 
The Genocide of 1971 and the 

War Crime, Dr. M A Hasan, 

Tamralipi, Price BDT 500.00      
tamralipipublication@gmail.com 

 

The brutal Pakistani Army carried out a 

preplanned genocide and oppression 

throughout Bangladesh. The author Dr. M 

A Hasan takes the leadership of a group of 

researchers since a long time, who are 

identifying the spots of genocide allover 

Bangladesh as well as collecting the oral 

descriptions of the people who had been 

oppressed, and have witnessed the 

genocide. The research book under the title 

The Genocide of 1971 and the War Crime 

was written based on the data which have 

been collected from fieldworks. This book 

contains preplanned genocides, oppressions 

and war crimes carried out by Pakistani 

Army during the nine months of our 

Liberation War. 
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281 ৩২৭ 

 
Murder Case of Bangabandhu, 

Shahida Begum, Tamralipi, 

Price BDT 990.00     
tamralipipublication@gmail.com 

 

The Killing of Father of the Nation 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is a 

black chapter in the national life of 

Bengalis. After the killing of Bangabandhu 

and his family on 15 August 1975, the 

notorious Indemnity Ordinance was issued 

to protect the killers. In 1996, the Indemnity 

Ordinance was repealed to make them 

appeared for the trial. Bangabandhu's 

murder case was conducted on this 

background and the verdict was executed. 

This book is a historical document which 

contains the chargesheet of the murder case, 

the testimony of the plaintiff's witnesses, 

the cross-examination of the accused, the 

arguments and verdicts of the murder case, 

the arguments, and verdicts of the Appellate 

Division of the Supreme Court. Thus the 

book has become an important compilation 

of the Bangabandhu murder case. 
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282 ৩২৮ 

 
The Contribution of Dhaka and 

Kolkata University to the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh, 

Rangal Sen and Others (Eds.) 

The University Press Ltd, Price 

BDT 450.00       
mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

 

The University of Dhaka is a well-known 

University of Bangladesh. Though the 

university is considered as a center for 

practicing free thinking and intellects if the 

history urges, it could be a ground of 

political movements and revolution. The 

University of Dhaka has its contribution to 

the movement and War for Independence of 

the country. Only two and half decades 

before the Libearion War, the relation with 

Kolkata and Dhaka was boundary less and 

inseparable. For the unity in the case of 

language and anthropology between the 

people of Dhaka and Kolkata, both 

universities have the same relations with 

each other before the separation of India in 

1947. This book contains essays of 25 

prominent writers and professors of both 

universities in regards to the War of 

Liberation of Bangladesh. Ranglal Sen, 

Dulal Bhoumik and Tuhin Roy acted as 

compilars and editors. 
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283 ৩২৯ 

 
Some Sayings of an Economist 

during the Formation of 

Bangladesh Nation,  Nurul 

Islam, The University Press 

Limited,  Price BDT 365.00       

mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd  

Professor Nurul Islam, a noted Fellow of 

Oxford University, has served as the 

Deputy Chairman of the Planning 

Commission of newly independent 

Bangladesh. The chairman of that 

commission was Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

Father of the Bengali Nation, founder of 

Independent Bangladesh. In the first part of 

the book, which is divided into two parts, 

Nurul Islam, a professor of economics, 

highlights the economic inequality between 

the two parts of Pakistan, which was 

established in 1947. Here, economic 

inequality has been described as one of the 

reasons behind the rise of nationalist 

consciousness in East Bengal, and in the 

final stage of the people’s aspiration for 

Independence. The second part deals with 

the rationale for implementing the policies 

adopted for economic restructuring in 

newly independent Bangladesh and the 

obstackles to their implementation. 
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284 ৩৩০ 

 
The Unfinished Memoirs,  Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman, The University 

Press Limited, Price BDT 525.00  

mahrukh@uplbooks.com.bd 

The Unfinished Memoirs is the autobiographical 
account of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Father of the Bengali nation. This book 

provides stories of Bangabandhu’s life in his own 
words till 1955. Bangabandhu started writing this 

autobiography while he was in Dhaka Central 

Jail  from 1966 to 1969 as a state prisoner. The 
book contains author's birth and genealogy, 

education, the beginning and development of his 

political life, imprisonment, and political events 
of contemporary East Pakistan. Eloquent 

narration and authenticity are the hallmarks of 

this book.  A valuable Preface  written by Sheikh 
Hasina, Honorable Prime Minister of 

Bangladesh, daughter of Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, has been added in the book. 
Professor Fakrul Alam, a renowned  translator 

and  writer of Bangladesh, has translated the 

book into English. This is one of the most 
acclaimed autobiographies in the history of 

Bangladesh's liberation struggle and 

autobiographical literature. This book is now 
regarded as one of the most valuable sources of 

the political history of Bangladesh.  
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285 ৩৩২ 

 
Selected Sayings of Sheikh Hasina, 

Tofazzol Hossain Mia (Ed.), 

Pathok Somabesh, Price BDT 

695.00                            
pathak@bol-online.com 

 

Forbes Magazine’s influential figure, Prime 

Minister of the Government of the People’s 

Republic of Bangladesh, Sheikh Hasina has 

four decades of direct experience in 

democratic politics. She has authored more 

than twenty books in Bengali and 

English.This book is a compilation of 100 

quotes selected from the various writings 

and speeches of Sheikh Hasina. The 

compiled quotations will show the way to 

solve the problems that have arisen in the 

professional, socio-political life of people 

of all walks of life. The book will be 

especially helpful in developing an idea 

about the personality of Sheikh Hasina. 
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286 ৩৩৩ 

 
Anno Monosko Onuprash,  

Kamal Choudhury, Shamabesh, 

Price BDT 195.00  
pathak@bol-online.com 

Kamal Chowdhury is a renowned poet in 

Bangladesh. His poems are a discovery of 

the self and an exploration of joy and 

agony, fears and compulsions, life and 

death, man and nature. They take readers on 

a journey encompassing the present as well 

as the past across Bangladesh. 

Chowdhury’s contribution to Bengali 

poetry has been recognized through 

numerous awards. In this collection of 

poetry, his signatory styles are very much 

expressive.   

 

অন্যমনস্ক অনুপ্রাি/ কামাল রচৌধুেী/ িমারবে/ মূল্য 

১৯৫ টাকা 

 

কামাল রচৌধুেী বািংলারদরেে খ্যাসতমান কসব। তাঁে 

কসবতা হরলা আত্ম-আসবষ্কাে এবিং আনি ও র্ন্ত্রণা, 

আতি এবিং বাধ্যবাধকতা, জীবন ও মৃতুু, মানুষ ও 

প্রকৃসতে অনুিোরনে উপলক্ষু। পাঠকো তাঁে কসবতাে 

মধ্য সদরয় বািংলারদরেে বতডমান ও অতীত পসেভ্রমণ 

কেরত পােরবন। কসব প্রসতোে স্বীকৃসতস্বরূপ সতসন 

অিিংখ্য পুেস্কারে ভূসষত হরয়রেন। আরলাচু কসবতা 

িিংকলরন তাঁে স্বতন্ত্র সেলী ও স্বে েীষণোরব 

দৃশ্যমান।  

 

287 ৩৩৪ 

 
Bangladesh wants International 
Recognition of the March 25 

Genocide, Monaem Sarker, Parijat  

Prakashani, Price BDT 550.00   
parijat1999@gmail.com 

Monaim Sarkar is a politician, columnist, 

researcher, organizer of the Liberation War 

and freedom fighter. The main theme of the 

book is to gain international recognition for 

the brutal genocide that took place in 

Bangladesh from March to December, 

1971. This book has compiled all the 

important writings of famous writers, 

researchers, politicians and journalists of 

Bangladesh. The essays in the book will 

also present to the next generation the 

detailed history of the atrocities that took 

place in Bangladesh during the War of 

Liberation. 
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288 ৩৩৫ 

 
’71 as I’ve witnessed and Some 

Documents of Our 

Independence, M. Halim, 

Puthiniloy, Price BDT 420.00  

puthiniloy2@gmail.com 

 

The best chapter in the history of the 

Bengali nation is the War of 

Liberation. From the Language 

Movement of 1952 to the United Front 

election of 1954, the martial law of 

Ayub Khan in 1956, the Education 

Movement of 1962, the Six-Points of 

1966, the Mass Upheaval of 1969, the 

General Election of 1970 and the direct 

experience of the Liberation War of 

1971 together with various information 

about the documents of the War have 

been included in this book of memoir. 

Above all, the author skillfully shows 

that the Bengali people have created a 

unique and innovative reality in their 

history by establishing a sovereign 

state called Bangladesh through the 

War of Liberation. 
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289 ৩৩৬ 

 
The Turbulent Sixties, Haider 

Akbar Khan Rono, Puthinilay, Price 

BDT 175.00                  
puthiniloy2@gmail.com 

 

The sixties of the twentieth century is a 

very important chapter in the history of the 

politics of East Bengal and Bangladesh. 

The movement against the Pakistani 

dictatorship was in full swing at that time. 

Many events have taken place in the history 

of the world at this time. Haider Akbar 

Khan Rono, General Secretary of the East 

Pakistan Students Union, leader of the new 

type of workers’ movement in the sixties, 

and an activist of the mass uprising of the 

sixty-nine, paints in the volume a picture of 

that turbulent period. Written in the light of 

the author’s personal experiences, this book 

will be helpful to the present generation of 

Bangladesh to think about various things of 

the sixties. 
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290 ৩৩৭ 

 
Sayings of Bangabandhu, Dr. 

Mohammad Ameen, Puthiniloy,  

Price BDT 120.00      
puthiniloy2@gmail.com 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is 

the dreamer and creator of the Bengali 

nation. He is the greatest Bengali of a 

thousand years. Independent and sovereign 

state of Bangladesh commemorates his 

strong and skillful leadership. The book 

titled Sayings of Bangabandhu is the 

compilation of the inspiring words he has 

uttered in his long political life. This book 

has compiled valuable summaries of the 

speeches and statements given by him. 
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291 ৩৩৮ 

 
Liberation War of 1971, A K M 

Shawnawaz,  Protik, Price BDT. 
600.00                                   
protikbooks@yahoo.com 

 

The War of Independence in 1971 is an 

inherited right from the time immemorial. 

This book contains the various historical 

movements of Bengali people in Indo-Pak 

periods. Various issues related to our War 

of Independence such as primary counter 

attack against enemies, formation of 

Liberation Forces and the Anti-Liberation 

elements, the construction of public opinion 

in favour of our liberation, the dire situation 

of homeless people who got sheltered in 

India, the pivotal role of Radio Station of 

Independent Bangla in the War and the 

final victory of the Bangalees. The 

appendix of the book adds the ‘Operation 

Search Light’, heroic title of the freedom 

fighters and the list of the surrendered 

soldiers of the defeated Pakistan 

Occupation Army that will be considered as 

the significant source materials for the 

nurture of the history of our Liberation 

War.  
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292 ৩৩৯ 

 
The Tri-Luminious Sheik Mujib : 

Bangabandhu, Father of the 

Nation, A K M Shahnawaz,  Protik 
Prokashana Sangstha, Price BDT 

550.00                      
protikbooks@yahoo.com 

  

The life history of Father of the Bengali 

nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman has been divided into three 

chapters in this book. In the book the birth 

and the upbringing of Bangabandhu, 

beginning of his political career, Provincial 

Election and the United Front, Central 

Administration of East Bengal, movement 

against general Ayub Khan (former 

President of Pakistan), Mujib's path to 

becoming Bangabandhu, the background of 

the historical speech of the 7th March, the 

night of death of 25th March and the 

declaration of independence by 

Bangabandhu, the War of Liberation, the 

leadership of Father of the Nation in 

Independent Bangladesh, the foreign policy 

of the government of Bangabandhu, and the 

brutal killing of Bangabandhu along with 

almost all the family members of him on 

15th August have been narrated. Related 

pictures are also included in each chapter.  
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293 ৩৪০ 

 
7th March Speech : A World 

Heritage Document,  Writer: 

AKM Shahnawaz, Published 

by: Protik,  Price BDT 200.00  

protikbooks@yahoo.com 

In the 1970 national elections in Pakistan, 

the Awami League won an absolute 

majority, but the Pakistani ruling class 

refused to hand over power to the Bengalis. 

In this situation, on 7th March 1971, 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

Father of the Bengali Nation, delivered an 

important speech at the Race Course Squire 

in Dhaka. In this speech he declared the 

independence of Bangladesh following 

which the Bengalis started a nine-month 

armed war against Pakistan. In 2017, 

UNESCO recognized Bangabandhu’s 

speech as a ‘World Heritage Document’. 

The volume elaborates the history and 

impact of the 7th March Speech in a very 

lucid language.  
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294 ৩৪১ 

 
Those Who Brought the Dawn, 

Anisul Haque , First Publication, 

Price BDT 500.00          
jakir.hossen@prothomalo.com 

 

Anisul Haque is one of the popular writers 

in Bangladesh. The title is the first part of 

the trilogy written in the context of the epic 

struggle of the Bengali nation on the path to 

independence. This volume deals with the 

beginning of the nationalist movement 

which started under the leadership of 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, a young student 

leader who returned from Calcutta 

immediately after the creation of Pakistan 

in 1947. The ‘Language Movement’ took 

place within a few years of the creation of 

the state in protest of the communal 

character and colonial behavior of the state 

of Pakistan. The movement formed under 

the leadership of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

the father of the Bengali nation, is 

considered as a significant chapter in the 

world history of the twentieth century. 

Details of that history can be found in the 

text of the novel. 
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295 ৩৪২ 

 
Murder of Mujib in US documents,  

Mizanur Rahman Khan, First 
publication, Price BDT 800.00   
jakir.hossen@prothomalo.com 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

Father of the Bengali Nation, became a 

world leader for a very compelling reason 

during his lifetime. Very few political 

leaders have the rare ability and opportunity 

to establish an independent nation through 

virtually a successful democratic struggle 

and liberation war. In August 1975, he was 

killed along with his family members and 

even his infant son. Such barbaric killings 

are rare in the political history of the world. 

Well-known journalist, Lawrence Liftsulz, 

has questioned whether the superpowers, 

especially the United States, were involved 

in the killings. Mizanur Rahman Khan, a 

journalist, wrote the book based on the 

research of Lawrence Liftsulz and later 

declassified US documents.  
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296 ৩৪৩ 

Reflection of August, Masrur 

Arefin, Prothoma Prakashani, 

Price BDT 800.00     
jakir.hossen@prothomalo.com 

Reflection of August is Masrur Arefin's first 

novel. The central theme of the novel is the 

gruesome murder of the Father of the 

Nation, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman along with 

his family members. The Protagonist of the 

novel tried his best to find out the relation 

between the most heinous incident of 

history and the murder of Bangabandhu and 

his family members on the fateful night of 

15th August 1975. The novel evolves 

around different characters as well as 

various incidents and thus the story 

progressed. The novel takes a turning point 

when the readers have come across with the 

questions related to life and death. At the 

last stage of the novel, the novelist himself 

found out different meanings of life though 

he understood that power changes the main 

structure of society as well as death remains 

unaffected towards everything of the 

society.  
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297 ৩৪৪ 

 
Mujib, My Brother, ABM Musa, 

First Publication, Price BDT 250.00  
jakir.hossen@prothomalo.com 

 

ABM Musa is one of the few Bangladeshi 

journalists to make a name for himself in 

the world by covering war and politics. He, 

who held a diploma from the 

Commonwealth Press Institute, and became 

close to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Father of the Bengali Nation. He 

was his special confidant. However, the 

book is not ‘political’ in the traditional 

sense. It tells the story of the memory of 

Father of the Bengali Nation, his family life 

and his gatherings with the journalist 

community and his private life. The book 

will be helpful to know the history of a 

special period of Bangladesh. 
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298 ৩৪৫ 

 
An Eyewitness’ Commentary on the 

Rise of Bangladesh, Rehman 

Sobhan, First Edition, Price BDT 
380.00                    
jakir.hossen@prothomalo.com 

 

Rehman Sobhan is a Bangladesh-born 

economist and development expert. He is 

trusted by Western academics as a scholar 

of political and economic issues of 

Bangladesh and South Asia. As a 

companion of Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, Father of the Bengali 

Nation, he was deeply involved in the 

independence movement and Liberation 

War of Bangladesh. The book contains a 

detailed description and analysis of every 

step of the independence movement, its 

political-economic reasons, the formation 

of government in exile, above all the 

formation of public opinion in favor of 

Bangladesh’s Liberation War abroad. The 

book consisting of six chapters and eight 

tables is an important text to the political 

history of Bangladesh. 
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299 ৩৪৬ 

 
1971: My Childhood and My 
Father Tajuddin Ahmed, Simeen 

Hussain Rimi, Prothoma Prakashan,  

Price BDT 450.00                   
jakir.hossen@prothomalo.com 

 

It is a memoir about Tajuddin Ahmed, the 

first Prime Minister of Bangladesh and the 

national leader who led the Liberation War. 

It was written by his daughter Simin 

Hossain Rimi. Tajuddin Ahmed is a unique 

personality in the history of Bangladesh. 

Simin Hossain Rimi got her father for a 

short time. She has deeply understood the 

role of Tajuddin in the independence 

movement, the Liberation War and post-

Liberation period of Bangladesh. Later, the 

occassion of the Kiling of Bangabandhu 

and the four national leaders made her to 

suffer from mental disturbance. Knowing 

the background of these events, she has 

depicted those in the present text. In 

addition to the events of her childhood, the 

role of Tajuddin in the history of the 

liberation movement and the Liberation 

War and are the main subjects of this book. 

The book is therefore a combination of 

memory and history. 

             , ১৯৭১                  

    /                 /          /   ৪৫০ 

     

                      ,        

                                      

             ।            ই           

           ।                         

ই               ।                   

                          ।            

              ,                -      

                                   

               ।                        

                                    ।     

                              ই         

                 ।                        

                       ,             

ই                                   

     ।       ই       ই              । 

 

300 ৩৪৭ 

 
Bangabandhu and Bangladesh,  

Published: September 2018,  

Location: Dhaka, Publishing 
Company: Somoy Prakashan,  Price 

BDT 250.00 

f.ahmed@somoy.com  

Abul Maal Abdul Muhith, a development expert 

and researcher, has long served as Finance 
Minister of the Government of the People’s 

Republic of Bangladesh. Mr. Muhit who started 

his career as a civil service officer, is one of the 
authors and intellectuals of Bangladesh. In this 

book comprised of fourteen essays divided into 

five sections, the author has dealt with various 
aspects of Bangladesh’s struggle for 

independence, keen observations on the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh, analysis of 
remarkable achievements of Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Father of the Bengali 
Nation. He has analyzed the context of the 

counter-revolution initiated by the killing of 

Father of the Nation in 1975, the position of the 
superpowers on the question of the birth of 

Bangladesh and the effective steps needed for 

building up the golden Bangladesh as was 
visioned by the Father of the Nation. The volume 

is an important addition to Bangladesh studies. 

 

               /                  /     

     /    ২৫০      

            -                        

                                                

                 ।                             

                                         

    -       ।                                 

 ই  ই                                         

    ,                                      , 

                                           

                               । ১৯৭৫      

                                        

      ,                                      

                  ‘            ’             

                                            । 

 ই  ‘            ড  ’                   । 
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301 ৩৪৮ 

 
The first year of protest against the 

killing of Bangladesh, Nooh-Ul-

Alam Lenin, Ajoy Dasgupta, 
Somoy Prakashan, Price 600.00         

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

The killing of Bangabandhu on 15 August 1975 

stirred the conscience of society particularly. 
Some of the documents related to the killing of 

Bangabandhu have been compiled in this book. 

These include the background of the barbaric 
killings, the immediate response, the 

participation of Awami League leaders in the 

cabinet of the killer Mushtaq, the protests of the 
students, the killing of four national leaders in 

jail, the role of the Jasad, and the people's forces. 

The book contains a summary of the authors' 
direct experiences, details of the activities of 

various political parties, individuals, and groups, 

the role of the United States, the CIA, Pakistan, 
and China, and a brief documentary on the role 

of the international community in protest. The 

role of the student protest movement and political 
parties during the period from 1975 to 15 August 

1976 has been highlighted here as much as 

possible.  

                             /  -  -    

                 /         /৬০০       

 

 ১৯৭৫       ১৫ই                          

                             ।    ই            

                  ।                        

               ,                ,     

                                           , 

                ,                           

       ,                            ।           

                              ,       

           ,                           , 

            ,    ই ,                           

                                      

             ।     ১৯৭৫      ১৯৭৬-   ১৫     

                                         

                                        ।     

                                           

                             । 

302 ৩৪৯ 

 
Encyclopedia of Juvenile Freedom 
Fighters,  Published: February 

2018,  Venue: Dhaka,  Publishing 

Company: Samay Prakashan,  Price 
BDT 900.00   

f.ahmed@somoy.com  

Professor Muntassir Mamoon, a noted 

historian of Bangladesh, has authored many 

valuable books on the independence 

movement and the Bangladesh War of 

Liberation. Through this book, readers of 

all levels including youths will be able to 

easily learn about and realize the War of 

Liberation. The number of entries in this 

495-paged encyclopedia is 447. The entries 

are all based on the martyrs of the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh; the leading 

warriors of the war; important battles and 

opponents of the Liberation War; genocide, 

rape and looting committed by the 

occupying Pakistani forces; torture centers 

and mass graveyards. The entries have been 

prepared by noted journalist Simon Dring 

and 20 other experts on the subject 

concerned.   

 

                 /            /    

     /   ৯০০      

                                      

        ।                             

                               ।  ই 

 ই                                   

                             । ৪৯৫ 

      ই                   ৪৪৬।         

                      ,              

        ,          ,                      , 

                                      -    -

   ,           ,                      

              ।                   ই   

   -                      ২০         

                  ।   

 

303 ৩৫০(

১) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War (Vol. I), 

Muntassir Mamoon (Ed.), 

Somoy Prakashan, Price 850.00               

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

 

The importance of the encyclopedia in the 

study of the liberation war history is 

immense. It is from this realization, the 

Encyclopaedia of the Liberation War has 

been compiled in 12 volumes under the 

editorship of Professor Muntassir Mamoon. 

This book has introduction, entry, entry list, 

author list, reference and glossary arranged 

in successive order. Each volume contains 

information about events and persons, 

genocide-mass graves-slaughter ground, 

anti-liberation forces, war, martyrs, etc. 

Basically, the entire Liberation War has 

been covered. The encyclopaedia has been 

compiled by collecting information from 

various sources. This is a historic step in the 

study of the Liberation War of Bangladesh. 

The contents of the first volume of the 

encyclopaedia are events and persons. The 

various events that took place during the 

war including the background of the 

Liberation War, and the prominent and 

important people associated with it have 

been included here.  

gyw³hy× †Kvl (cÖ_g LÐ), gybZvmxi gvgyb 

(m¤úv.)/mgq cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 850 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ 

Acwimxg| GB †eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi 

gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× 

†KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, 

fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I kãm~wP| 

LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-ea¨f~wg, 

gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc ’̄vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K 

¯úk© Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i 

†KvlMÖš’wU cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× 

M‡elYvq GwU GKwU HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| 

†KvlMÖš’wUi cÖ_g L‡Ði welqe ‘̄ NUbv I e¨w³| 

gyw³hy‡×i cUf~wg-m‡gZ msNwUZ wewfbœ NUbv Ges 

Gi m‡½ hy³ wewkó I ¸iæZ¡c~Y© e¨w³‡K AšÍfz©³ 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| Gi d‡j BwZnv‡mi †cÖÿvc‡U e¨w³i 

f~wgKvi cvkvcvwk D‡V G‡m‡Q NUbvi c~e©vci 

weeiY| 
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304 ৩৫০(

২) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War (Vol. I I), 

Muntassir Mamoon (Ed.), 

Somoy Prakashan, Price 750.00               

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

 

The 12 Volume Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War is an important work on the 

War of Liberation which has been edited by 

renowned scholar, Professor Muntassir 

Mamoon. The contents of the second 

volume of the encyclopaedia covers 

genocide, mass grave, slaughter ground and 

torture centers. In this volume detailed 

information of known, unknown, little 

known genocide, mass graves, slaughter 

grounds and torture centers in different 

parts of Bangladesh have been dealt with. 

In this way, the horrible aspect of the 

Liberation War has been exposed as a 

whole.  

 

gyw³hy× †Kvl (wØZxq LÐ)/gybZvmxi gvgyb (m¤úv.)/mgq 

cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 750 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GB 

†eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 

L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× †KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g 

Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I 

kãm~wP| LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-

ea¨f~wg, gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K ¯úk© 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i †KvlMÖš’wU 

cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× M‡elYvq GwU GKwU 

HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| †KvlMÖ‡š’i wØZxq L‡Ði welqe ‘̄ 

MYnZ¨v, MYKei, ea¨f~wg I wbh©vZb †K›`ª| gyw³hy‡×i 

BwZnvm PP©vq G cÖm½wU wb`viæYfv‡e D‡cwÿZ| eZ©gvb 

L‡Ð evsjv‡`‡ki bvbv cÖv‡šÍi ÁvZ, AÁvZ, ¯^íÁvZ 

MYnZ¨v-MYKei-ea¨f~wg-wbh©vZb †K‡›`ªi wek` Z_¨ D‡V 

G‡m‡Q| Gfv‡e gyw³hy‡×i fqven w`KwU D‡b¥vwPZ n‡q‡Q 

mvgwMÖKiƒ‡c| 

 

305 ৩৫০(

৩) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War (Vol. I I I), 

Muntassir Mamoon (Ed.), 

Somoy Prakashan, Price 900.00 

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

The contents of the third, fourth and 

fifth volumes of the Encyclopaedia of 

the Liberation War cover the topic of 

anti-independence activities. It includes 

Razakars, Al-Badr, Al-Shams, 

Mujahideen, members of the peace 

committee and political activists. The 

details of the crimes and atrocities of 

those anti-independence groups all 

over the country have been presented 

in the third volume. 
 

 

gyw³hy× †Kvl (Z…Zxq LÐ)/gybZvmxi gvgyb (m¤úv.)/mgq 

cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 900 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GB 

†eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 

L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× †KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g 

Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I 

kãm~wP| LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-

ea¨f~wg, gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K ¯úk© 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i †KvlMÖš’wU 

cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× M‡elYvq GwU GKwU 

HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| †KvlMÖ‡š’i Z…Zxq, PZz_© I cÂg 

L‡Ði welqe ‘̄ ¯^vaxbZv-we‡ivax cÖm½| G‡Z ivRvKvi, 

Avje`i, Avjkvgm, gyRvwn`, kvwšÍ KwgwUi m`m¨ I 

ivR‰bwZK Kg©x‡K AšÍf©y³ Kiv n‡q‡Q| gyw³hy‡×i 

we‡ivax kw³i cwiPq g~jZ †K›`ªxqfv‡e cwiwPZ wKQz 

e¨w³i g‡a¨B mxgve×| mviv †`kRy‡o †mB we‡ivax 

gvbyl¸wji AcKg© I AbvPv‡ii weeiY D‡V G‡m‡Q 

eZ©gvb L‡Ð| cvwK¯Ívwb evwnbx Kx K‡i Zv‡`i G †`kxq 

†`vmi‡`i mnvqZvq Kj¼RbK f~wgKv †i‡LwQj eZ©gvb 

LÐwU Zvi Mfxi cwiPqen|  

 

306 ৩৫০(

৪) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War (Vol. IV), 

Muntassir Mamoon (Ed.), 

Somoy Prakashan, Price 

1100.00 f.ahmed@somoy.com 

The 12 Volume Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War is a major work on the 

events of 1971 under the editorship of 

renowned historian, Professor 

Muntassir Mamoon. The contents of 

the third, fourth and fifth volumes of 

the encyclopaedia cover the topic of 

anti-independence activities. It includes 

Razakars, Al-Badr, Al-Shams, 

Mujahideen, members of the peace 

committee and political activists. The 

fourth volume contains the atrocities of 

the anti-liberation forces. 

gyw³hy× †Kvl (PZz_© LÐ)/gybZvmxi gvgyb (m¤úv.)/mgq 

cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 1100 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GB 

†eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 

L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× †KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g 

Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I 

kãm~wP| LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-

ea¨f~wg, gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K ¯úk© 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i †KvlMÖš’wU 

cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× M‡elYvq GwU GKwU 

HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| †KvlMÖ‡š’i Z…Zxq, PZz_© I cÂg 

L‡Ði welqe ‘̄ ¯^vaxbZv-we‡ivax cÖm½| G‡Z ivRvKvi, 

Avje`i, Avjkvgm, gyRvwn`, kvwšÍ KwgwUi m`m¨ I 

ivR‰bwZK Kg©x‡K AšÍf©y³ Kiv n‡q‡Q| gyw³hy‡×i 

we‡ivax wKQz e¨w³i bvg mevi Rvbv| wKš‘ G L‡Ð mviv 

†`kRy‡o A‡bK we‡ivax Ackw³i AcKg© I AbvPv‡ii 

weeiY D‡V G‡m‡Q| cvwK¯Ívwb evwnbxi G †`kxq 

†`vmi‡`i Kj¼RbK f~wgKv †_‡K gyw³hy‡×i cÖK…Z ¯^iƒc 

I cÖK…wZ Rvbv hvq|  
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307 ৩৫০(

৫) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War (Vol. V), 

Muntassir Mamoon (Ed.), 

Somoy Prakashan, Price 900.00 

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

The 12 Volume Encyclopaedia of 

the Liberation War is a compilation 

work on the War of Liberation 

edited by renowend writer 

Professor Muntassir Mamoon. The 

contents of the fifth volume of the 

encyclopaedia cover the crimes 

committed by the collaborators of 

the Pakistani forces. 

gyw³hy× †Kvl (cÂg LÐ)/gybZvmxi gvgyb (m¤úv.)/mgq 

cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 900 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GB 

†eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 

L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× †KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g 

Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I 

kãm~wP| LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-

ea¨f~wg, gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K ¯úk© 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i †KvlMÖš’wU 

cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× M‡elYvq GwU GKwU 

HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| †KvlMÖ‡š’i Z…Zxq, PZz_© I cÂg 

L‡Ði welqe ‘̄ ¯^vaxbZv-we‡ivax cÖm½| G‡Z ivRvKvi, 

Avje`i, Avjkvgm, gyRvwn`, kvwšÍ KwgwUi m`m¨ I 

ivR‰bwZK Kg©x‡K AšÍf©y³ Kiv n‡q‡Q| gyw³hy‡×i 

we‡ivax kw³ cvwK¯Ívwb evwnbxi m‡½ cvjb K‡iwQj 

b¨°viRbK f~wgKv| mviv †`kRy‡o †mB Ackw³i 

AZ¨vPvi-wbh©vZb I RNb¨ AcK‡g©i weeiY eZ©gvb L‡Ði 

DcRxe¨| Gi ga¨ w`‡q gyw³hy‡× ¯^vaxbZv-we‡ivax kw³i 

AcZrciZvi ¯^iƒc jÿ Kiv hvq| 

 

308 ৩৫০(

৬) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War (Vol. Vl), 

Muntassir Mamoon (Ed.), 

Somoy Prakashan, Price 750.00 

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

The 12 Volume Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War is an important book in 

historical perspective edited by great 

scholar, Professor Muntassir Mamoon. The 

contents of the sixth to the eighth volumes 

of the encyclopaedia are the wars that took 

place in different parts of Bangladesh. The 

sixth volume narrates the criminal activities 

committed by the anti-liberation forces in 

the country. 

 

gyw³hy× †Kvl (lô LÐ)/gybZvmxi gvgyb (m¤úv.)/mgq 

cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 750 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GB 

†eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 

L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× †KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g 

Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I 

kãm~wP| LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-

ea¨f~wg, gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K ¯úk© 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i †KvlMÖš’wU 

cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× M‡elYvq GwU GKwU 

HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| †KvlMÖ‡š’i lô †_‡K Aóg L‡Ði 

welqe ‘̄ hy×| gyw³hy‡× evsjv‡`‡ki bvbv cÖv‡šÍ †hme hy× 

msNwUZ nq eZ©gvb LÐwU ZviB we‡kl cwiPqen| †mme 

hy‡×i eY©bvi ga¨ w`‡q Dcjwä Kiv hvq Kx Acwimxg 

jovB I i³`v‡bi ga¨ w`‡q evOvwj ¯^vaxbZv‡K AR©b 

K‡i‡Q| hy‡×i eY©bvi ga¨ w`‡q gyw³hy‡×i KwVb-K‡Vvi-

iæ ª̀iƒ‡ci cwiPq †g‡j|  

 

309 ৩৫০(

৭) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War (Vol. VII), 

Muntassir Mamoon (Ed.), 

Somoy Prakashan, Price 800.00 

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

The 12 Volume Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War is a significant book on the 

War of Liberation edited by Professor 

Muntassir Mamoon. The contents of the 

sixth to the eighth volumes of the 

encyclopaedia are the wars that took place 

in different parts of Bangladesh. The 

seventh volume explaines how the common  

people of the country were tortured in 1971. 

gyw³hy× †Kvl (mßg LÐ)/gybZvmxi gvgyb (m¤úv.)/mgq 

cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 800 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GB 

†eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 

L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× †KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g 

Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I 

kãm~wP| LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-

ea¨f~wg, gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K ¯úk© 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i †KvlMÖš’wU 

cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× M‡elYvq GwU GKwU 

HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| †KvlMÖ‡š’i lô †_‡K Aóg L‡Ði 

welqe ‘̄ hy×| GKvËi mv‡j bvbv cÖv‡šÍ msNwUZ hy‡×i 

weeiYmsewjZ eZ©gvb LÐwU iYv½‡bi Abycg wPÎ| hy‡×i 

eY©bvi ga¨ w`‡q Dcjwä Kiv hvq evOvwji jovKz     I 

exi‡Z¡i cwiPq, GKB m‡½ AkÖæ I i³`v‡bi e„ËvšÍ| 

Gfv‡eB evOvwj †mw`b ¯^vaxbZv‡K AR©b K‡iwQj| 
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310 ৩৫০(

৮) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War (Vol. VIII), 

Muntassir Mamoon (Ed.), 

Somoy Prakashan, Price 650.00 

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

Encyclopaedia of the Liberation War is 

a 12-volume compilation work done on 

the War of Liberation under the 

editorship of historian Professor 

Muntassir Mamoon. The contents of 

the sixth to the eighth volumes of the 

encyclopaedia are the wars that took 

place in different parts of Bangladesh. 

The eighth volume presents the details 

of the battles that took place in 

different parts of Bangladesh.  

gyw³hy× †Kvl (Aóg LÐ)/gybZvmxi gvgyb (m¤úv.)/mgq 

cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 650 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GB 

†eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 

L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× †KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g 

Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I 

kãm~wP| LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-

ea¨f~wg, gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K ¯úk© 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i †KvlMÖš’wU 

cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× M‡elYvq GwU GKwU 

HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| †KvlMÖ‡š’i lô †_‡K Aóg L‡Ði 

welqe ‘̄ hy×msµvšÍ| 1971 mv‡j bvbv cÖv‡šÍ msNwUZ 

hy‡×i weeiYmsewjZ eZ©gvb LÐwU iYv½‡bi msMÖvgx I 

i³v³ wPÎ| bvbv cÖv‡šÍi hy‡×i eY©bvi ga¨ w`‡q evOvwji 

msMÖvg I exi‡Z¡i cwiPq †g‡j| GKBm‡½ jÿ Kiv hvq 

AkÖæ I i³`v‡bi e„ËvšÍ| evOvwji ¯^vaxbZv AR©‡bi i³v³ 

BwZnvm †hb eZ©gvb L‡Ði cÖwZwU eY© I k‡ã wfbœ e¨Äbv 

m„wó K‡i| 

 

311 ৩৫০(

৯) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the Liberation 

War (Vol. IX), Muntassir Mamoon 
(Ed.), Somoy Prakashan, Price 

1000.00  

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

Encyclopaedia of the Liberation 

War, one of the major edited works 

of Professor Muntassir Mamoon, 

which depicts the real pictures of 

the war of 1971. The contents of 

the ninth to the eleventh volumes of 

the encyclopaedia are related to the 

martyrs of the War of Liberation. 

The ninth volume contains 

biographies of the martyrs of 

different parts of the country.   

gyw³hy× †Kvl (beg LÐ)/gybZvmxi gvgyb (m¤úv.)/mgq 

cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 1000 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GB 

†eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 

L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× †KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g 

Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I 

kãm~wP| LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-

ea¨f~wg, gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K ¯úk© 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i †KvlMÖš’wU 

cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× M‡elYvq GwU GKwU 

HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| †KvlMÖ‡š’i beg †_‡K Øv`k L‡Ði 

welqe ‘̄ kwn`| gyw³hy‡× Svuwc‡q c‡owQj evsjv‡`‡ki 

Avcvgi RbMY| wÎk jÿ kwn‡`i cÖv‡Yi wewbg‡q AwR©Z 

nq evOvwji ¯^vaxbZv| †`‡ki bvbv cÖvšÍ I bvbv ch©v‡qi 

kwn`‡`i Rxebx dz‡U  ‡V‡Q eZ©gvb L‡Ð| mvaviY 

gvby‡li cvkvcvwk kwn` n‡q‡Qb wewfbœ †kÖwY‡ckvi gvbyl 

I eyw×Rxex| Zvu‡`i Rxeb-cwiPq I AvZ¥Z¨v‡Mi fvl¨ 

gyw³msMÖv‡gi weivU K¨vbfvm wb‡q nvwRi nq cvV‡Ki 

gvbmc‡U| 

 

312 ৩৫০(

১০) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War (Vol. X), 

Muntassir Mamoon (Ed.), 

Somoy Prakashan, Price BDT 

900.00 

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

The 12 Volume Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War is a great work on the 

War of Liberation of the country which 

has been edited by renowned scholar, 

Professor Muntassir Mamoon. The 

contents of the ninth to the eleventh 

volumes of the encyclopaedia are 

related to the martyrs of the War of 

Liberation. The tenth volume 

focuses on the identities of the 

people who sacrificed their lives in 

the War of Libration. 

gyw³hy× †Kvl (`kg LÐ)/gybZvmxi gvgyb (m¤úv.)/mgq 

cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 900 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GB 

†eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 

L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× †KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g 

Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I 

kãm~wP| LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-

ea¨f~wg, gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K ¯úk© 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i †KvlMÖš’wU 

cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× M‡elYvq GwU GKwU 

HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| beg †_‡K Øv`k L‡Ði welqe ‘̄ 

kwn`| gyw³hy‡× Svuwc‡q c‡owQj evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³Kvgx 

gvbyl| wÎk jÿ kwn‡`i cÖv‡Yi wewbg‡q AwR©Z nq 

evOvwji ¯^‡cœi ¯^vaxbZv| †`‡ki bvbv cÖvšÍ I bvbv ch©v‡qi 

kwn`‡`i Rxeb-cwiPq eY©bv eZ©gvb L‡Ði jÿ¨| mvaviY 

gvby‡li cvkvcvwk wewfbœ †kÖwY- পkvi gvby‡li AvZ¥Z¨vM 

†_‡K gyw³hy‡×i AZjZv Abyfe Kiv hvq| Gfv‡e dz‡U 

 ‡V‡Q gyw³msMÖv‡gi eûavwe Í̄…Z iƒc| 
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313 ৩৫০(

১১) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War (Vol. XI), 

Muntassir Mamoon (Ed.), 

Somoy Prakashan, Price BDT 

750.00  

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

The 12 Volume Encyclopaedia of the 

Liberation War, edited by Professor 

Muntassir Mamoon, is a compilation 

work on the events of Liberation War.   

The contents of the ninth to the 

eleventh volumes of the encyclopaedia 

are related to the martyrs of the War of 

Liberation. The eleventh volume 

presents detail information of the 

martyrs of different areas in the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh.  

gyw³hy× †Kvl (GKv`k LÐ)/gybZvmxi gvgyb (m¤úv.)/ 

mgq cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 750 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GB 

†eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 

L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× †KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g 

Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I 

kãm~wP| LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-

ea¨f~wg, gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K ¯úk© 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i †KvlMÖš’wU 

cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× M‡elYvq GwU GKwU 

HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| beg †_‡K Øv`k L‡Ði welqe ‘̄ 

kwn`| gyw³hy× wQj Rbhy×| wÎk jÿ kwn‡`i cÖv‡Yi 

wewbg‡q AwR©Z n‡qwQj evsjv‡`‡ki eû Kvw•ÿZ 

¯^vaxbZv| †`‡ki Avbv‡PKvbv‡P I wewfbœ ch©v‡qi 

kwn`‡`i RxebZ_¨ I AvZ¥vûwZi cwiPq eZ©gvb L‡Ð 

mvwe©Kfv‡e  ‡V G‡m‡Q| G †_‡K gyw³hy‡×i AZjZv I 

Zvrch© Dcjwä Kiv hvq| GK mvMi i‡³i wewbg‡q 

AwR©Z evsjv‡`‡ki cÖwZ”Qwe †hb eZ©gvb MÖš’wU| 

 

314 ৩৫০ 

(১২) 

 
Encyclopaedia of the Liberation 

War (Vol. XII), Muntassir Mamoon 
(Ed.), Somoy Prakashan, Price 

BDT 650.00  

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

The significance of the 12 volume 

Encyclopaedia of the Liberation War 

on the events of 1971 is immense 

which has been edited by great 

historian, Professor Muntassir 

Mamoon. The twelfth volume 

contains the stories of the sacrifices of 

Bengali people in the War of 

Liberation. This encyclopaedic work 

desrves special appreciation of the 

researchers and historians of the 

Liberation War of Bangladesh. 
 

gyw³hy× †Kvl (Øv`k LÐ)/gybZvmxi gvgyb (m¤úv.)/mgq 

cÖKvkb/g~j¨ 650 UvKv 

gyw³hy‡×i BwZnvm PP©vq †KvlMÖ‡š’i ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GB 

†eva †_‡KB Aa¨vcK gybZvmxi gvgy‡bi m¤úv`bvq 12 

L‡Ð cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q Ôgyw³hy× †KvlÕ| G MÖ‡š’ ch©vqµ‡g 

Av‡Q f~wgKv, fzw³, fzw³m~wP, †jLKm~wP, wb‡ ©̀wkKv I 

kãm~wP| LÐ¸wj‡Z NUbv I e¨w³, MYnZ¨v-MYKei-

ea¨f~wg, gyw³hy‡×i we‡ivax kw³, hy×, kwn`‡`i m¤ú‡K© 

Z_¨ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| g~jZ mvwe©Kfv‡e gyw³hy×‡K ¯úk© 

Kiv n‡q‡Q| wewfbœ m~Î †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn K‡i †KvlMÖš’wU 

cÖYxZ n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× M‡elYvq GwU GKwU 

HwZnvwmK c`‡¶c| †KvlMÖ‡š’i beg †_‡K Øv`k L‡Ði 

welqe ‘̄ kwn`| bvbv Z¨vM-wZwZÿv I wÎk jÿ kwn‡`i 

cÖv‡Yi wewbg‡q AwR©Z n‡qwQj evsjv‡`‡ki ¯^vaxbZv| 

evsjv‡`‡ki Avbv‡PKvbv‡P I wewfbœ ch©v‡qi kwn`‡`i 

Rxebx I AvZ¥vûwZi cwiPq eZ©gvb L‡Ði DcRxe¨ welq| 

G †_‡K gyw³hy‡×i eûavwe Í̄…Z iƒc I Zvrch© Dcjwä Kiv 

hvq| GK mvMi i‡³i wewbg‡q AwR©Z evsjv‡`‡ki 

¯^vaxbZvi Abycg Qwe †hb †KvlMÖ‡š’i eZ©gvb LÐwU| 

 

315 ৩৫১ 

 
The War of Liberation, the Victory 
of Liberation, Sufia Kamal, Samay 

Prokashon, Price BDT 150.00 

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

The War of Liberation, the Victory of 

Liberation is an anthology of poetry and 

memoirs of Sufia Kamal, a renowned writer 

and activist of Bangladesh. She remained 

confined in Dhaka city at the time of the 

War of Liberation of 1971 and witnessed 

the oppression of Pakistani invading forces 

along with their collaborators over the 

Bengali nation. Her observation is depicted 

into her poetry and diaries. This book deals 

with the rejection of militarism, non 

democratic regime, sectarianism and 

religious fundamentalism along with 

anxieties, emotions, intense desires towards 

independence of that time. In addition, 

violence against women, genocide and 

killing of intellectuals at the end of the war 

are also described. 
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316 ৩৫২ 

 

‘Diary of Durdin’ (Diaries in 

Time of Distress),  Abul Fazal,  

Somoy Prakashan,  Price BTD 

175.00  

f.ahmed@somoy.com 

Abul Fazal is one of the leading 

educationists, essayists and fiction writers 

of Bangladesh. He was a practitioner of free 

and progressive thinking during his 

lifetime. He was widely known as a socially 

committed intellectual. He has played a 

fearless role in the times of crisis of the 

nation. He had a deep devotion and 

affection for the Bengali language and 

literature, Bengali culture and the Bengali 

nation. The ‘Diary of Durdin’ (Diaries in 

Time of Distress) is written during the 

Liberation War of 1971. It started on July 1, 

1971 and ended on December 30 of the 

same year, immediately after the Victory 

Day. It is a unique document of the author’s 

memories and experiences.  

               /        /         /   
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317 ৩৫৩ 

 
Sheikh Mujib : As I’ve Seen Him, 
Abul Fazal, Baatighar, Price BDT 

250.00                           
baatighar.dhk@gmail.com 

The present book is a memoir of Abul 

Fazal, a writer and academic of 

Bangladesh, based on a relationship 

developed between the author and 

Bangabandhu. Abul Fazal recollects the 

memories of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman from the core of his heart. After 

the brutal killing of Bangabandhu along 

with his family members, the author was 

deeply shocked. To keep the memories of 

Bangabandhu alive his mournful heart 

inspired him to write such a book. Enriched 

with extraordinary and unknown facts and 

events, this skillful work is a tearful tribute 

to the Father of the Nation. It will 

contribute to pass the legacy of 

Bangabadhu on to the new generation.    
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318 ৩৫৫ 

 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib, Golam 
Samdani Quraeshi, Bangladesh 

Shishu Academy, Price BDT 55.00  
nazmul-bsa@yahoo.com 

The book is an important publication on the 

life and work of Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, the Father of the Bengali 

nation. It is primarily intended for children 

who have just entered school. It is written 

in the style of a story and all episodes of the 

booklet of the colorful life of the father of 

the nation have come up. Hashem Khan, a 

renowned painter of Bangladesh, has 

designed this book with all the wonderful 

pictures of the Father of the Nation. In the 

booklet, new readers will get a clear idea 

about the struggling political life of 

Bangabandhu and will be able to know the 

history of the emergence of Bangladesh in 

detail. This book will play a helpful role in 

developing children as citizens who are 

conscious their country and politics. 
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319 ৩৫৬ 

 
Our little Lovely Russell,  

Sheikh Hasina,  Bangladesh 

Shishu Academy, Price BDT 

150.00  nazmul-bsa@yahoo.com 

On 15 August 1975, Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman was killed along with his 

family members. On that day, the assassins 

also brutally killed little Russell. 

Bangabandhu’s daughter Sheikh Hasina 

loved her younger brother Russell so much. 

She was deeply saddened after hearing the 

news of his death. Prime Minister Sheikh 

Hasina is a good writer. She reminisced 

about little Russell in this book. The love of 

Bangabandhu's family for Russell is 

reflected in the colorful pictures on the 

pages of the book. The volume, published 

by Shishu Academy, one of the leading 

publishers of children’s books in 

Bangladesh, will help children and 

teenagers to get to know more about 

Russell. 

Avgv‡`i †QvU iv‡mj †mvbv/    nvwmbv/evsjv‡`k 

wkï GKv‡Wwg/ g~j¨ 150 UvKv 

1975 mv‡ji 15B AvM÷ e½eÜz †kL gywReyi 

ingvb mcwiev‡i wbnZ nb| †mw`b NvZKiv †QvU 

iv‡mj‡KI wbg©gfv‡e nZ¨v K‡i| e½eÜzKb¨v †kL 

nvwmbvi AZ¨šÍ wcÖq wQj Zuvi †QvU fvB iv‡mj| 

iv‡m‡ji g„Zz¨‡Z wZwb Mfxi gg©vnZ nb| cÖavbgš¿x 

Rb‡bÎx †kL nvwmbv GKRb my‡jLK| wZwb GB 

wkï‡Zvl MÖ‡š’ †QvÆ iv‡mj‡K wb‡q ¯§„wZPviY 

K‡i‡Qb| iv‡m‡ji cÖwZ e½eÜz cwiev‡ii fv‡jvevmv 

eB‡qi cvZvq iwOb wP‡Îi gva¨‡g cwiùzU n‡q‡Q| 

evsjv‡`‡ki wkï‡Zvl MÖ‡š’i Ab¨Zg cÖKvkbv 

cÖwZôvb wkï GKv‡Wwg eBwU wkï-wK‡kvi‡`i 

iv‡mj‡K Rvb‡Z mnvqZv Ki‡e|  

 

320 ৩৫৭ 

 
 War of  Liberation of Bangladesh, 

The University Press Ltd., Price: 

450.00   Bangladesh Shishu 
Academy, Price BDT 55.00                           

nazmul-bsa@yahoo.com 

‘War of  Liberation of Bangladesh’ is an 

extraordinary book suitable for children and 

teenagers. The author has described the 

history of Bangladesh from the British 

period to 1971 in a very simple language. 

The book is beautifully printed in crown 

size on high quality paper with colorful 

illustrations. Rezaun Nabi made the cover 

and these illustrations. This book will 

inspire children and adolescents to study 

the history of the Liberation War in 

Bangladesh. 
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321 ৩৬৬ 

 
Friends and Foes of the of 

Liberation War Ideals, Minar 

Monsur, Panjeree Publications 

Ltd, Price BDT 450.00                           

iftekhar.ahmed@panjeree.net 

In 31 articles of the present book, 

Minar Mansur explores the deepest 

truth about Bangabandhu, the 

Liberation War, Independence and 

Bengali Nationalism. Readers will rush 

to history as they read the book. The 

author has stood against the 

conspiracies and mischievous attempts 

to take Bangladesh in the opposite 

direction in the seventy-fifth century. 

The author wrote regular columns for 

several dailies in professional sources. 

There are also articles presented at 

several seminars. This very book is the 

selected collection of those articles. It 

is indeed a document of historical 

importance. 
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322 ৩৬৭ 

 
The Best Poems of Samsur 

Rahman, Samsur Rahman, Shahitya 

Prakash, Price BDT 900.00             
shahityap@gmail.com 

Shamsur Rahman is one of the leading 

poets of modern Bangla literature. From the 

fifties onwards, various struggles of the 

Bengali nation, Liberation War of 

Bangladesh and social and political 

struggles have been the key themes of his 

poems. He has been hailed as a poet of 

freedom. Patriotism, anti-fundamentalism, 

bigotry and the ups and downs of civic life 

are some of the issues he dealt with. 

Rahman showed how to depict life in art. 

That is why his writings seem to be a 

chronicle of his time. In this book, the 

reader will get the opportunity to read the 

representative poems of Shamsur Rahman. 

 

োমসুে োহমারনে রশ্রষ্ঠ কসবতা/ োমসুে োহমান/ 

িাসহতু প্রকাে/ ৯০০ টাকা 

 

আধুসনক বািংলা িাসহরতুে অন্যতম প্রধান কসব 

োমসুে োহমান। পঞ্চারেে দেক রেরক বাঙাসল 

জাসতে নানা িিংগ্রাম, মুসক্তযুদ্ধ, িামাসজক জীবরনে 

অিঙ্গসতে কো তাঁে কসবতায় উরঠ এরিরে। তাঁরক 

স্বাধীনতাে কসব এবিং নাগসেক কসব সহরিরব 

আখ্যাসয়ত কো হয়। তাঁে কসবতাে অন্যতম প্রধান 

অনুষঙ্গ হরলা রদেরপ্রম, রমৌলবাদসবরোসধতা, ধম ডােতা 

ও নাগসেক জীবরনে ঘাত-প্রসতঘাত। সতসন রদসখরয়রেন 

জীবনরক কীোরব সেরল্প ধােণ কো র্ায়। রর্ কােরণ 

তাঁে কসবতা িমরয়ে অনন্য দসলল। তাঁে কাব্যগ্ররন্থে 

িিংখ্যা ৬৬টি। এই গ্ররন্থ োমসুে োহমারনে 

প্রসতসনসধত্বেীল কসবতা পারঠে সুরর্াগ পারবন পাঠক।  

 

 

323 ৩৬৮ 

 
The Complete Poems: Shahid 

Qadri, Edited by Nazmun Nesa 

Piari, Nabayug Prakashani, Price 
BDT 360.00        

bivas_magazine@gmail.com 

After the partition of 1947 Shahid Qadri 

introduced a new trend in modern Bangla 

poetry. He is one of the leading and popular 

poets of his generation. He introduced the 

sense of city-dwellers and modernity in 

Bengali poetry. Patriotism, secularism, 

worldview and expressions of nature and 

urban life have characterized the language, 

style and discourse of his poetry. He has 

authored four books of poetry—all these 

are compiled in this single book. 

 

কসবতা িমগ্র: েহীদ কাদেী/ নাজমুন রনিা সপয়াসে 

িম্পাসদত/ নবযুগ প্রকােনী/ মূল্য ৩৬০ টাকা  

 

১৯৪৭ িারল রদেোরগে পে র্াঁে মাধ্যরম আধুসনক 

বািংলা কসবতায় নতুন ধাোে সূচনা ঘরট, সতসন হরলন 

েহীদ কাদেী। তাঁে িমরয়ে অন্যতম প্রধান এবিং 

জনসপ্রয় কসব সতসন। সতসন নাগসেক-জীবন-িম্পসকডত 

েব্দ চর়্েরনে মাধ্যরম বািংলা কসবতার়্ে নাগসেকতা ও 

আধুসনকতারবারধে সূচনা করেরেন। রদেরপ্রম, 

অিাম্প্রদাসয়কতা, সবেরবাধ এবিং প্রকৃসত ও নগে 

জীবরনে অসেব্যসক্ত তাঁে কসবতাে োষা, েসঙ্গ ও 

বক্তব্যরক সবসেেুাসর়্েত করেরে। তাঁে প্রকাসেত 

কাব্যগ্রন্থ চােটি। কসবতা িমরগ্র িবকটি গ্রন্থ একিরঙ্গ 

পাওয়া র্ারব।  

 

 

324 ৩৬৯ 

 
Mujibmangal, Nirmalendu Gun, 

Kabi Prakashani, Price BDT 

150.00                   
editorkobi@gmail.com 

Nirmalendu Gun is one of the leading poets 

of the Bengali language at present. The 

strange combination of love and resentment 

is a special feature of his poetry. He is 

responsible for his nation, and this 

politically conscious poet has written many 

poems about Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Father of the Bengali Nation. The 

book is a collection of poems about 

Bangabandhu written by this great Bengali 

poet from the sixties to till now. In this 

collection of 38 poems, the power of 

Bengali poetry can be discovered along 

with the poet’s love and respect for the 

Father of the Bengali Nation. 
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325 ৩৭১ 

 
The Complete Poems, Mohammad 

Rafiq, Ittadi Grantha Prakash, Price 
BDT 350.00               

ittadisutrapat@gmail.com 

Mohammad Rafiq is considered one of the 

key figures in Bengali literature. He came 

into writing in the turbulent political times 

of 1960s. His poetry inspired the student 

movement during the Pakistan period and 

the anti-authoritarian movement in 

independent Bangladesh in the eighties. 

Freedom fighter Rafiq, who personally bore 

the wrath of autocratic rulers several times 

in life, calls for freedom of humanity in his 

poems. He has won all the mentionable 

awards and recognitions in Bangladesh for 

his poetry. From this collection, the reader 

will be able to know the history of 

Bangladesh as well as the poetic philosophy 

of Mohammad Rafiq. 

 

কসবতা িমগ্র/ রমাহাম্মদ েসেক/ ইতুাসদ গ্রন্থ প্রকাে/ 

মূল্য ৩৫০ টাকা 

 

রমাহাম্মদ েসেক বািংলারদরেে প্রসতসনসধত্বেীল 

কসবরদে একজন। ১৯৬০-এে দেরক উিাল 

োজননসতক িমরয় সতসন সলখরত আরিন। পাসকস্তান 

আমরল োত্র আরিালন এবিং স্বাধীন বািংলারদরে 

আসেে দেরক সস্বোচােসবরোধী আরিালরন তাঁে 

কসবতা অনুরপ্রেণা জুসগরয়রে। মুসক্তযুরদ্ধ অিংরে রনওয়া 

এই কসব জীবরনে নানা িমরয় োিকরগাষ্ঠীে েক্তচক্ষু 

উরপক্ষা করে মানবতাে র্াক সদরয়রেন। সতসন কসবতা 

সলরখ বািংলারদরেে প্রধান প্রধান পুেস্কাে ও স্বীকৃসত 

অজডন করেরেন। কসবতা িমগ্র রেরক পাঠক 

বািংলারদরেে ইসতহাি পারঠে পাোপাসে রমাহাম্মদ 

েসেরকে কাব্যদে ডন উপলসি কেরত পােরবন।  

 

326 ৩৭২ 

 
Best Poems,  Sikder Aminul 

Haque, Agamee Prokashoni, 

Price BDT 450.00 

agameebooksbd@gmail.com 

Sikder Aminul Haque is a distinct poet of 

the sixties in Bangladesh. His poems are 

different from his contemporaries in terms 

of language, rhythm, imagery and structure. 

The Best Poems is a collection of selected 

poems from his thirteen books of poetry 

published during his lifetime. It can be 

prophesied that his poems will continue to 

fascinate the readers far beyond his time. 

Readers who want to travel to the 

mysterious and almost inaccessible world 

of poetry can start their journey with calm 

with the recitation of The Best Poems by 

Sikder Aminul Haque. 
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327 ৩৭৩ 

 
The Complete Poems, Rafiq 

Azad, Anannya, Price BDT 

400.00                     
anannyadhaka@gmail.com 

Rafiq Azad is one of the best poets of 

Bengali poetry. As he is a modern poet of 

the contemporary time, it is an inevitable 

fact that love, affection, sorrow, rebellion 

and all the other emotions simultaneously 

appear in his poems. Yet his poems are not 

destitute of imageries of the nature of rural 

and agricultural Bangladesh. Farmers and 

their struggling existences are recurring 

images of his poems along with the 

common feelings of the ordinary people. 

His poetic genius is influenced by the 

emotion deeply rooted in the soil, the 

freshness of the green grass and the virgin 

forests. All these aspects of mother-nature 

easily find their expression in his poetry. 
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328 ৩৭৭ 

 
Father of the Bengali Nation,  

Asmani Prokashoni, S S Prokash, 

Price BDT 125.00           
baharislam1960@gmail.com  

 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is 

the father of the Bengali nation. Poet and 

children’s writer Aslam Sunny’s ‘Father of 

the Bengali Nation’ is a collection of prose 

writings for the juvenile readers. The author 

has presented the story of Bangabandhu’s 

life in this book in a very simple language. 

The book is the story of Bangabandhu’s 

birth in Tungipara, his education, struggle 

and colorful political life.The book records 

the chronicles of Bangabandhu’s life till the 

brutal killing of Bangabandhu and his 

family at No. 32, Dhanmondi on 15 August 

1975. In other words, the volume is the 

childhood days’ story of Bangabandhu, 

Father of the Bengali Nation. 
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329 ৩৭৮ 

 
Best Stories: Rahat Khan,  Biswa 

Sahitya Kendra,  Price BDT 275.00  
bskprokashona@gmail.com 

Prominent journalist and litterateur in 

Bengali literature, Rahat Khan, wonderfully 

depicts the lives of Bengali people in his 

fictional works. The themes of his works 

are wide ranging—from such feelings and 

emotions of the ordinary people as love, 

fraternity, frustration, anger to great social 

crisis. The great Liberation War of 

Bangladesh is one of the prominent subject 

matters of his creative works. This book is a 

compilation of 14 stories written by Rahat 

Khan. Effortlessly bringing up to surface 

the stainless reality and the crisis of human 

life, he has furnished the interior setting of 

his works with the darkness and light, 

hypocrisy and simplicity of the mortals’ 

psyches. The reader can easily identify 

himself with the stories of Rahat Khan. He 

has used simple and common language in 

his work. The tone of his language is 

emotional but the narrative is sober. 
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330 ৩৭৯ 

 
Best Story, Harishankar Jaldas, 

Aloghar Publication     
aloprokashana@aloghar.org 

Harishankar Jaldas, Professor of Literature 

by Profession, is a significant figure in 

contemporary Bangladeshi fiction. Ten of 

his stories produced in great artistry have 

been compiled in this book.There is leliable 

traces of deprivation in the lives of the 

lower class people in the stories, in addition 

to the search for the cause of this 

inexhaustible deprivation. It is an attempt to 

identify the high-level exploiters who are 

holding them hostage in the guise of 

protectors. The book is able enough to cut a 

permanent impression on the mind of the 

interested reader of short stories. 
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331 ৩৮০ 

 

 

 

Mayamukut, Swakrito Noman, 

Anyaprokash, BDT 400.00    

islam1966@gmail.com 

Mayamukut, a novel by Swakrito 

Noman. The protagonist of the 

novel ‘Mukul’ was convicted for 

143 years for 68 cases. Being the 

head executioner of the jail Mukul 

hanged thirty three including war 

criminals, killers of 1975 and 

terrorists who were all public 

enemies. His name spread far and 

wide. The novel represented 

incidents of  ganajagoran mancha 

(stage of mass awakening) along 

with some political incidents of 

Bangladesh. 
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332 ৩৮১ 

 
Selected Speeches and 

Interviews, A.B.M. Khairul 

Haq, Subarna (Eds.), Price  

BDT. 600.00    

bdsubarna@gmail.com 

This book deals with the glorious 

Liberation War of Bangladesh, the 

farsighted thinking and leadership of Father 

of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman. Besides, the rules, regulations and 

judicial experiences of the author have been 

incorporated in this compiled work of 

speeches and interviews. The author 

reminds the individuality of the three major 

organs of a state—Executive, Law and 

Justice Department and emphasis on the 

establishment of the sovereign power of the 

people through the National Parliament. 

The composition and the authentic 

presentation of facts promote this book to a 

testimony of its time.  
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333 ৩৮২ 

 
Nasima Begum, From Renu to 

Mother of Bengal, Bangla 
Academy, Price BDT 270.00   

bobupobibhag.ba@gmail.com 

From Renu to Mother of Bengal is the life sketch 

of Sheikh Fazilatun Nesa Mujib, wife of Father 

of the Nation of Bangladesh, Bangabandhu 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. After researching for a 

long time, Nasima Begum has written this book. 

Bugum Mujib was not only the life partner of 
Bangabandhu, rather she has earned the respect 

and love of the entire nation through her 

everlasting love for the country, political 
wisdom, humanism and courage. The author has 

divided the book in seven chapters and put them  

together. The book gives the readers a deep 
insight on Mother of Bengal's chilhood, her 

marriage to Bangabandhu, her being life partner 

of Bangabandhu, her keen observation skills and 
confidence, her love for the country as well as 

her courage, her simple outlook towards life, her 

great death and opinions on Mother of Bengal 
expressed by different personalities of 

contemporary time etc.    

 

কিণু কেডক বঙ্গিাতা/নাপ্রিিা কবগি/ বাাংলা একাডডপ্রি/মূল্য 

২৭০ টাকা 

রেণু রেরক বঙ্গমাতা, বািংলারদরেে জাসতে সপতা বঙ্গবন্ধু 

রেখ মুসজব্যে েহমারনে িহধসম ডণী রেখ েসজলাতুন রনো 

মুসজরবে জীবনীগ্রন্থ। দীঘ ডসদন গরবষণা করে নাসেমা রবগম 

এই গ্রন্থ েচনা করেরেন। রকবল জাসতে সপতাে জীব্নিসঙ্গনী 

সহরিরব নন, রবগম েসজলাতুন রনো তাঁে অতুলনীয় 

রদেরপ্রম, োজননসতক প্রজ্ঞা, দূেদসে ডতা, উি মানসবক গুণ, 

িাহসিকতাে জন্যও িমগ্র জাসতে শ্রদ্ধা ও োরলাবািা অজডন 

করেরেন। এই গ্ররন্থ রলখক ৭টি অধ্যারয় সবেক্ত করে 

বঙ্গমাতাে পূণ ডজীবনী েচনা করেরেন। এরত বঙ্গমাতাে 

সেেব রেরক িিংিাে, বঙ্গবন্ধুে জীবনিঙ্গী, পর্ ডরবক্ষণ েসক্ত 

ও আত্মসবোি, রদেরপ্রম ও িাহসিকতা, জীবরনে িােল্য, 

মহাপ্রয়াণ, িমকালীন মূল্যায়ন ইতুাসদ সবষরয় গেীেোরব 

আরলাকপাত কো হরয়রে। মহীয়িী নােী বঙ্গমাতাে জীবন, 

বঙ্গবন্ধু-চচ ডা এবিং িমিামসয়ক োজনীসতে নানামাসত্রক 

রমরুকেণ ও ঘটনাপ্রবারহে অনবদ্য দসলল এই গ্রন্থ।  
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(End of Part I) 

334 ৩৮৩ 

 
Peace and Harmony: Seventy-one 

Selected Poems Dedicated to 
Sheikh Hasina, Ahmed Reza (Ed.), 

Anis Mohammad (Trans.), Gourob 

Prokashon, Price BDT 625.00 

 

The Honorable Prime Minister of 

Bangladesh, daughter of Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Sheikh Hasina is 

the successful legacy of Bangabandhu’s 

thoughts and consciousness. Despite all the 

oppositions and hostilities, she has been 

relentlessly fighting to turn Bangladesh into 

a true welfare state with the ideology of the 

Liberation War. All the eminent poets of 

this country have written poems about her. 

Seventy-one poems with English translation 

have been presented in the book on the 

occasion of her seventy-first birthday. The 

brightness and brilliance, grief and sorrow, 

joy and happiness of Sheikh Hasina’s 

character are embodied in these poems. 
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335 ৩৮৪ 

 
Selected 100 Poems, Minar 

Monsur, Anyaprokash, Price 

BDT 350.00 

 

Selected 100 Poems/Minar 

Monsur/Anyaprokash/Price BDT 

350.00 

Minar Monsur, the reclusive poet of 

seventies, wanders through the intricate 

and hoary paths of history. He has 

observed his time intensely. Therefore, 

the aspects of history-philosophy, 

society-civilization, time and eternity 

all find expression in his poetry. His 

poems represent tranquility and 

solitude. But, at the same time, they are 

firm and solid. His Selected 100 Poems 

is a wonderful addition to the work of 

poetry in Bengali Literature.      
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